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THE UNFORGETTABLE, UNFORGOTTEN

H. M. Scribner, '23

A good education, we are all told at least once if we are lucky and

usually oftener, is a valuable possession, in that it is absolutely perma-

nent. No one can ever take it from us. We may lose fortune, friends,

reputation, and bets, but our education will stay with us forever. Our
education is our own—nobody else's ; it is constant to us no matter how
undeserving we may be. But it is interesting to observe that the next

person's education is quite as faithful to him or to her, no matter how
much less deserving he or she may be. And as it is usually very much
the same sort of education as our own we come to discover that we know
very much the, same thing as the next person. Most people spend eight

years being educated, many four more, some, for one reason or another,

continue even longer; one reason is desire for knowledge, another may
be painful to the reader and so will be omitted. But the fundamental

result, that which one can never lose, is the same. There may be some

in the great brotherhood of the educated who are uncertain as to the

extent of the British Empire at the close of the War, but none who do

not know that "all Gaul is divided into three parts." Similarly who can,

who would want to, indeed, since it is common property, take from us

the knowledge that,

a 2 + 2ab + b 2 = (a+,b) 2
.

That all men are entitled to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.

That Josephine was Napoleon's senior.

That the square on the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle is equal

to the sum of the squares on the other two sides.

That Bryant wrote Thanatopsis at seventeen (or was it nineteen) ?

That the Battle of Hastings was fought in 1066.

Arma virumque cano.

That the quality of mercy is not strained.

That the first man who smoked tobacco was thought to be on fire.

Au clair de la lune.

That a preposition is a bad thing to end a sentence with.

That the winter was severe at Valley Forge.

That none but the brave deserve the fair.

Ich weiss nicht was soil es bedeuten.

That the Chinese were the first to use gunpowder.

That New York was bought for twenty-four dollars and some beads.
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That a straight line is the shortest distance between two points.

Carpe diem.

That Archimedes leapt from his tub and ran through the streets

shouting "Eureka !"

H aO.

I am the master of my fate.

I am the captain of my soul.

That Rome did not really fall.

That Queen Elizabeth had red hair.

Such are the facts that are faithful to us, long after we have for-

gotten the causes and effects, the proofs, results, and what comes after.

Such is the knowledge whereby we prove that we have been educated, such

are the "unforgettable, unforgotten."

FOOL'S GOLD

Barbara Ling, '24

The dreams that poets dream,

The faiths that lovers hold,

The glistening pennies in the shallow stream,

—Fool's gold.
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SUMMER IN NEW YORK

Edith Walton, '25

Summer in New York. A pleasant time at that, if one was rumbling-

down Fifth Avenue in a bus. Late afternoon was bringing shade and

a healing coolness. The sky was just flushed with a timid pink and the

breeze which stirred Jean Gardiner's hair was fresh, arousing in her a

corresponding gratitude.

From her swaying elevation, seemingly so insecure, she stared down

at a thronged avenue of infinite variation. Women in dark low-girdled

street dresses, shop girls with gauzy hats and cheap transparent clothes,

girls in ginghams, undistinguished crowds of sweating men—did one feel

.

a sense of relief in gingham ? Behind her a brisk young man was explain-

ing New York to his mother from the country. Yes. That was the

swellest club in the city. And this was Tiffany's, the great jeweler's.

Further down town there was fascination increased through un-

familiarity. Fourteenth Street for example. An obscure cross-town with

crowds of obscure and bustling people. A girl was crossing now dressed,

incredibly, in an emerald green skirt and a bright pink blouse. Her hair

was brown and messily curled, but she had a rosy honest face. Now one

had a splendid view of the arch with the busses crawling through like

stout green bugs.

Jean smiled to herself half maliciously. She saw New York from a

praiseworthy point of view—very literary. Perhaps her eyes were colored

by a librarian's work, but better to believe in an individual temperament.

She was being orthodox, promising, for a young writer not yet in print.

But was this literary picture-book city the New York in summer which

she had visualized ? Was it for careful, detached observation that she

had refused to join her family at the seashore? She had a sudden vision

of very bright sands, of a middle-class hotel, of sunburn and gossiping

women and cambric tea flirtations. Contrasted, was summer in New
York as once it had hazily formulated in her mind ?

Then, she was leaning across the table of a smart restaurant, a cigar-

ette between her lips. Her face was shadowed and provocative beneath

a large black hat. Her frock was shallow necked, dark colored, and cling-

ing. The man opposite was talking of the old trilogy—life and literature

and art, also very frequently of themselves. He was in his thirties and

had the ripe wisdom of experience. Several of her articles and poems,

highly creditable, had appeared in magazines. They were about to go to

a party where one met all the most interesting Bohemians. And the dusky

city was magically lit, glamorous. It was one of a hundred nights when
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one drank an intoxicated air, and glowed to the bright lights of theatres

and cafes. It was summer and the breeze tugged at one's heart. There

was work, and afterwards one's diversions—

!

Jean Gardiner shook her head with an impatient lift, half amused

by herself and half filled with distaste. She was barely twenty-five, hand-

some when one looked carefully, never of the sort to attract attention.

Slim and tall and full of unconscious, possibly undesired, dignity. The

contours of her face were grave and charming, her hair smooth, dark

brown, and very thick. The strange gleams in her eyes alone pointed to

depths beyond respectability, and to secret original desires.

Truly, New York had been very different in imagination. She

thought of long days at the library, of pleasant but unremitting work, and

the mild amusement to be had from the people who sifted through her

hands. Then quiet evenings in a corner bedroom. Usually a book and

early bed. Sometimes the tepid delight of movies or, more rarely, the

theatre with old friends in town for the night. Very different ! But then

she came of a conventional family and was herself well trained, unap-

proachable. She wondered what she would do if an unknown man spoke

to her and asked her to have dinner, to dance, or whatever they did ask.

With faint inward amusement, she knew what she would like to say.

The bus had long since turned uptown again, and she had not noticed.

But the metallic clink of a dime in the receiver aroused her at last. Four

more blocks, three, two, and she would be back at the library to work
until ten. The bus ride had been a brief respite and was now over.

Clutching the rail tightly she groped her way down the steep steps with

little involuntary lurches. Watch out, madam. She reached the firm

asphalt and turned towards the library with a growing sense of responsi-

bility.

Returned to her work, routine engulfed her. The big room was
dingy, but cheerful. It wrapped one in the companionable quiet of a

small branch library. The high electric light shone on Jean as she bent

over her desk files. It gave her hair a smooth sheen. In the corner by

the full-length windows, a handful of people were leaning over small

tables and books disproportionately weighty. There was the old, old man,

presumably foreign, with his plentiful white beard. He seldom took

books home, but spent long hours in the library. What he read was a

mystery and he himself was like some vague inexplicable echo from the

past. Next him a handsome young Jew, whose black hair swept his

forehead in a heavy wave. He read a great deal of psychology and poetry

and impressed one as having a touch of genius. Then another Jew, but
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a bald man—little and mean and oily. Curious how eager the Jews were

to read. A lesson to others.

A motley assortment was wandering about the fiction stacks. Chil-

dren of ten or twelve, mostly girls, were searching for cheap love

stories. They should have been upstairs in the children's room. A stodgy

man was fingering tales of the sea. Several old maids were fumbling

ineffectually about. Presently they would ask for something luridly

romantic. A thin French girl was looking wistfully for new novels from

Paris, and a lean-jawed boy was devouring Merrick as he stood. Per-

plexing problems all of them. Impossible to predict their tastes at a

glance. Impossible to fathom the extraordinary mixtures which they

would carry home.

Jean's fingers moved with swift precision stamping and flying

through files. Her lips framed "civil platitudes and advice. The hands

of the clock were creeping on towards ten, were nearly there. Barely

a half dozen of people were left in the library. Among them was the

sad-eyed musician who haunted the place, a woman journalist assigned to

a particularly difficult article, and a well-dressed rather restless man
whom she didn't recall. Ah ! They were starting to go now. No. I

didn't hear Rachmaninoff last winter, but of course I admire him im-

mensely. Good night. Here was the other man. Earlier in the day

she might have scanned the book he held, now she was tired and incurious.

But what was he saying?

"Would you care to go out to supper with me?"

Jean stared at him reflectively. She was thinking of the bus ride.

In view of that, his question was absurd, overdone. Nothing so timely

could ever occur. Then, her mind flashed off perversely. Her frock.

Dark-colored, shallow necked—yes. It fulfilled all the requirements. Of
course the hat left something to be desired—but it was moderately big.

By another trick of thought, she saw her family ranged in a straight line

on the beach. They were waggling their fingers like funny dolls. Only

a child could pretend to heed them—summer in New York

!

She smiled at him remotely. "You're very kind. Will you wait

till I tidy this desk and get my hat?"

Strangely, she felt quite placid and unashamed as they swerved

through the streets in a taxi. No compunctions for this monstrous thing

she was doing. Perhaps if it had been more credible—! He had said

to her, "Does it matter to you where we go?" and she had answered,

"Any place fairly diverting." She glanced at him as he sat tapping his

cane absently against his shoe and watching the lights. He was obviously

of her own class, even rather fine looking. His grey suit was so immacu-
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late, his features so regular, that only a very firm, slightly wide mouth

and certain faintly humorous crinkles about his eyes saved him from a

surfeit of polish. She decided dispassionately that he should have exerted

himself more to entertain her. Though he had been pleasant, they had

talked very little. But when the taxi chugged to a halt before the restau-

rant he he had chosen, he handed her out with a courtesy wholly satis-

factory. She straightened her shoulders as they walked up the steps

together in a stream of light. The scarf on her black hat brushed her

cheek and the very touch gave her a sense of exhilaration.

Across the table with its tiny green shaded lamp, they half consciously

took each other's measure. She learned that his name was Gilbert Heath,

but he told her little else, nor was she more communicative. The restau-

rant was crowded, the music excellent. Jean smiled at him.

"I wonder," she said, "that you didn't take a chorus' girl or a very

superior model. It would have seemed more suitable. Not that the place

isn't delightful and I appreciative."

"I wanted company," he replied evenly.

Jean nodded, admitting the distinction. Then she continued lightly,

"Not that any chorus girl could possibly be so exciting. In my scheme

of life, you see, I'm committing the unforgivable sin."

He ignored her half-defiant tone. "You're merely being very kind.

In less happy circumstances, I should have gone home to the solitude of

a flat with dreadfully loud summer chintz covering all the furniture. I

should have drawn my chair to the window and tried to read that book

—

undoubtedly a dull one—which I picked up at the library. Instead, I

should have been distracted by the alley cats joining in a 'wailful choir.'

And most probably, I should have envied couples going to the movies and

stopping to buy candy at the corner stall. That would have been awful,

wouldn't it?" he urged persuasively.

"Awful," she agreed. She was entirely at her ease now. They
talked in sudden rushes with an increasing amount to say. Heath was
well informed about theatres, books, pictures. He had inexplicable prej-

udices which he treated ironically but which were nevertheless unassail-

able. His ideas, sometimes flippant, usually interesting, spurred her to

discussion and quick retorts. Part of the time they amused themselves by
observing the couples dining near them, and in commenting upon the

strange variety the restaurant offered.

There were stout middle-aged couples, trademarked by the suburbs,

with an obvious determination to be very gay and greatly entertained.

There were parties of Jews from the west side, a little noisy and over-

dressed. As the hour grew later, a few chorus girls drifted in, accom-
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panied by wealthy but callow young men—patently self-conscious. And
there was a modicum of people, more quietly attractive, whom one

fancied in well-paid professions. In detail, there was nothing romantic

about the restaurant. Its glamor sprang from the general sense of

light and color and music.

This glamor was most pervasive when they danced. The music was

compelling, swift and brassy, and full of abrupt tingling rhythm. Oc-

casionally it sank to a more insidious dreaminess. He danced well, and

she was content to circle the room in silence, her head tilted back slightly,

in a warm mist. Had she consulted her inclination merely, the evening

would have gone on forever. But instinctively she felt that it should end

at its height. She told him that she must go and, as she had expected, he

assented at once. She had an odd confidence in him.

Gilbert Heath gave the driver her address, and they slipped back

into the depths of a taxi. The streets were black and still, splotched by

unexpected pools of light. The air was cool but tasted of summer. Alert

in her corner, Jean's thoughts were lingering over the evening. Hardly

a detail lacking. She had achieved a vision realized and the manner of

her achievement was immaterial. She did not care that hers was an

experience banned for respectability. In her absorption, she did not

notice that Heath's arm had slid about her by imperceptible degrees. He
bent forward to kiss her.

"No," she said abruptly. Her tones were clear and full of decision.

He did not press the question, but regarded her somewhat humor-

ously. "A small matter, surely," he remonstrated. "I should almost say

it was my prerogative."

She shook her head calmly. "I don't particularly mind being kissed,

but it would be a discordant note. It wouldn't fit into the atmosphere."

She saw that he was puzzled and added kindly, "So far you've just ful-

filled a phase of New York already planned in my mind." Briefly but

adequately she explained to him her ideas of the city as she had reviewed

them on the bus. "So you see," she finished, "you're blended nicely into

the picture. I didn't count on anything further. If you kissed me I

might remember you—as a person."

She was satisfied that Heath understood, but he made no sign.

Presently the silence began to weigh upon her, breathlessly, like nothing

that she had ever known. She turned towards him, and the very steadi-

ness of his eyes frightened her. Her heart began to beat quite fast and
she wanted to cry out. When he finally spoke, his voice sounded husky
after the stillness.

"Might you?" he said. Drawing Jean close, he kissed her a great

many times.
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IF WISHES WERE HORSES

Elizabeth Lawrence, '25

In the Spring

I would be a faun

That I might dance in the moonlit wood
To the tune of wild piping.

In the Summer
I would be a broad-winged schooner,

Skimming from port to busy port

Under tropical skies.

In the Fall

I would be a tall poplar

With the shrill Autumn wind

And sun-washed clouds

For my friends.

But in Winter

I would be only myself.

!»
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EVERY DAY IN EVERY WAY

Dorothy Meserve, '23

There are certain things which every American who goes to Europe

for the first time always sees—this results almost invariably from the

fact that there are certain places where this American always goes. An
excellent trip is one which . lands you at Naples and lures you gently

through Italy and Switzerland, beguiles you through France and finally

to England. This trip is so excellent that it has occurred to three or four

thousand other Americans almost simultaneously, and so throughout the

summer they find themselves moving together in a great body across the

face of Europe. As a nation we are determined to find the heart, the

living, beating heart of these far lands, and for some subtle reason we
believe we will find it beating in the churches and in the museums, as in

some cardiac cavity, and so we march through a thousand churches and

five hundred museums without the flicker of an eyelash—we who have

never visited any church in the United States but the little Methodist one

on the corner, and who have never even seen the Egyptian exhibit in the

Metropolitan. Strange as it may seem, there are other places in which

to find what we seek.

First, you might go to little Vesuvius, outside of Naples, and walk

upon the crater. The guide will lead you across the burning crust and

tell you that one foot below you is the boiling lava. He will tell you that

one week ago there was a sudden eruption not ten feet from where you

now stand—and then he will lead you to the newly-made hole in the

crust and let you peer down at the sputtering, clay-like liquid. The guide

will smile a prideful smile and say, "Hear 'em grumble?" and you will

move away because the lava is spattering up on your dress, and the heat

is eating away the leather of your shoes. I know of no other way to

obtain such an exquisite feeling of danger, and of distance from one's

birthplace. As you tiptoe back over the hot surface, trying not to be

too heavy on your feet, the guide murmurs statistically that if one would

scoop a little hole in the crust and fill it with water, an egg could be hard

boiled in one minute. It is then that the average American feels the first

real throb of the heart of Europe, which, I contend, beats not in its

churches alone, but in its volcanoes—and for instance, in its caves.

I might take for an example of what I mean the blue grotto of

Capri, but a more striking cave is that on which Dante founded his

"Inferno," the one which is dug into the side of the mountain which rises
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by Lake Avernus. I can only speak for myself in describing this cave,

and say that I went there with a company of eight,—aunts, cousins,

mother, sister, and small brother. We were met at the mouth by two

wild-looking men with long hair and bare legs. At the time I did not

suspect the reason for the bare legs, and that was just as well. They

murmured in two words of English for us to follow them, and having

lighted paper torches which seemed every moment to be about to flicker

for the last time, they began to lead us through a long, narrow passage,

cut in the solid rock, which sloped gently downwards and continued so

fa-r that soon the entrance was but a tiny pin-prick of light in the dis-

tance. Then it was that the wild men turned a corner and we heard

below us the swish of water in the blackness. It was during the next

five minutes that we learned through some half mutual language that

that sound was the River Styx, and that our guides proposed to carry us

over it on their backs. The average American detects the second heart

throb of Europe as she passes over the exact center of the River Styx,

humped up on the back of the Italian caveman, whose neck she grasps

in a death strangle as he wades up to his waist in the dark water. Finally

he sets her down on a ledge just next to the hole where Cerberus used to

live, and after she has got over the embarrassment of unhumping herself

from the man's back, she realizes that he has taken his paper torch to the

other bank for a second passenger, and she is alone in the inferno.

There are, of course, hundreds of places all along the way which

contribute enormously to this pulsation, and whether you are trying to

pluck a mosaic (as a small souvenir) from the floor of a ruin in Pompeii,

or skeeing on the Jungfraujoch, or riding on a donkey's back down the

perpendicular cobble street of Clovelly in Devonshire, it is the same thing.

The two pictures which have remained to me, most wholly, of this world,

are a mountain pass in Switzerland and the silver crypt in the Cathedral

of Milan.

Our diligence climbed the steep and twisting mountain road, up, up,

until we seemed on a level with the snow of the peaks. The lower parts

of the mountains were thick with dark green fir trees, their points close-

set along the mountainside. The village of Airolo soon came to look

like only a toy town. After passing a few rumpled fields of hay and
neat brown chalets, we came above the tree level. I saw roaring tor-

rents, great waterfalls, and many white mountain streams, spun from
rock to rock in their steep descent. The rock peaks were quite near,

and were jagged like old Indian arrows set in rows. The batique of

snow against them was white, and avalanches of great stones had slid

down and lay like sand upon the mountainside. I felt as though I could
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run with one leap to the peaks and with my breath blow away the wisps

of mist from the rock crevices. Everything was clean and very quiet.

In the silver crypt at the bottom of the Cathedral of Milan lies the

body of that city's first bishop. In the dim light I could see the walls

and ceiling, entirely wrought of carved silver, the gift of an ancient

Spanish king. The old priest, who moved silently toward us as we
entered, asked if we wished to see the body of the bishop. As "yes"

seemed the only courteous answer, we said it, and waited while the priest

lighted three tall candles in front of an immense silver coffin, and then

took from a recess in the wall a white ceremonial robe which he put on

over his black one.

By a sort of derrick arrangement he lowered the side of the coffin,

very slowly, and revealed an inner coffin made entirely of clear rock crys-

tal, again the gift of the King of Spain. The priest then held an electric

torch over the coffin and by its light we saw lying inside Ambrose, the

first bishop of Milan. He was a very well-preserved mummy, and his

flesh seemed remarkably firm except for a sunken nose which was sup-

ported by a small piece of plaster. He lay there in gold-woven cloth,

spangled with priceless gems; on his head was a jewelled crown; over

him hung a cross made entirely of huge emeralds—on the fingers of his

gloved hands sparkled the wealth of a great city. Ambrose died three

hundred years ago, and every fifteen minutes a priest relights the candles,

robes himself anew, and flashes a bright light upon the bones and brown
skin of the first bishop, whose fortune sparkles in the crystal case.

Ambrose sleeps on.

The same things will not remain in the memories of all travellers.

This "feeling" of Europe may come upon one at any time, and these

few ways are not the only ones by which the elusive heart may be sought

out. I have known an American to start out of an evening on the Grand

Canal of Venice, along with an army of gondolas filled to capacity with

her countrymen and women, and even then, when Broadway walketh upon

the waters, it has come to her. It may come as one swims at the Lido,

or visits Anne Hathaway's cottage, or walks down the Champs Elysees

in Paris. The only motto to have while abroad is that of "every day in

every way," and with this in view not only the beating heart, but the

mind and the soul, and the sense of humor of Europe are yours.
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IF THE CREDITOR COMES
(Can the Sheriff Be Far Behind?)

A parody of "If Winter Comes"

Bettina Sims, '26

BOOK I

"Mabul," said Lark Sword to his wife, "have you read my new book

on 'How to Teach Latin to Imbeciles' ? You really should, don't you

know ? It's awfully good."

"You know what I think of your books," sniggered Mabul, "I read

that one called 'A Wardrobe For a Young Gentleman Going Away to

.School.' I think it's beneath your dignity to write such things."

"I see your point of view perfectly. Of course, you're quite right.

Still
"

Lark Sword then went out for a long walk. It was most unusual

;

but he happened to meet Nona-Entity Slybar on a particular lonely road.

They sat down on a rotten log, without saying a word.

"Larko," said Nona-Entity softly.

"Tell me about Slybar," whispered Larko.

"He is wonderful, Larko ; but so stingy, so utterly stingy, except to

the people he's very fond of. I am nothing now but a 'little piece of

wreckage in the Stream of Life !'
"

"Nona-Entity," cried Lark Sword, "don't say that, you are too

beautiful!"

"Larko,"' she whispered appealingly, "take me away with you, miles

away from Slybar."

Then the rotten log gave way.

BOOK II

Lark wrote to Lady Slybar :

—

My Nona-Entity,

The world is very cruel ; but be brave, dear. I see your point of

view perfectly. But if the creditor comes, can the sheriff be far behind ?

I would take you away ; but my bank account is a thing of the past. You
know how you would hate to go to Paris and then have to write to
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Slybar for a check. You know he wouldn't give it to you, anyway. And
I am penniless. My excellent wife Mabul (God bless her!) 'spent all I

had. My partner Swining took the rest. Forgive me, Nona-Entity.

Always your loving,

Larko.

The next mail brought Lark this :

—

Larko

—

Don't desert me. Dark clouds gather outside my window. The wind

howls. We can get away on your bicycle and save money that way.

Nona-Entity.

BOOK III

Lark Sword was the soul of chivalry. He always agreed with every-

body else, especially if the other person was young and beautiful.

"Mabul," he said to himself, "will be so much happier without me.

And if the creditor comes, can the sheriff be far behind?"

So the next morning he took Efhe, the bicycle, out of the stable (he

had named it Effie for a bright little girl of his acquaintance) and rode

to the spot where he had sat on the rotten log. But he found only a

letter.

Beloved (it said), Beloved,

Slybar has put nails all along the road so that your tires will be

punctured. Meet me in Paris next week.

Your Nona-Entity.

[14]
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MOMENT RELIGIEUX

Katharine Connor, '24

Old sacred music swelling full and deep,

Old sacred words of sorrow and of praise,

Bear us along in their great searching sweep

Into the rhythm of eternal days.

Swiftly, wide-winged, a holy hush alights,

Expectant, and vibrating, and contained.

The speaker turns his thoughts to us from heights

Which in that soaring moment they attained.

Words spoken now go forth like prophecy

And truths, deep-buried in our souls, awake

To world-awareness that is agony

—

Now, now, at last the age-old bonds must break

!

But tides of strength like waves of music wane

;

For us vague longings, only these, remain.
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THE HARP OF TIERTU

Evelyn Page, '23

Not long ago there lived in a forest of Arthur's domain a worthy

knight, who, on feeling himself growing old, had retired from war and

the emperor's court and sought to spend the rest of his days in peace.

Wherefore in the midst of the deep forest he had built himself a hall,

and had cleared the lands that Arthur had granted him in return for his

long years of service. Likewise he took unto himself a wife, a good

woman, whom he loved dearly, and who bore him two fine children, with

whom he spent five years in great content. Now it happened that a band

of thieves took up their abode in this forest, and cruelly harassed what-

ever travellers might pass that way, but Tiertu, such was the knight's

name, alone they did not trouble, fearing him. Nevertheless Tiertu, feel-

ing bound by his allegiance to Arthur to free the kingdom from such

bands as far as lay within his power, and tormented by pity for the suf-

ferings of those whom the robbers had ill-treated, attacked their camp,

and, killing many of them, put the rest to confusion and flight. The leader

of the robbers escaped, however, and bitterly desiring to take vengeance

on Tiertu for having attacked those who had spared him, gathered to-

gether what was left of his band, and together with them plotted what

they should do.

One dark night, before the moon was up, they gathered before the

door of Tiertu's hall, each with a pile of faggots, their intention being to

force their way past the porter and, lighting their faggots at various

places through the hall, to set it on fire before the dwellers therein should

awake sufficiently to prevent them. To their great joy, on coming to-

gether, they found the porter asleep. Quickly and silently their leader

killed him, which was indeed but a proper reward for his negligence, and

creeping over his body into the hall, they only too well executed their

plans. They worked so quietly that not even the small page sleeping on

the rushes stirred, nor indeed, poor youth, did he move again in this

world. The flames and the smoke mounted, and the thieves, seeing their

work done, made their escape with fierce joy in their hearts. Of all the

' people sleeping in that house, not one escaped save only Tiertu, who had

waked when the fire was well under way, and, finding his wife and chil-

dren dead from the heat and smoke, overcome by sorrow, determined to

perish with them, but being persuaded by some phantasy that one of the

children lived, he took him in his arms, and ran through the flames out
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of the building. As he reached the door of the hall one end of a burn-

ing rafter struck him on the head with a glancing blow, and he could

barely muster strength to reach safety, when he fell into a swoon. When
life came back to him again, he found the child he had borne away was

dead.

The breaking of his last hope was too much for his mind, already

enfeebled by age and grief, and he became crazed, and wandered half

naked through the forest, crying aloud to God to relieve him of his

misery, which, when strangers asked him, he could not relate, but would

only continue to sob and cry out. When in his quest he came to a village,

he would look keenly at the women who passed him, saying of them

wearily, "You are not she," and of the children, ''These are not my sons."

The country people were kind to him, and gave him food and shelter

when he asked it because they pitied him and reverenced his innocency.

As the years went on, time blotted from his dazed mind all thought of the

misfortunes that had brought him to his present state, and he became

happy and childlike, in the summer rejoicing in the freshness and beauty

of all things growing, listening for hours to the songs of birds, watching

the ants and crickets, unharmed and unfeared by the wild beasts of the

woods ; in the winter sitting in comfort beside some friendly rustic hearth,

with the children of others at his feet, and only from time to time did he

look upon them sadly, through the gentle half-awaking of blunted

memory.

In former days his greatest skill had lain in the playing of a harp,

and even as he was, his love of music had not deserted him, for he

fashioned one for himself. When it was finished, however, he could

not play it, but would sit with it in his arms, striking now one tuneless

string, now another, troubled, his grey head bent low above it, seeking

for the strains he had known and loved.

Now seeing how sad was his lot, and in what utter though uncon-

scious misery he must live out the rest of his days, even the impish

fairies of the forest grieved for him, and one who was pitiful bestowed

upon the harp of Tiertu this gift, that whenever its owner wished, it

could play to him, or when he so desired, be silent. And the harp of

Tiertu became his only consolation, for it played to him comfortingly,

as a mother sings to her child, and he could never bear to let it out of

his sight. But on many a mild summer evening the two might be found

on a green hillside, with a circle of clear-eyed country folk around them,

and according to Tiertu's command the music of the harp solaced their

woes, and gave them pleasure to remember for many days to come. So

the fame of the harp and of Tiertu travelled far.
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The love Tiertu had for it was the love of desolation, for in all the

fair Island of the Mighty and in all the threatening world outside there

was no other thing he might claim to be his own. He looked upon it with

a devotion which some have for God, and for which many are destined

never to find an object worthy in their eyes. In the time when he did

not listen to its playing he rubbed it with the softest cloth that he could

beg, or caressed it with his rough, trembling fingers. Wherever he slept,

it slept beside him, whether on the heath or in some friendly hovel. If

a stranger should chance to pass him in the meadows, eagerly he would

call out to the man to listen to the harp, saying, "It is the music of its

soul," and few there were who did not find some echo of it in their own
hearts.

So men came to speak of this wonder over all the world, and many
desired to possess it, but some were held from too greatly coveting by

pity, and some by fear of the contempt of their fellows, for they knew

it could only be had by force. Yet some are not bound by such weakness.

Now it happened that an evil knight came riding through the forest

in which Tiertu wandered, and he was sore at heart, for he was come

from a tournament at Arthur's court where he had reaped naught but

shame and dishonor. Cadogan was the name of this man, and forever

cursed be he that gave him life, and thrice cursed be he who made him

knight. Forever as he rode, he debated within himself how he should

win the honor and obedience that he much desired, but that, his soul being

evil and his courage weak, he could not obtain in a knightly way. Indeed

he knew himself to be festered to the core, and the knowledge was not

pleasant to his thoughts, since he had determined to be set above all men.

If he might not gain the guidance of God, then he hankered after the

wiles of Satan. The Evil One, being ever at hand to seek advantage,

caught him in this frame of mind and gave him an opportunity.

As Cadogan went, he pressed his horse hard, but however fast he

rode he could not leave behind him his stinging thoughts. His breast

was torn with shame and rage, and in his torment he writhed ; his face

was red with the flush that none stood by to see. In all the jousting at

Arthur's court he had played but a sorry part, and though his ambition

had toyed with acts of renown, in truth he had fallen far below that mark.

Six suits of armor had he lost to his conquerors. His men had deserted

him jeering. Some there were who said that the emperor did wrong to

let him go free, for in his battles, they murmured, he had stooped to

treachery.

To the everlasting distress of the soul of Cadogan, Tiertu came
wandering near, and on his right arm he carried his harp. Perceiving a
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stranger he came towards the knight, and entreated him to listen to the

music of the harp, whereupon he commanded it to play, which it did

right sweetly. When Cadogan heard it, memory stirred in him, and the

renown of the harp echoed in his ears, whispering to him, "You are

alone, Cadogan. This harp is a wonderful thing," and again, "No man

can bear witness against you. Take it. Sooner or later the fool will

destroy this wonder." Still Cadogan pondered, and the voice murmured

again in his head, "Fame, Cadogan, and envy will be yours. Take it

and stay not."

And Cadogan hearkened to the voice, but dissembling as he well

knew how he dismounted from his horse, and called Tiertu, who came

to him innocently. Where was then the fairy whose heart had been

moved for the misery of Tiertu, where the sturdy rustics who loved him,

where the gallant knights of Arthur's court, the protectors of the weak,

the revilers of cruelty? The elf played, all the woe of the world for-

gotten, the rustics reaped their fields and praised God for his fullness, the

knights jousted for the greater honor of their ladies, and no help came

to Tiertu, for when Cadogan had come near he stretched out his right

hand and wrenched away the harp. When Tiertu felt the harp torn from

him he thought it was in jest, but a sorry jest to him, and he pleaded

with the knight, at first playfully, then uneasily, and, still refused, he ran

at Cadogan, terrified at the thought of his loss. And Cadogan tormented

him, now letting the unfortunate come near, now fleeing before him,

until his own cruel humor was overpassed, and he wearied of the sport.

Mounting his horse, he prepared to ride away with his booty, but Tiertu

still pursued him, crying out, "Give it back to me! Give it to me!" But

when Tiertu felt that his harp was lost to him he cried, "Play once more
to me, only once again !" And the harp played and a voice in its strings

sang to him,

"Farewell, O Tiertu, for many days

I, fairy given,

Bid you good-by that were the king of heaven,

Crowned by my music and sceptred by my lays.

"Singing I came to you, cheering your distress,

Lonely I leave you and desolate in loneliness,

But love for you shall 'company me, and with it my sorrow,

Singing to sing again, tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow,

My grief and my despair before whatever door

My wanderings bring me ; my anguish and my care

That you are mine no more."
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Now this song is called the Dirge of Tiertu, for when he had heard

it his heart burst, and he lay upon the ground as one dead. Three days

after he did die under the rooftree of those who found him in his distress,

and it seemed to the watchers that as his breath left him they heard again

the strains of his harp, and the words that it sang were

:

"Farewell, O Tiertu, for many days

I, fairy given,

Bid you good-bye that were the king of heaven,

Crowned by my music and sceptred by my lays."

Cadogan the Evil rode away from that forest joyfully, and he com-

manded the harp to sing, but it would not obey him, for Tiertu, its master,

still lived. But after three days were over, and Tiertu was dead, it was

forced by the fairy's decree to obey the words of its lord, and when again

Cadogan ordered it to play, it did so. Yet for all his words no music

would come from it save only the strains that it had sung in grief over

Tiertu, and thus the evil that Cadogan had done became known. For all

that he could protest that Tiertu had given him the harp all men knew
that he lied, and despised and shunned him, and for all his power which

he gained he has found but three men in the whole world who have fallen

so low that they serve him. He lives for his punishment alone, without

wife or child or friend.

As for the harp, it hangs on the wall of his castle, Helin, and when,

from time to time, he commands it to play to him, led on by blind hope

that it will have forgotten the last song it sung to its forlorn master, its

strings hum to the old sounds

—

"Singing to sing again, tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow,

My grief and my despair before whatever door

My wanderings bring me ; my anguish and my care

That you are mine no more"

and it knows no other song.
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"If Seven Maids with Seven Mops
Swept it for half a year,

Do you suppose," the Walrus said,

"That they could get it clear?"

Like the carpenter, I doubted it. Thick cobwebs, almost as heavy as

dusting sheets, hung in every corner from the sculptured moulding, draped

the crystal chandeliers, veiling the former glory of rainbow tints, and

hushing the tinkle of their swinging pendants, and decently clothed a once

naked statue of Eros that stood in a far corner. A carpet of grey dust

deadened all footsteps on the stone floors, covered a refectory table at

one end of the room, and spread itself out over the broad winding stair-

case. The leaded panes in the great casement windows, opaque with dust

and dirt, admitted only a few dim rays of light. Old paintings on the

walls—ancestors, landscapes, and madonnas—were nearly obscured by

dust. The very air was thick and dusty ; the atmosphere crushed all

sounds and life. There was not even a spider that might have given signs

of life. The cobwebby festoons hung in stately tallness, with no slight

breath of air to stir them.

"Horrible," you will say, "but it could be cleaned. There is only a

lot of dust to be removed!" Were you to try it, you would have an

Augean Stable on your hands. For though the objects were there, they

could never be unveiled because that dim, dusty chamber was an idiot's

mind.
Virginia Pratt, '26

You sang a fisher's love song

But I knew it was only in some fleeting sea-mood

That you sang so : not for me

;

And like the shadow of a passing schooner

Fell a shadow on my heart.

Priscilla Fansler, '24
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BOOK REVIEWS
"THE SUNNY SIDE." By A. A. Milne. E. P. Dutton & Co. 1922.

The humor of Mr. A. A. Milne is of a special and frequently some-

what local kind. In this latest book, his references to cricket or to Christ-

mas house parties are apt to mean little to the uninitiated. Moreover, it

is a matter of taste whether one likes his writing at all. Only as a whole

can one appreciate his sketches, the subtle absurdity of their atmosphere.

It is difficult to quote isolated passages of surpassing humor.

The Sunny Side is a miscellaneous, irresponsible collection of

short essays and verses—much of which has previously appeared in

"Punch." There are large headings such as Men of Letters, Home
Notes, A Few Guests, under which the material is grouped. The essays

are of unequal worth, some being very funny indeed and some extremely

poor. Mr. Milne excels in two types of writing, in his imitation of literary

mannerisms, and in very intimate, very colloquial essays about trivial

matters and amusing anecdotes. His verse is usually negligible.

There is a passage in "John Penquarto : A Tale of Literary Life in

London," which illustrates his delicacy and pungency of satire in the

imitative vein.

"There, just inside the gates, was Mary. He was only six, but even

then he knew that never would he see again anything so beautiful. She

was five ; but there was something in her manner of holding herself and

the imperious tilt of her head which made her seem almost five-and-a-half.

" 'I'm Mary,' she said.

"He wanted to say that he was John, but could not. He stood there

tongue-tied.

" 'I love you,' she went on.

"His heart beat tumultuously. He felt suffocated. He longed to

say, 'So do I,' but was afraid that it was not good English. Even then

he knew that he must be a writer when he grew up.

"She leant forward and kissed him. He realized suddenly that he

was in love. The need for self-expression was strong upon him. Shyly

he brought out his last acid-drop and shared it with her.' He had never

seen her since, but even now, twenty years after, he could not eat an

acid-drop without emotion, and a whole bag of them brought the scene

back so visibly as to be almost a pain."
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It would be an injustice to try and quote from the other type of essay

in the book. It would give a wrong impression. Certainly The Sunny

Side is by no means so amusing as earlier collections
—

"If I May" or

"'Not That It Matters." But a genuine lover of Milne will welcome his

newest venture, finding in much of it a private and exuberant delight.

"THE ENORMOUS ROOM." E. E. Cummings. Boni & Liveright.

1922.

The Enormous Room is the story, almost the diary, of some three

months spent in a war prison for suspects in France. They were spent,

in the case of the author, for no crime except that of being an American

and as such a suspicious character. The account of these months is in

no sense a novel. It ends rather than stops merely because the author

was finally set free. Yet the book is something more than a record of

facts. It is an embodiment of Cummings' bonhomie, courage, and sense

of humor. The details are often filthy, nauseating, obscene—yet they

are one side of that truth of which the humor, the pathos, and the beauty

are also a part.

The Enormous Room itself was "in shape oblong, about 80 feet by

40; as you stood with your back to the door, and faced down the room,

you had in the near right-hand corner, where the brooms stood, six pails

of urine. The right-hand wall contained something like ten large

windows ; there were no other windows in the remaining walls, or they

had been carefully rendered useless. In spite of this fact, the inhabitants

had contrived a couple of peep-holes, one in the door end and one in the

long left-hand wall."

In this room were crowded a varied number of prisoners fed sparely

with abominable food. For exercise they had only a twenty by fifteen

yard court full of mud and surrounded by high stone walls. But in these

men the interest of the story lies. There was "One-Eyed DahVeed, who
spoke Spanish well, French passably ; had black hair, bright Jewish eyes,

a dead-fish expression, and a both amiable and courteous disposition,"

Mexique, "perhaps nineteen years old, very chubby, extremely good-

natured, and possessed of an unruffled disposition which extended to the

most violent and obvious discomfort, a placid and subtle illumination,"

The Zulu "he being one of the Delectable Mountains," and among a legion

of others, Jean le Negre. "You are something to dream over, Jean, sum-
mer and winter, birds and darkness, you. go walking into my head

;
you

are a sudden and chocolate-colored thing, in your hands you have the

habit of holding six or eight plantons which you are about to throw away,

and the flesh of your body is like the flesh of a very deep cigar."
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"ADRIENNE TONER." By Anne Douglas Sedgwick. New York:

Houghton Mifflin Company. 1922. $2.00.

"ASCENT." By Frances Rumsey. New York : Boni & Liveright. 1922.

$2.00.

Two recently published books, Adrienne Toner, and Ascent, furnish

a most interesting contrast in plot and treatment. The center of each

is the development of the character of a woman who is confident of the

truth of her beliefs and certain of the rightness of her way. Each comes

to disaster.

There the likeness ends. Adrienne Toner is. a "little tin god," a

proud saint. "Miss Toner's was an insignificant little head, if indeed it

could be called little, since it was too large for her body, and her way of

dressing her hair in wide braids, pinned round it and projecting over the

ears, added to^the top-heavy effect. ... It was a squashed-in face, ugly

in structure, the small nose from its depressed bridge, jutting forward in

profile, the lips in profile, flat yet prominent. Nevertheless . . . the

features, ugly, even trivial in detail, had in their assemblage something

of unexpected force. Her tranquil smile had potency, and he suddenly

became aware of her flat, gentle voice, infrequent yet oddly dominating.

Sensitive as he was to voices, he saw it as a bland blue ribbon rolled out.

. . . She said things to the end : when the ribbon began it was unrolled

;

and it seemed, always, to make a silence in which it could be watched."

Olive Lacy is an equally defiant sceptic. "He felt his fancy rise and

play on the smallest thing about her—the movement of her dress, the

way her fingers closed about the stem of her wine glass, with the color

suddenly deepening, under the pressure, at their tips, the lighter brown

which the folds of her black veil brought out in her hair, and the clear

sharp line of her cheek and chin as she turned her head. . . . Her com-

pactness of action showed a premeditation deeper than self-consciousness.

All that she did seemed to him a fundamental expression of her quality.

. . . Part of her magnificence of energy, he felt, was that she had noth-

ing old or tempered in her, no abnegations, no concessions, and no ante-

cedent restrictions, and that she was resumed in the positive play of her

force."

The career of Adrienne Toner is the tale of her utter loss of con-

fidence in herself, the losing and then the finding of her soul. " 'Every-

thing,' " she says, " 'turned against me. Everything went down. And when
I felt that I wasn't loved, when I felt myself going down with the rest,

I became bad. Bad, bad,' and her voice heavy with her slow reiteration,
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was like a clenched hand of penitence beating on a breast : 'really bad at

last, for I had not known before what I was and the truth was there,

staring me in the face. ... I ran about and crouched and hid—from

myself, . . . from God. And then at last, when I was stripped bare,.

I had to look at Him.' "

Olive Lacy, however, never actually loses herself, and consequently

never becomes thus sublimated. Twice with the airs of a tragic actress

she presents herself as an instrument, and twice she rebels and wishes

to rule. In the end she makes a mock submission to disease, but never

softens, never quite surrenders, never believes that she is really about to

die. "Olive had been taken, the night before, to her grandfather's room;

and its small confines . . . threw into sharp relief the narrow bed and

the blackness of her hair on the pillow. . . . Her look . . . was as

full as ever of its reticences. It had attached itself with the fixity of

absorption, to her bare arm, lying across the sheet, with her rope of

pearls twisted two or three times about it and slipping between her wrist

and her sharpened elbow. . . . 'And now,' " she says, T want to go to

the loneliest place possible . . . it's easier to die in ugliness—to let life

go when it's stripped . . . I'm trying,' her smile lit her eyes for a

second, 'to get used to eternity. . . . And I used to say, when I was

tiny, that I wouldn't die
;
yes, and believed it, too ! Well, perhaps it's

better . . .
' Her voice stopped and changed. 'If I hadn't been

frightened into it, I should never have admitted that!'
'

The books offer not only a contrast in character and plot, but a de-

cided contrast in style. Both are at times extremely boring. Adrienne

Toner bores with the trashy; it abounds in "rare, sweet, gifted" friends,

in "great, modern, deep-hearted" worlds, in "brave, unshackled people."

It has no dignity, makes no attempt to be more than "a fascinating, power-

ful, and uncommon book" (comment from the "Church Times"), and a

"grave and beautiful novel."

Ascent has at least a little ambition. If it does not soar, it does not

sink. But what pages one must go through of psychological balderdash,

paragraph after paragraph of hair-splitting, distinction and demi-distinc-

tion. One must allow that the net result is worth the task, but beg the

author next time to have a little more regard for the price of paper.
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"WHERE THE BLUE BEGINS." By Christopher Morley. Double-

day, Page & Co. 1922.

Christopher Morley has created in his new book, Where the Blue

Begins, a delicate and airy fantasy all the more worth reading since it

is free from the modern problems of sex and economics. It is a quaint

allegory so skilfully done that one forgets continually that the hero, Mr.

Gissing, "outwardly that brisk and genial figure that the suburb knew
and esteemed," is in reality a very small and very self-respecting little

dog.

Morley introduces us to Mr. Gissing living as he is "comfortably

and thoughtfully as bachelors often do" at the Canine Estates. Imme-

diately we behold his tranquillity interrupted by his discovery of three

cold and faintly-whining puppies in the muddy hollow by the pond. From
this moment Mr. Gissing's responsibilities commence. In the unexpected

role of anxious parent to the pink-stomached trio, Groups, Bunk, and

Yelpers, Mr. Gissing presents a most comical spectacle "speeding hotly"

as he so often found it necessary to do "between nursery and bathroom."

The climax of endurance is reached, however, when the meek Mrs.

Spaniel presents her laundry list

:

2 table clothes (coco stane)

1 table clothe (prun juce and eg)

Mr. Gissing flies the scene of domestic struggles in search of that free-

dom to be found where the blue of the horizon begins.

"It was midnight when he saw the lights of town panelled in gold

against a peacock sky." How true to all our own experiences with de-

partment-store elite is Mr. Morley's portrayal of Gissing as the alert, the

urbane and courteous floor-walker of Beagle and Company. The very hang

of his coat-tails, even the exact carriage of his back, the rubbery way in

which his feet trod the aisles showed his sense of dignity and glamour."

So great became his popularity with the weaker sex that "Mrs. Dach-

hund, the store's biggest Charge Account," insists on his advising "which

scarf will go nicely with that moire dress." But Gissing fails to find

where any blue begins in the "ostent and vanity of the city."

The little narrative unfolds his varied adventures—Gissing we see

next the inspired churchman at St. Spitz, shocking the aristocratic Mr.

Airedale and Mr. Dobermann-Pinscher by his radical and fiery sermon.

"My friends," he bellows, "the God I imagine is something more. than a

formula on Sundays and an oath during the week !"
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Again as a stowaway at sea Gissing is still journeying toward that

elusive blue. His charming personality wins him an honored place among

the passengers of the "Pomerania," too, honored, alas, for he orders a

string of gay-colored flags to be hoisted on deck "just to brighten things

up." How could poor Mr. Gissing know that they flaunted to all pass-

ing ships, "Bubonic plague, give me a wide berth."

We laugh at this capricious little story of the dog-man Gissing, yet

it is more than a colorful anecdote, for it is a very keen satire on our

entire modern society. Although of a much lighter and more fantastic

vein than Mr. Morley's previous writing, Where the Blue Begins is filled

with descriptions of remarkable beauty and given vigor by the selection

of unusual and significant words. There is moreover a deep stream of

meaning running through the book, in the vague searchings of the dog-

mind after God and universal truths, and in the fact that Gissing realizes

at length that the great blue for which he continuously searches is not

the elusive horizon of the world but the blue glow of his own furnace fire.

"THE RETURN." Walter De La Mare. Alfred Knopf. 1922.

Mr. De La Mare is an enchanter, from the impossible he creates the

real, and over the possible he throws the veil of almost unreal beauty.

In The Return, the impossible is embodied by the incarnation of

Nicolas Sabathier, an old Huguenot suicide long since dead, into Arthur

Lawford—hitherto an uninteresting, prosperous man. This incarnation

or transformation of Lawford occurs while he is resting one evening in

an old graveyard by Sabathier 's grave. It is a change not so much of the

man's mind as of his face. He has exchanged his "rather flaccid face of

the morning" for "a tense, sinister face of midnight." Of this change

Lawford knows nothing until he sees himself in the mirror that evening,

while dressing. His terror and fear are extreme ; but his wife, a prac-

tical, correct person, refuses to help him fight this visitation. She con-

siders it a conscious pose and strives only to conceal it from the neigh-

bors. Lawford, however, finds more faithful friends in Mr. Bethany,

an honest old clergyman, and in Grisel and Herbert Herberts. Through
Grisel's comprehending sympathy, he has courage to fight the dreadful

apparition which comes at night and to win eventually, not the old, but

a wiser and braver self. The development of Lawford's character offers

only a potentiality of solution, but a potentiality true and valid.

It is impossible to speak justly of Mr. De La Mare's sense of the

beautiful. Sufficient that this sense is strong enough to make The
Return a poem as well as a novel.
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"AGE OF INNOCENCE." By Edith Wharton. Grosset & Dunlap.

1922.

'•GLIMPSES OF THE MOON." By Edith Wharton. D. Appleton &
Co. 1922.

Those who enjoyed The Age of Innocence anticipated with pleasure

Glimpses of the Moon. Perhaps it is partly for this reason that the latter

is disappointing. In the former Edith Wharton treats delightfully the

society of the early seventies, its background the New York of that

period ; in the latter "the American society," the advertisement tells us,

"which flits wherever its whims may suggest," and so we have restless

people against a shifting background of Italy, Paris, London, a back-

ground which has little effect upon the people, and bears no relation to

them, as did the New York of the Age of Innocence.

Throughout The Age of Innocence one senses the solid foundation

of hide-bound social conventions ; a few adventurous and independent

spirits may depart from them, Ellen Olenska, returned to America after

running away from_her husband, walks on Fifth Avenue in the light of

day with Julius Beaufort, whose clandestine outings have "an unmention-

able destination ... a little house beyond Lexington Avenue in which

beribboned window curtains and flower boxes had recently appeared, and

before whose newly painted door the canary-colored brougham of Miss

Fanny Ring was frequently seen to wait" ; Mrs. Lemuel Struthers gives

Sunday-evening parties of a riotous nature ; Newland Archer's business

trip to Boston ends in a day's outing with the Countess Olenska ; but back

of them are always Wellands, van der Luydens, a solid wall of custom

and tradition, which gives an air of substantiality to this society. In

spite of its departures from or petty adherence to convention, it is in-

herently good, at heart values its "niceness." Certainly it is something

more than a society of "bridge, debts and adultery."

The society of Glimpses of the Moon is founded on money—luxury

and richness to which everything is sacrificed. In place of the conven-

tions and principles of the former century we find a code which holds

that a present of a last year's gown or piece of jewelry places the recipient

under moral obligation to aid and abet the secret love affairs of the

donor. It is difficult to believe that the lives of "the men and women
whose home is Fifth Avenue" are in general as bad, as wholly shallow

and even immoral as Edith Wharton makes them appear ; we are tempted

to think that she is exaggerating, and the excessive description of this

life disgusts the reader.
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The plot of the story seems somewhat illogical. Nick Lansing and

Susy Branch, popular parasites of this society, having fallen in love,

decide to marry; but being "amused, unprejudiced and disenchanted"

they strike a bargain—that their marriage will last a year, the length of

time they calculate their wedding cheques and friends' hospitality will

hold out, at the end of which each is to have freedom to make a really

profitable match. During the prolonged honeymoon Nick, in whom are

vestiges of principle, discovers he can no longer endure their humiliating

life, and leaves Susy. He is carried off on a cruise with a nouveau riche

and pseudo intellectual family, and finds a temptation to fulfill his part

of the bargain in the daughter, who is in love with him and does not

hesitate to let him know it. Susy meantime wanders to Paris, returning

half-heartedly to her old life, and meeting a former admirer, who has

recently inherfted a title and one of the largest fortunes in England. She

is on the point of accepting him, and, although she does not take a friend's

advice to "announce her engagement before waiting for a divorce" be-

cause "people are beginning to do it, . . . it's so much safer," she does

start proceedings against Nick, which brings him to Paris, where he finds

her ; now decided to renounce Lord Altringham ; in charge of the five

children of an absent friend. Reconciliation ensues, love is triumphant,

and in spite of a suggestion that Nick is to continue work on a book he

started during the honeymoon, one is left to wonder how they will live.

The inconsistencies are at start and finish. It is difficult and not

pleasant to conceive how two persons supposedly in love could strike

such a bargain, and it is more difficult to conceive how the very people

who struck that bargain, because they could not forego their luxurious

lives, should at the very end change so radically as to agree to live together

forever, heaven knows how, on no one knows what. The entire book is

spent in depicting especially Susy's dependence upon the comforts and

luxuries of riches.

"What does last?" she asks Lord Altringham, and he replies quite

consistently

—

"Why the hold of the things we all think we could do without.

Habits—they outstand the Pyramids. Comforts, luxuries, the atmos-

phere of ease . . . above all the power to get away from dullness and

monotony, from constraints and ugliness. You chose that power, in-

stinctively, before you were even grown up."

And so in keeping with the rest of the book does this seem that it

is small wonder we find ourselves skeptical about the conclusion.

If the subject matter of Glimpses of the Moon is below that of the

Age of Innocence, its style is equally so. Having to deal with people
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who have few thoughts and whose lives consist of a continuous sameness

of idleness and scandal, Mrs. Wharton finds herself at a loss for new

descriptions, and resorts to repetitions which tend to make reading

monotonous. We encounter over and over again "furs, clothes and

jewels," "dressmakers, furriers, jewelers" ; these were undoubtedly what

the characters encountered, what interested them, but in that they are

words on paper for us, their too frequent appearance bores us. For

obvious reasons there is little characterization ; none of the brief, adequate

summarizing of person or custom so delightful in The Age of Innocence:

"poor Medora, repeatedly widowed, was always coming home to settle

down (each time in a less expensive house)," or "the unalterable and

unquestioned law of the,musical world which required that the German
text of French operas sung by Swedish artists should be translated into

Italian for the clearer understanding of English-speaking audiences"

—none unless we except Clarissa, whom Susy took to the Giardino

Publico, "where that obliging child had politely but indifferently 'played.'

'

:

This Clarissa, at eight, is the epitome of shallowness and sophistication

of the society which has produced her, and does her small part to make
the story unnatural and disagreeable. Her conversation with Susy, early

in the book strikes a hard note.

" 'Did you have to give up all your jewels when you were divorced ?'

'Divorced? . . . Don't you remember that I wasn't even married

the last time you saw me ?'

'Yes ; I do. But that was two years ago.'
"

Less worldly, but no less precocious is Junie, eldest of the five with

whom Nick finally discovers Susy, who, at twelve, remarks, considering

Susy, "My dear, a change will do you good. You need it."

Small though these annoyances may be, they contribute to the feel-

ing of disappointment and displeasure with which the reader must lay

down the book. We are willing to concede that society has degenerated

since the period of The Age of Innocence, although possibly not to the

extent that Glimpses of the Moon would have it, but must the author's

method of presentation degenerate in proportion?
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Tonight we steer by the stars

And sit by the tiller until they set.

The wind is loud in the shrouds

And smooth on our faces,

And the stars dip and move against the black mast-head.

Oh steady stars and most unsteady ship.

Dorothy Stewart, '23
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SORROW AND I

Lysbeth Boyd, '25

Another morning wakes the slumbering sky,

Yet sorrow rises ever with the dawn.

Another evening comes,—still grief and I

Are one. Oft, sorrow fleeing, have I gone

To shores of fancy where the Vedic race

First found a home; where tower fluted shafts

Of Sarnath, where in minaretted grace,

The Taj Mahal surpasses rival crafts

Of nature : dwarfs the mountain ridge and dims

The lustre of the pearl ; where from the plain

Gandharan Stupas rise. Yet moonlight limns

The fretted rail and shows my journey vain,

For sorrow waits me in the Buddhist Doom,
"Birth is the door to grief, its close the tomb."
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JUST TRY AND DO IT

H. S. Scribner, '23

I always wanted to be popular with men and never was. Not in the

present accepted sense of the word. They would play golf or tennis,

swim or ride with me, they would talk business and politics to me. In a

word their attentions to me were out of doors in the daytime and indoors

at dances, and this is not popularity. I failed to see why I was not

popular. I played golf, tennis, swam, rode, and talked business and

politics as well as most of them and better than some. I have a sweet

disposition, generous nature,—and so on for a bit,—and have sometimes

been compared to that quotation, not to be found in Shakespeare, how-

ever,
—

"Fifty cubits in breadth and thirty cubits high." But even this

was not popularity.

Therefore, while at college I took a course, a one-hour elective in

"The Art of Attracting Men." (Adv.) It has been said that one learns

more in college than what comes out of books. But this course came out

of eight books and I learned a great deal. I learned that a woman should

pick out what is best in a man and show him that she appreciates it : I

learned that a woman should demand attention, petting; I learned that a

woman should be helpless, should always make the man feel she is

dependent upon him, upon his power, his strength ; I learned and went

home to practice what I had learned and to secure the popularity which

I felt was already potentially mine.

It had been suggested that the subject begin practicing on those

around her,—on her family, the servants. Have you ever tried to charm

a Swedish cook ? Somehow my charm wouldn't work,—and neither would

the cook ; she left. But after all she was only a woman, so, undiscouraged

I turned to one whom I had frequent occasion to see about the house,

—

the iceman. It was rather difficult to find anything to appreciate about

the iceman. Until one day I cleverly hit upon the ice. So I told him

what nice ice he had; I appreciated his ice at length. He said, "Huh?"
quite naively ; but I had so succeeded in convincing him of the superiority

of his ice that he raised his prices the following day.

I next set about to win my father. One lecture had described the

family pet gaining attention by snatching the newspaper from her father's

hands and asking to be noticed. I did exactly this, except for the fact

that I did not have to ask to be noticed. My father noticed me before
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I could escape—I am large, but he is larger. I decided thereafter to

practice away from home.

I went out on the street. A woman, I had learned, should be help-

less, she should be wavering and timid about crossing the street until she

has some strong masculine arm to cling to. I was half-way across the

street before I recalled this, but it was not yet too late. I began to waver.

The result upon the traffic was terrific. Cars began dodging around me.

"Hey, there!" shouted the driver of a Ford, "can't you look where

you're going? You darn near upset me."

An arm reached out at me, a masculine arm in a blue, brass-buttoned

sleeve, but I did not cling to it. It seized me roughly and shoved me to

the opposite curb, and an Irish voice rumbled something about blocking

the traffic, "a great hulk like you."

Still I was not quite discouraged. I remembered another injunction:

when playing golf a girl should never be able to find her own ball; this

will arouse her partner's sense of her dependence upon him to find it for

her. Sounded" plausible enough. With great deliberation I drove a ball

straight into the rough, and, coming upon it by accident in what I had

hoped would be ineffectual wandering, I placed my foot on it, and regis-

tered helplessness. For two minutes my partner poked in the grass with

a club. Then he exclaimed, "Well, I've never seen you play like this

before ! For the Lord's sake drop another."

Then I began to notice a change. My father, who had formerly read

the paper aloud to me, now withdrew hastily to another room at my
approach. The traffic stopped when it saw me coming and the street was
safe and clear for me to cross, unaided. Men who had golfed and

tennised and swam and ridden with me no longer did so, nor would

any others assume the protecting attitude, one even suggested that I was
big enough to take care of myself. Obviously there is something wrong.

It must be the course.
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SPITE

Elizabeth Gordon Gray, '23

So Maggie O'Riarty was moving out ! Up the stony bridle path she

tramped, driving her troop of youngsters before her. They pushed

perambulators full of broken chairs, battered pots and pans, and bits of

dingy carpet that flapped against the unsteady wheels. Maggie, square-

jawed and burly, muttered blackly to herself as I rode past her down the

hill, and when I stopped to question the last of the little procession, who
was struggling with an unruly goat, she commanded the small urchin

harshly to "Come on wid ye, Jimmy, and don't talk to no one."

Both houses were empty now, clinging, as dilapidated and deserted

as last year's cuckoo's nests, to the side of the barren hill that formed the

eastern limit of the park. There Bridget McQuin of the Puck-like face,

and grim Maggie O'Riarty had lived, rent-free, in close proximity and

mutual hatred. Now Maggie was inexplicably moving out, and Bridget

—

if there was anything in spiritualism—was wandering about in a tenuous

state, longing for Maggie to take up a Ouija-board. As I passed from

the bare, windswept hill, dry and brown in the November sun, into the

dim valley, where a mist hovered over the creek, I reflected that to Bridget

McQuin, if she were not allowed to take with her her sense of humor
and her sense of injury, any existence would be flavorless.

It was about a year ago that we first met, over a red-flannel petticoat.

I rode down the hill just in time to hear Maggie O'Riarty's door shut

with a rickety bang, and Maggie O'Riarty's voice roar through a broken

window,

—

"Git yer rich relatives to buy ye another, and pay for the medicine

me goat will be afther takin' for the indigestion!"

A dirty-faced urchin on the roof stuck out his tongue, and two others

howled derision from under what served as a porch.

The animated bundle of rags that was Bridget McQuin flounced

across the path, with outraged haughtiness visible in every twitch of her

shawl. She turned and waited for me to come within speaking distance,

and, without preliminary, burst into the tale of her woes.

"It's me rid flannel petticoat, sir," she explained, holding up some

wisps of scarlet, "yon bletherin', dirrty, rascally crayture,

—

Miziz

O'Riarty, she calls herself—may she die of her own spite and know it !

—

she lets her spindly, knock-kneed goat be runnin' around loose to eat up

respectable folks' flannel petticoats ! Hangin' on me line it was, and the

baste ate it up !"
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She darted rage from every flash of her eyes, every tremor of her

sharp chin, and every toss of the head whose ears, pointed like those of a

field-mouse, poked up through her scant gray hair.

"That's what's left of it, sir! The O'Riarty woman niver set eyes

on anything as good as this was whin it wasn't in her goat's stomach and

a-hangin' out of his mouth like a rid beard, and a-wavin' whin I chased

him!"

She wagged a shriveled fist in the direction of her enemy.

"And whin I went to her, to give her a chanst like any dacent per-

son to say, 'Why, Bridget McQuin, sure'n' I can't afford to pay for such

an ilegant garmint as that was, but I'll make good what I can,'—did she

say anything like that? She did not. The low-down, rude, rampageous

crayture she is ; she hates me and I hate her ; she's always thinking up

some evil for her brats to do me; she doesn't dare come out and fight

me in the open. And me with winter comin' on," reverting to the imme-

diate complaint, "and me rid flannel petticoat warmin' the inside of her

goat!"

My horse was becoming restless.

"I'll not be kapin' ye, sir,—I know my place, and it's a higher place

nor what Maggie O'Riarty do be knowin', the. low-down—whisht, sir
—

"

she looked around at the other house and pointed eagerly, "see, that's

herself peepin' out of the window, not wishful to be seen, and a-envyin'

of me to be talkin' with a grand gentleman!"

She chuckled, a toothless ripple, shrilled by age, but full of the

humor, malicious, perhaps, yet lovable, for which the Irish are famous.

"She's that jealous," she said ecstatically. "I'm not kapin' ye, sir,

and I'm not wishful to be bold—me old man was butler in an earl's

family, and I know my place—and Maggie O'Riarty's man is a street-

cleaner whin he's not a jail-bird—but wad ye mind just kind of tippin'

yer hat to me whin ye go ? It'd make Maggie wild
!"

I took off my hat, and left her smiling and curtseying. In a moment
her thin voice called to me to turn around.

"Whisht, sir, maybe it wasn't an earl's family, maybe it was but a

coachman to a fine gintleman he was, but it's a grand one me old man
was, and Maggie O'Riarty's man a street-cleaner

!"

On the way home that same day, I found two of Maggie's sons

throwing stones at Bridget's windows.

"See here, you mustn't do that," I began sternly.

The larger boy paused sullenly, with his arm still crooked to throw,

and the smaller fled into the bushes, to peer out at me through a tangle

of dried weeds.
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"What a cowardly thing to do," I said, "two big lads like you to

torment a poor, old woman !"

"She's a witch," said the elder shortly. The younger crept out from

his thicket.

"Yes, and she rides on a broomstick at night," he shrilled, "and she

goes down into the park to talk to bad spirits. They oughtn't to let the

likes of her live free in the park."

The other boy's arm straightened out swiftly, and a stone thumped

against Bridget's door.

"If I hear of anything like this happening again, I'll have the police

down here. Understand that."

"She's a witch, and it's right to hurt witches, and besides," added

the more communicative one with gusto, "ma gives us bread and molasses

when we break her windows."

Thereafter in my weekly rides I learned more of the feud, so bitter

and ugly on Maggie's side, so irritating and rather gallantly malicious on

Bridget's. I confess, I had moments of sympathy for Maggie, when I

realized that the occasional aid I was able to give Bridget was paraded

with ever-increasing airs of superiority. When Bridget, about half-past

three of a Saturday afternoon, went mincing past Maggie's house, hold-

ing her skirt high to display the reddest flannel petticoat that my mascu-

line shopping had been able to procure, met me, and walked slowly down
the hill beside my horse, Maggie would stand on her broken door-sill and

follow us with vindictive eyes that were disturbing to me, if not to

Bridget. Chuckling and tossing her head, Bridget pranced along, fairly

bursting with glee, until the memory of her wrongs overcame her. Then
her face darkened and withered, her chin jutted out, and her words

tumbled over each other in the saga that banished my brief feeling of

sympathy for Maggie.

"She knows I've got a sopperior social position—some day I'd like

for you to see the pixtures of me family, sir—she knows I'm Ulster, born

and bred, and them south of Ireland folks is all jealous of Ulster. Oh,

she's a mean woman, is Maggie O'Riarty. She's that mean she'd

begrudge the dead their bit of ground to lie in. She gits her house free;

the park don't need it ; no dacent person wad set fut in it for the way she

kapes it; and yet she's always complainin' because the park doesn't im-

prove it for her. Maybe it's grand marble staircases she's expectin' to

get for nothin', he, he," she doubled up in laughter, "I can see Maggie
O'Riarty a-steppin' on a marble staircase, and the band playin' soft and

low, and Maggie that scared of all the grandness that she's longin' for

her owld broken steps and the goat kickin' around under the pi-azza
!"
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My horse's slipping on a bit of ice recalled her to the darker portions

i)f her story.

"'It's today her boys poured water on my steps to make it freeze;

and it's yesterday they stole the wood I did pile up be me door for fire-

wood—chips and dead pieces I lugged up from the park, and them frozen

into the ground so hard I tore my fingers prying them loose. They stole

it all, the rapscallions, and Maggie a-laughin' and a-praisin' of them, and

a-warmin' herself by the wood I packed up, and me with the rheumatiz

so bad it fair killed me to bend over. And it's tomorrow they'll be

throwin' snowballs at me, and Maggie O'Riarty will be askin' me why
me fine relatives don't be sendin' me a fur coat and a silk umbrella to

Icape the snow off."

Another time she would be in better spirits and would tell me joy-

fully how the old clothes that found their way from our house to hers

caused Maggie's soul to writhe within her.

" 'Twas gi;een she was," Bridget would chuckle, "like green mould

•on potatoes, and she says, 'Who did ye steal that from?' she says. 'I'll

not be tellin' ye that,' I says, 'for you wad be havin' one like it, and yer

owld man wad be in jail again!' 'Ye lie,' she says, 'me owld man niver

stole anything.' Tndade,' I says, 'thin he goes to jail glad and happy to

get a rest from you.' She was that choked up with rage, she couldn't

spake a word; she just glared at me and kind of gurgled in her throat.

Och, I'm a fine one for a quick reparty!"

That was the day after the ice storm, and I was on foot. Bridget

cast a speculative glance at me, then suggested diffidently, "Maybe ye'd

come in and look at me pixtures of me family, sir. Ye're not havin' to

•git off yer horse and have them rapscallions chase him away whin ye

aren't lookin'. I'd like fine for ye to see me pixtures," she finished wist-

fully.

I went into the tumbledown shed she called her "risydince." It was

spotlessly neat and clean, in spite of the bare poverty that shored up lame

furniture with pieces of bricks and stuffed the broken windows with rags.

The wind whistled through the cracks, and just as I went in a particu-

larly ferocious blast caused a flapping among the dozen or so of pictures

that were pinned to the wall. They were photographs, amazing ones,

—

a lady in the evening dress of the 90's, a beruffled little girl, a boy in a

riding habit, a portly gentleman with the appearance of a bank president,

and, I gasped, the picture of

—

"Oh, that's me uncle," she said, following my glance. "He was a

very rich gintleman, and that ginerous!" She waved her hand with a

gesture indicative of boundless generosity. "He was worth millions. He
[8]
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had more food on his dinner table in one night than Maggie O'Riarty wad
see in a year."

"Your uncle?" I repeated, wondering where on earth she had man-

aged to pick up that picture.

"Sure," she answered," he sint me that picture for me birthday.

That's the kind of family I came from. We gave each other lovin' pres-

ents on birthdays. He was my mother's brother," she added.

I reflected that if this interesting statement had been true, then Brid-

get and I were cousins, for the picture was an old one of my own Uncle

John—who, by the way, was the despair and contempt of his bankers,

and whose dyspepsia kept him on a starvation diet.

"Were the others—er—birthday presents?" I queried.

"Some was Christmas presents," she maintained. "This one was me
grandmother, her in the deckolet dress ; she wint to the movies every

evenin', and let Maggie O'Riarty put that in her pipe and smoke it. That

was give to me for love, as ye might say."

She looked at me out of the corner of her eye.

"Well, sir, the truth of it was," she said confidentially, "all these

pixtures is ones grand folks don't want and throws away, and I just

picked them out of their ash-cans. But Maggie O'Riarty doesn't know
that," she added with relish, "the noisy, rantin', owld gomeril

!"

Spring came on swiftly; one Saturday my horse's hoofs clicked on

the frozen ground ; the next, they sank into mud and melting snow ; the

next, the sun was warm, and I felt the half-languid, half-ecstatic urge

of early March. At last the valley showed a green haze and the creek

ran high, and Bridget began to bring wild flowers from the hidden places

in the woods to plant by her door-step. There were blood-root and

hepaticas, and the first pink-veined spring beauties.

"Wee, white things," she pointed them out, "like the sdwls of the

live things that died whin the frosts came last fall."

Her garden grew, and I brought her pansies for it ; she didn't like

them as well as the wild things, but she was too polite to say so. They

were sand in Maggie O'Riarty's dandelions, at any rate, and from that

standpoint gave Bridget immense pleasure.

"These is Royal Purple," she boasted, "and them yellow ones is

Golden Imperors."

Then I passed by one day to find Bridget mourning the ruin of her

garden. I picked the story out of the jumble of abuse and grief in which

she poured it forth, and it took little imagination to reconstruct the scene

:

Maggie's boys tramping down the flowers with their rough boots, while
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Bridget, scolding and raging, made ineffectual dashes at them, and

Maggie, malignantly triumphant, stood by and cheered them on.

"I suppose ye think to have a green house and flower trappin's like

yer fine relatives," she jeered.

"They're all dead," said Bridget, "every wee flowerhead crushed and

dead. It's the brutes they are, and there's nothin' bad enough to say about

Maggie O'Riarty, because I'm too ladylike to be usin' the foul words

that fits her. She's younger nor me, and stronger. Sometimes it makes

me fair afraid, and Bridget McQuin niver was one to jump at her own
shadow. She taches her young ones I'm frinds with the Divil, and some-

times I do be wishin' I had the evil eye, for it takes more than me tongue

to kape that woman in her place. She's there, broodin' and broodin', and

bidin' her time, with a face sour enough to turn the morn's milk to cottage

cheese. Some day her own ill-spite will be trippin' her up, and faith,"

with a toss of her head, "I'll enjoy the seein' of it!"

That was the last time I saw Bridget; my summer was regrettably

spent in a sanitarium, and when I returned in the fall to ride again in the

park, Bridget's house was empty. Not wishing to dismount, I looked about

for an O'Riarty. Maggie herself was glowering at me from her door.

"Where is Bridget McQuin?" I called to her.

"Dead," she answered sullenly, "and good riddance, for a dirrtier,

eviller owld body niver lived."

And now, Maggie had packed up and left her house. I pondered

on that and other things, riding in the woods. I met Rogers, the park

superintendent, and we stopped to talk.

"That old woman that died,—you remember her house," he said,

picking up my thoughts, "well, the other one, Maggie, she's telling all the

park guards, and they tell me, that McQuin's house is crawling with

vermin."

I started warmly to vindicate Bridget,—I knew her house to be

immaculate—but Rogers went on,

—

"If there's vermin in one, there's vermin in both, so I'm having both

houses torn down. We can't have that sort of thing in the park. Perhaps

you saw O'Riarty moving out. I'm going to plant the place over with
—

"

"May she die of her own spite and know it!" I remembered the

words with a feeling of awe. Homeless, at least, she was, through her

relentless bitterness toward a dead enemy.

The wind rustled the dry leaves ; my horse started, and somewhere

—

malicious, lilting, like the breath of the wind,—I heard a familiar Irish

chuckle.
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CONTENTMENT

Mary-Lapsley Caughey

If I look from out my window
Off to where the city lies,

I can see it faintly gleaming,

Set against the silver skies.

There they say the whole world gathers,

Laughs and talks most merrily;

There are merchants who have travelled,

Dusky sailors from the sea.

In the shops within the city

Are rich treasures, spice and fur,

Emeralds, opals, jade, and amber,

Old and memory-laden myrrh.

In the city, in the city,

There are fancy balls and masques,

Where the ladies dance and glitter

And the wine is spilled by casks.

Here the servants are all silent

;

Father says that they must be.

He cannot abide disturbance

When he's pondering weightily.

Lord of many men, my father,

And he spoils me overmuch

With my lovely costly laces

And bright satins, soft to touch.

He has given me gold ear-rings,

Rubies from a bartering Jew,

Slippers with quaint seed-pearl buckles,

And a bird with breast of blue.
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Yet these would not make me happy,

Had I not before my eyes,

As they gaze out, that far city,

Set against the silver skies.
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THIS FRENZIED CAMPUS.

Louise M. Sanford, '24

It is a favorite amusement with many people to pigeon-hole their

acquaintances in Mary and Martha categories : the dreamy and thought-

ful as opposed to the practical and industrious, the indolent or philosophic

in contrast to the energetic and business-like. In general the conclusion

arrived at is that material is pretty evenly distributed as to types. But

at Bryn Mawr the adherents of dilletantism, the free spirits who love

Stevenson for his "Apology for Idlers", the "jiggers", the independents

—

call them what you will—feel that their ranks are ever more sparsely

filled, and they desire, not only to defend their position, but actually to

put forth arguments in support of the egotistical proposition that their

system of values and the atmosphere with which they would surround

college life are after all the best.

This "independent" group of students is generally quite sizable

among the Freshmen. Some, of course, enter at once into the hectic rush

and competition of work and play, with chins admirably determined and

eyes unswervingly fixed on achievement rather than significance. But

many are so stimulated by the novelty of college life that they do actually

see with their eyes and hear with their ears ; they pass such evocatively

chaotic days and such irresistibly wakeful nights that occasionally they

really do think to some purpose. By Sophomore year, however, most of

them become systematized, and lead well-ordered lives. Not that I would

disparage system or a certain amount of helpful routine: but often we
are so well organized by the time we are upper classmen that we go to

bed promptly at ten-thirty, well-informed and efficient perhaps, but no

longer noticeably thoughtful or curious. The reason is that we simply

have not time to think, and efficiency is an absolute necessity. Without

it we pay fines for our neglected periods of exercise, we omit our dinners,

we bear the marks of lost sleep beneath our eyes, we see our Merits slip-

ping beyond our grasp, and finally we flunk out, and the stream of college

activity boils on without us. Even the staunchest of our group of "inde-

pendents" is swept along in the haste and the waste of the current : we
learn our lessons, write our quizzes, exercise, sing, act, debate, conduct,

organize, until even at college we begin to wear that look of "bottled

lightning," of tense worry, or of weary plodding which James so deplores

in the average American city-dweller.

The Independent struggles valiantly and perhaps manages to clutch

at the fleeting bank of the torrent and draw herself up for a moment of

breathing-space. Because she is determined to enjoy and penetrate both
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her work and her pleasure more calmly, thereby tasting each more com-

pletely and appreciatively, she is heartily censured. Her friends impor-

tunately demand that she "amount to something." Those that are athletic

grow eloquent in endeavoring to express how much she owes to her class

in the matter of perfecting her abilities. Others assure her that she could

be a High Credit scholar if she chose, and shower her with ceaseless

invective because she does not choose. Because she is getting more out

of a Hardy novel than the assignment for that particular week in a cer-

tain required subject, because there will never again be such a perfect fall

day with bicycling opportunities among these particular friends, because

the joy of symphonies and operas may never again be so conveniently at

hand, because an occasional week-end away from college promises to be

particularly instructive in those several arts "which are not learned in

books"—through these things she acquires a reputation for laziness and

excessive indulgence in pleasure.

But is she not learning more than her friends who barely screw out

enough Merits because of their devotion to the parallel bars, or those

others who laboriously worry along with their noses continuously to the

grindstone? Her mind is developing, for what she studies she thinks

about, albeit she has to make time to do so ! She often prefers to assimi-

late the collateral reading in subject A rather than keep up a Credit, or

even a Merit average in subject B. She feels that one of the things she

came to college for was the interchange of ideas, so she "wastes her time

—just talking" with people of entirely different background from her

own, endeavouring to understand their point of view. Do you imagine

that she learns nothing from all this ?

I know it will be objected that, delightful as this ideal of college may
be, it is rapidly becoming impracticable because of the work that is being

heaped upon us. For many, the minimum amounts of exercise and

recreation scarcely leave time in which to sustain a Merit average. I

admit that this is true. Undoubtedly the powers that schedule our

quizzes, determine our required subjects, and combine our major groups

are responsible for a great deal of the frenzy that sweeps' across our

campus. But are there no professors who feel that stricter marking is

a wiser method of raising the standard than a steady increase of work?

I do not think so. Indeed, I venture to believe that there are those among
them who incline toward the same changes which we advocate. For we
are considerably misjudged, we "independents—dilletantes" as you call

us. We are not averse to study—you might even call us "independent

highbrows" without incurring our very serious displeasure. What we
want is more freedom in our choice of work.
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It was not inadvertently that I said a moment ago, "we learn our

lessons." I cannot think it is exaggerating to maintain that there are

exceedingly few undergraduate courses for which we study in any real,

academic sense. The lessons we prepare are varied and more difficult

than those of our school-days, but the methods are very similar. A
scholarly lecture or the thought of some eternal writer is poured into us

with our eyes feverishly upon the clock, and we pour it out again on a

quiz—almost as a movie is said to go in one eye and out the other. A
sense of real grievance and of righteous indignation is felt by students

when some uniquely inquisitorial professor presumes to examine them on

something studied for the preceding quiz. Could anything be more

ridiculous? Yet the students' point of view is perfectly understandable

and almost to be condoned under the circumstances : we learn in psy-

chology the evil results of cramming: but what have we in a system of

required weekly quizzes in several courses but a sort of continuous cram-

ming? A few of our professors take pains to tell us that they do not

wish us apishly to memorize lecture notes or textbooks, but to think about

them as well. The student, floundering in a mass of undigested, pre-

scribed material upon which she must be prepared for examination by

an irrevocable date, flings out her hands in a desperate appeal for more

time. We all scramble about in the meshes of a confining web of schedule,

which, because it is finely wrought and uniformly patterned, we believe

to be efficiently enabling us to satisfy all the ends for which we came to

college.

It would seem that there are two means by which we hope to culti-

vate our intellects : first, we stock our minds with a great store of facts,

knowledge, information; secondly, we try to acquire a system whereby

we may reason intelligently about these facts and whatever others we
may add to them in the future, discriminate between the true and the

untrue, train our minds to become useful and flexible instruments

throughout our whole lives, and so learn wisdom through learning to

think. As to the first point, admiration has often been expressed, es-

pecially by English people with their different schemes of education, at

the thoroughness with which Bryn Mawr students are made to assimilate

facts in many diverse fields. Quizzes and examinations assist in pro-

moting this thoroughness, a variety of required courses the wide range

of information. But an unprejudiced survey of crowds of students now
at Bryn Mawr—some who plod heavily through their books, exercising

their memories but not their analytical powers, accepting whole bodies of

fact or opinion without submitting them to the test of reason, or, when
confronted with conflicting theories, lazily shirking the responsibility of
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making up their own minds, walking with their eyes on the ground and

never rising above their material so that they can survey it with some

sense of proportion and breadth of vision; others who skim the surface

so hastily and unconcernedly that they carry away with them only an

isolated fact or two without sequence or significance or stimulating power

—these unworthy products of Bryn Mawr education lead one to question

whether the second point, the training in thought, is sufficiently taken into

account. We read in Newman's Idea of a University that this is the first

principle of intellectual culture. Do we believe that? If so, let us ask

for more time to think and to correlate our reactions, more scope for

expansion, more freedom of choice.

How much better for us if the books we read, suggested by pro-

fessors whose extensive knowledge makes their selection inestimably

valuable, were allowed to permeate us with their own atmosphere, un-

clogged by the worry of periodic lettings of the blood, so to speak, through

quizzes and examinations ; if they could seep through our minds and

leave with us some permanent conception of their intrinsic worth ; if

they were allowed to incite us to branch out still further, to depend on

our own effort and initiative.

There is so much that we want to learn and to do that we chafe

beneath all these restrictions. That is why the Independents some-

what impatiently repudiate required subjects, seek to be hearers in other

courses, and meanwhile pursue their own methods of study—for they are

in the stacks as much as their fellows. Why so many requirements? Is

it the sole aim of the college to turn out women equipped with such learn-

ing as it considers best adapted to certain particular careers? Or is it

above all to produce women who can think clearly and discriminately ? If

the latter, let us exercise these powers of thought and discrimination, now,

when, more than at any other time, we have the burning ambition to do

so. We ask for more choice as to the distribution of our time. Moreover,

we ask that we be treated as though we were in fact university stu-

dents. At present the childishness of our system at times borders on

the humorous. For example, a student attains a grade of Merit ; but the

professor is so irritated at her presumption in having taken some several

cuts that the grade is lowered to Passed. She achieved the Merit in a

perfectly legitimate manner, and might have been spending far more

profitable hours with Socrates while those neglected lectures were being

delivered. But Merit or not, they appear to be fundamental. The
example is almost in line with the above-mentioned case of the incensed

student confronted by a question from last week's reading.

It will be demanded, no doubt, exactly what alterations I would pro-
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pose. I reply that I most emphatically advocate changes in the number

of required subjects, graded examinations, and restricted cuts. If the

idea of unlimited cuts is immutably repugnant to the powers that be, at

least we ought to be free to avail ourselves of the cuts we now have with-

out menace to our grades through mere pride and prejudice on the part

of our professors. In regard to examinations, I am not objecting to the

theory of marking from the standpoint of accuracy or fairness, but

merely questioning the wisdom of a quiz system. Rigid matriculation

tests, examinations for a degree, and perhaps yearly examinations to

eliminate students who might be taking more from the college than they

could give back, would probably be indispensable.

But it is not my purpose to suggest definite reforms. I wish simply

to appeal to the students to consider the problem, and rather than inef-

fectively rail at existing methods to make at least some effort at construc-

tive criticism. I doubt whether the faculty is entirely unsympathetic with

these views, radical though they may seem. But how is the faculty to

promote revolutionary measures congenial to us if we do not evidence

sufficient interest to assert our own ideas? At present students exhibit

three different attitudes in this matter : some few are content with things

as they are ; others are being swept along so fast by the tides of work and

hurry that they have no time to think of improving either themselves or

the college ; some—and this is the worst of the matter—feel much as I

do, but rather than make any effort to create public opinion in college,

they disparage our system before outsiders and belittle all the benefits

which we already derive from it. I cannot forget in this connection an

oft-reiterated appeal of Ex-President Thomas to remember our loyalty

to our college, and to refrain from finding fault with it before outsiders

who cannot know the other side. If we could feel this responsibility, and

would promulgate our frank, unsparing criticism where it can bear fruit,

the frenzy of our campus might be relieved.
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SPANISH PAPER

Elizabeth R. Child, '23

Ludlow studied the slip of bluish paper in his hand. He leaned

toward the fading light of his attic window and flipped it from side to

side. Then as the light grew too dim he carried it to his work table in

the recesses of the apartment, for a Paris attic of the "Other Side" can

hardly be called a room,—where in the glare of an electric torch he again

examined it with the aid of a powerful magnifying glass. This bit of

paper which so engrossed his attention was a postage stamp, very old,

browned with age, and evidently Spanish by its blurred blue design and

inscription "Correos Franco 2 Reale." It was a sort to inspire conjec-

ture of its value though Ludlow seemed to regard it with contempt. But

for his own satisfaction, as he had done many times before, he dipped a

pen into a bottle of chemical and touched a corner of the stamp—it dis-

colored unnaturally, test of its fraudulency.

A smile curled the corner of his narrow lips and he held the stamp

a moment irresolutely,—but the suggestion which came into his mind he

rejected conclusively. To use that same stamp would be to bait his own
trap.

Decided, he tossed the specimen down and settled himself at the

table. This was large and servicable, bare except for letter-writing

materials, and an orderly array of lithographic stones, pens, and bottles,

—

the paraphernalia of a lithographer. Ludlow adjusted the electric torch

to fall on his task and immediately became absorbed. On the lithographic

stone he accurately traced the design of the Spanish stamp in greasy ink

—

working with the confidence of the expert. Then between the outlines

of his figures he applied acid to repel the printer's ink, and the Spanish

design stood out clear and faultless in reproduction.

Through for the time he extinguished the electric torch and lighted

the flaring gas bracket on the wall. More fully revealed at last, he

appeared well-built and still decidedly young, not unlike many another

enterprising American of discernible ingenuity and resource, but with an

unusual air of reserve. That he was a lithographer of some skill has been

observed, that in addition he had knowledge of stamps has also been

apparent. From the meager attic and the poor state of his present con-

dition, however, it was not disclosed that he was the owner of one of

the most complete collections of rare stamps in America, to the augmenta-

tion of which by all the various methods known to collectors, he gave

the greater part of his time and attention.
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His object in Paris now was the genuine Spanish 2 reale. This

stamp, more sought after than any other by enthusiasts of the time, was
unique and very old. It had been discovered recently among some old

Spanish government papers, bearing the date 1850, the period of the

earliest issues in Spain. It differed from the other comparatively well-

known issues of the same time in minor points of color and design and

consequently among philatelists its desirability was even greater than its

market value, estimated at 80,000 francs. The stamp was now in the

possession of M. Chamard, the most unscrupulous as most renowned of

the Parisian collectors. A short time before, Chamard had advertised the

stamp for sale in America at the price of $600, trusting in the rapacious

ignorance of some provincial who would not suspect his deception. But

he had reckoned without Ludlow, who, nevertheless, bought the stamp

offered—judging it cheap at the price in view of his future prospect, for

which the information to be obtained was invaluable.

For the last time he picked up the false specimen and scrutinized it

close to the flame. He caressed it tentatively with his finger for what it

represented, and then thrust it abruptly into the jet and watched it curl

to a cinder. Finally, the last ashes dissipated, he put on his coat and went

out to dinner.

The streets of Ludlow's quarter were crowded. All ages were out

to enjoy the soft warmth of the April evening and the fragrance of the

horse-chestnuts in the parkway. And at the little cafe off the main thor-

oughfare to which Ludlow directed himself nearly all the tables were

filled. He found one, however, on the outskirts, ordered grenadine and

eggs, and pulled out the evening paper. Glancing negligently through the

news, politics, foreign affairs, domestic intrigues, a single notice caught

his eye and held his attention. "M. Chamard has gone out of town for

a fortnight, not to return until Friday of next week." Ludlow dropped

his paper and sank into brooding reflection. M. Chamard's absence was

a decided nuisance. He resented having his expectations postponed and

he hated inaction.

As he sat there silent no one noticed him; those who had seen him
other nights paid no attention; his appearance was nondescript and he

never spoke. So as he supped he was at leisure to watch the life about

him. The tables were all filled by now, family parties or groups of trades-

men for the most part, met to chat together of the current prices over an

absinthe or a grenadine. The atmosphere was genial and expansive, one

came out of the soft dark of the street into the yellow glare and dropped

the restraint of the day in company with one's friends.

Ludlow supped on, the only individual utterly alone without being

able or wanting to recognize anyone, until a newcomer came in from the
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dusk and blinked at the first encounter with the light. He was an old

man in an ancient broadcloth coat, with dirty wristbands and streaked

lanky gray hair. Ludlow recognized him at once ; he was a leader of the

neighborhood, of stamps and antiquities, a queer old character, but with

deep knowledge of his trade. Ludlow had had dealings with him in years

past and had entertained a lasting respect.

As the old man stood uncertain where to turn and obviously disap-

pointed to find no empty place, Ludlow left his seat and accosted him.

"M. Lemoin, I believe?" The old man bowed and regarded him

inquiringly.

"You would not know me, but I was once a customer of yours,"

pursued Ludlow. "Will you not be so kind as to join me at my table?"

He spoke fluent French.

"Thank you, indeed," answered the old man. His was a clearly

enunciated voice, oddly at variance with his slovenly appearance until

one noticed his penetrating eyes. "I begin to place you, you are the

American, M. " he hesitated peering.

For a swift moment Ludlow reproached himself for speaking. But

how could M. Lemoin remember clearly—it had been several years ago

and his disguise was good.

"Stoddard," he supplemented quickly.

"Ah, Stoddard, M. Stoddard, yes."

"Let us recall old times over a couple of glasses of grenadine," sug-

gested Ludlow.

M. Lemoin was pleased but still looked puzzled as they seated them-

selves. "Monsieur, you do not seem the sort to have been a customer,"

he began with bluntness, after generously sampling his glass.

"By what is one to judge?" queried Ludlow with a disarming smile.

"To look at you—who would know you had all those treasures at your

disposal? To look at me who would guess that I have a single passion

for which I live?"

"Yes, I have many rare things," confirmed M. Lemoin with a touch

of vanity, "but of all I have there is one thing alone to which I am
devoted—as perhaps you remember—it is stamps."

"We understand each other. Of course I remember, for stamps are

what I too
"

"Is it so!" M. Lemoin was well pleased. "These blockheads around

us do not understand. A valuable chair perhaps, they comprehend

—

especially if it is Louis XIV with much rococo ornament and of a great

price, but a rare stamp, so minute, so delicate, so exquisite, and with a

value and interest so immense, they do not understand at all."
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"It is indeed only for the few," agreed Ludlow. "But tell me the

news of your collection. You had an interesting series of early German

issues, I remember, including that small unusual Bergedorf "

"Yes, but ah," he confided, "I have even better than that, my friend.

You knew that the collection of the Compte de Gaillard was sold recently.

Well, at the sale, I made a great purchase Most were ignorant of the

real value in question and so did not bid against me. It's a Moldavia, 31

parale, of 1854."

"I never heard of it." Ludlow schooled his voice to hide undue

interest.

"No, it is not well known, for it is one of a small issue which had

little circulation. There are only two or three others like it now in

existence."

"And you have this now in your possession?" Again Ludlow re-

strained his eagerness. M. Lemoin nodded beaming with pride.

Ludlow took a long draught and leaned back in his chair, recrossing

his legs leisurely. "Tell me what it is like."

"You may easily imagine it for yourself. It is round of course, and

similar to the Rose 27 parale issue of the same date but smaller and

reddish-brown on yellow paper."

"Cancelled?"

"Only an irregular blot in the lower left section, over the mouth of

the horn in the design."

"You are lucky," commented Ludlow.

"Perhaps you would care to see it," suggested the old man wistfully.

"I would appreciate it highly."

"Then you must come, Monsieur. I will show it with, the greatest

pleasure to you—who have been so generous to me this evening. Will

you come now? I shall be delighted."

"M. Lemoin, I too have enjoyed our evening, but unfortunately I

cannot prolong it. Even now I am due "

"But you will come sometime? Tomorrow?"
"Tomorrow if it is convenient to you. Shall we meet here again in

the evening and then go perhaps ?"

Two weeks before M. Chamard would return to Paris ! Back in

his attic Ludlow again recalled the notice in the paper and again chafed

with impatience at enforced idleness now that he was all ready for his

little affair. But the thought of M. Lemoin with his desirable Moldavian
specimen persisted, and a suggestion which had come to him at the

restaurant recurred. In his mind Ludlow played with the temptation.

There was the possibility, of course, that any such premature essay might

destroy the whole fabrication of his greater expectations. On the other
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hand, his plan of procedure was so carefully laid and his confidence in

himself such that he felt any hesitancy on that score unjustified. More-

over, why confine his trip to one venture only when opportunity offered

so providentially? The stamp seemed more and more desirable; he esti-

mated its value at thirty thousand francs, its interest to him even more.

For some time he meditated, softly drumming on his window-pane and

looking out on the sprinkled lights of Paris. The stamp was too desirable

to pass by—he turned abruptly to his work table, and drew the imple-

ments towards him. "Issue of 1854," he reflected, ''smaller, hand

stamped, 31 parale . .
."

M. Lemoin lived in an old house in the crooked Rue d'Escarpes whose

front door led directly into the shop piled high with antiques of one

sort or another. Behind was a smaller room, likewise littered with mer-

chandise but of a more private nature. Here M. Lemoin received Ludlow

next evening and established him at the table beside the lamp. There

with formality he laid out and unlocked the volumes of his stamp col-

lection.

"You have seen my collection before? It is the work of years,

Monsieur. Do you not admire my excellent arrangement and mount-

ing?" began M. Lemoin.

The collection was well deserving of praise. As M. Lemoin turned

the pages proudly, issue after issue—often including rare examples—was

displayed in completion.

"Here is France, Monsieur, here is Italy, here are the German states

with the Bergedorf you mentioned last night."

Together the . two men pored over the pages—equally absorbed.

Ludlow interested iri what he himself did not have, and in the omissions

which his own collection could have supplied. At last he leaned back.

"Now am I to see the Moldavia?"

The old.man was beaming. "You shall at once, Monsieur." Rever-

ently he hurried through the pages and opened finally with a flourish. The
reddish Moldavia specimen, isolated on the page centered attention.

"Ah!" exclaimed Ludlow. "It is completely new to me. Sir, you
will not object if I make a close examination of it?"

"It is yours entirely, for your use," said the old man gratified at the

appreciation implied.

Ludlow took out forceps and glass and applied himself to a minute

study of the stamp. He pored over every portion of the surface, the

finish, the design, the color, the type of the lettering and numerals.

As he examined he kept M. Lemoin's attention by his fragmentary

observations : "You see the type is ragged. . . . On analysis the color

resembles later Rumanian issues . .
." Then he lifted the stamp
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•delicately with the forceps and inspected the back and the quality of the

paper. That he deftly gave a slight tug loosening part of the fastening

tab, M. Lemoin did not observe ; the latter was becoming more and more

restless now that he was no longer the center of interest.

"I will get some wine, I have good Bordeaux over here from my
cellar," he said ingratiatingly and went to the other side of the room.

Ludlow, instantly alert, twitched and the stamp came into his hand.

Another instant and his prepared specimen was fastened in its place.

"I observe that the quality of the laid paper almost resembles

battonne," he concluded, taking his attention from the stamp and closing

the collection as M. Lemoin returned with glasses and bottle.

The bottle was broached and M. Lemoin settled for a chat. "Now
perhaps I might inquire if you have any business in Paris and if I may
be of any assistance ?" he began eyeing Ludlow craftily.

"It is simply that I am in search of a Spanish 2 reale, issue of 1850."

The dealer's face fell. "That I have not. M. Chamard has the only

one I have heard of, and he will not sell. Would you not care for some

very interesting native Indian, Jammu, 1867, printed in water-color by

native process?"

Ludlow shook his head. "I think not at present." He drained his

glass.

"But see they are unusual," he bustled through a book of specimens

and displayed them lovingly.

"They are excellent," agreed Ludlow appraising them. However
he arose.

"You are not going so soon—we may not do a little business to-

gether? Your transactions have always been satisfactory with me in the

past."

"Yes, indeed, my dear chap, but these do not interest me now. Let

us part merely as friends today."

• "You will come back?"

"Undoubtedly. Yet for the present let me congratulate you on your

possession, and thank you for a pleasant evening."

"The pleasure is mine, Monsieur," responded M. Lemoin as he

escorted his guest through the dim front room with the aid of a candle.

"Good night then; perhaps we shall see each other soon." Ludlow

turned on the threshold.

"Good night, Monsieur, I hope so," and M. Lemoin closed his door

and the flicker of light receded in the dark behind the glass panes.

Ludlow paused on the steps and fumbled in his pocket for a letter

which he drew out and posted at the corner of the street.
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That was the last that he was to see of M. Lemoin. Xext morning-

was to prove that he tempted fortune in the form of the old dealer too

far. Buying a paper on his way to breakfast he discovered his affairs

to be featured, and a warrant from the Bureau of Police issued against

him. With not unmixed curiosity and concern he stopped and read the

account through.

The story was written in flattering detail and in a romantic and

startling vein calculated to attract attention. "Property to the value of

30,000 francs was purloined from M. Lemoin, antique dealer, last night,

in the form of a bit of paper, an old Rumanian stamp, whose value few

would appreciate at first sight. The robbery was committed in M.

Lemoin's very presence, in unparalleled audacity, while the thief was a

privileged guest in his house, and was effected by the substitution of a

counterfeit for the genuine stamp.*'' Followed a description of the cul-

prit. The name was false, but M. Lemoin was always a keen observer

and the description was accurate.

M. Lemoin expressed himself further in print and related his part

in the affair. "I made the discovery of the theft through the rascal's own
agency,"' he declared. "Before he left he remarked on the peculiar quality

of the paper of the stamp in question. After he had gone I took the first

opportunity of examining this and discovered the miserable substitution

—

by which I am now a destitute man. ... I have reason to believe," he

concluded, "that a calamity as great as mine is also intended. The thief

had previously told me that he desired the famous Spanish stamp now in

the possession of M. Chamard—with what intention I now understand."

To all of which a terse official notice supplemented, ''Everything is being

done to hasten the apprehension of the thief, who gives his name as Stod-

dard. His description has been published so that the public may assist

the police in recognizing him. Since he is known to be an American, it

is conceivable that he may make an attempt to escape the country. All

the ports and other outlets will be closely watched to preclude this

eventuality."

"This is deucedly awkward, most deucedly awkward,—and Chamard
doesn't come back till Friday,'' muttered Ludlow to himself. He turned

his steps away from the cafe and breakfasted instead at the delicatessen

next to his lodging.

Idleness, however, did not rest easily upon him, and during the day
he continued his customary wanderings about the streets. Paris was
familiar to him; he knew the narrowest byways as well as the boulevards.

As he sauntered along the Rue de Rivoli a man hesitated and stared at

him. Ludlow paused also and looked inquiringly.

"Are you M. Stoddard?"' demanded the man.
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"I fear you are mistaken," Ludlow bowed and passed on, without

further challenge, but he turned from the thoroughfare and went down

along the river front.

Blue sky reflection sparkled in the water and even the dingy streets

glowed in the sunlight. As he leaned against a railing quietly enjoying

the scene a gamin accosted him.

"M'sieur, I know you!"

"You do?" smiled Ludlow.

"There's a gendarme right down there." The boy knew the motives

of his underworld and watched for Ludlow's reaction.

Instead the tall man only smiled the more and took a franc out of

his pocket. "And why shouldn't he be there?" he said. "Take this and

run along." The boy looked at him wondering and sped away with his

prize.

Ludlow, however, quitted his post and sauntered in the opposite

direction. Paris had its eyes open, he was assured of that now; it only

remained to be seen if the police were as alert. For the vital considera-

tion was to investigate means of leaving the country.

Accordingly, Ludlow went to the Gare du Nord where he drifted

in among a crowd of travellers. Many groups were scattered about the

station, couples and individuals engrossed in their own affairs, but near

the center was a lounger, alone, closely observant of every passing figure.

This satisfied Ludlow and he slipped out as he had entered, among the

passengers of a disgorged train.

He had proof now that a watch was set. He did not mean to let it

interfere with his plans, but he would have been better pleased if there

had been no obstacle between him and the sea.

Friday evening Ludlow took the bus to Passy. Left on the curb he

found himself in one of those districts neither suburban nor city, which

lie dark and forlorn in the memory of past glory. There in a brown stone

house reminiscent of a more spacious period lived M. Chamard. The
house, blank and forboding in 19th century pretentiousness stood on the

street corner. Commodious steps flanked by a broad rail led up to a

filigreed and dimly lighted portico. Ludlow pulled the bell with

assurance.

"I wish to see M. Chamard. I am a lithographer, come on business,"

he announced himself. And after a short wait the slovenly servant

ushered him into the hall where M. Chamard waited. The collector was
a man of middle-age who strove to maintain an air of gentility, but whose
bland manners barely concealed a hint of sly cunning.

"You do not know me of course, sir," began Ludlow, "but I think

it will be to your advantage to give me your consideration."
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"Yes, what do you want?"

"I am a lithographer and can reproduce any design so that it is

easily confused with the original. Does Monsieur not see what an advan-

tage it would be to have duplicates of his rare stamps—of the Spanish 2

reale, for instance, of which there is so much talk? He could place the

reproductions on display in his collection, and treasure the valuable orig-

inals in safes."

M. Chamard was decidedly interested, a gleam came into his eye.

"Monsieur is discreet?"

"Completely at your service, sir."

"It is a worthy suggestion," pondered M. Chamard. "You are sure

you could do this ?"

"I am confident."

"We shall see. When can you work?"

"I am at your service now."

"So, good! Then come." He led the way into his study and taking

a huge volume from a special shelf threw it open on the table.

"There is the stamp," he remarked simply. But Ludlow immediately

engrossed in the bit of Spanish paper at last revealed and attainable did

not notice that Chamard narrowly scrutinized his every move. An hour

later he took his leave.

The door closed behind him and he paused a moment in the portico

to reflect and stamp a letter before crossing the street to the mail-box on

the corner.

But M. Chamard must have sent in an alarm the moment Ludlow

left the study, and his leisure in crossing the street just gave time for the

gendarmes to come up. When he turned from the box there was one

on each side of him.

"I am to consider this an arrest, I suppose. No worry—I shall

make no trouble. But what it is for ?" he remarked with a shrug.

"M. Chamard sent an alarm against you and you are arrested in the

name of the law," the taller gendarme replied courteously.

"Monsieur acts strangely then, I was his guest but a moment ago."

"M. Chamard shall say."

Ludlow surrendered himself willingly enough to be led back up the

house steps and stood in silence after the bell was rung.

M. Chamard himself rushed to the door. His face was dark with

terror and anger.

"Yes, he is the one. Hein, so you thought to get my precious away
from me! Search him closely, he has just stolen my Spanish stamp
worth 80,000 francs."

"You do me an injustice, sir," protested Ludlow.
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"Silence," commanded M. Chamard. "Search him, I say."

The search was conducted with minute care. Every cranny of his

clothing was probed where anything might be concealed—with no results.

Some ordinary postage stamps of the red 10 centime variety, a few loose

coins, his fare back to the city, and a soiled handkerchief only were

brought to light.

"Monsieur sees," remarked Ludlow.

"It must be somewhere, you have not searched," asseverated M.
Chamard.

The gendarmes seemed loath to go through the process again. "We
saw him mail a letter," said the stouter of them.

" A letter—stupid ! Why did you not say so before? Of course that

is where it is. The clever chap knew no better place than a letter to hide

his prize ! You see how brilliant you are, my friend, you see how well

you deceive us
!"

Ludlow preserved his silence. He seemed in no way ill at ease.

A pass key to the box was speedily obtained and the mail brought

out. Without hesitation Ludlow picked out the letter he had written.

"I readily show you the letter, Messieurs, to hasten my acquittal, but

I counsel you that I am an American citizen, and you will be held respon-

sible if you destroy it."

Before he had finished M. Chamard seized the letter and was hold-

ing it up to the light, vainly trying to see through it.

"I must request Monsieur to give it to me," announced the tall

gendarme.

Reluctantly M. Chamard handed it over. "Tear it open," he cried.

It was an ordinary French envelope of heavy paper, addressed Mr.
Paul Sanford, care of Grove, Craignard Cie., Place Vendome, Paris.

"We must proceed with consideration," said the gendarme. "Have

you steam?" Accordingly the whole party trooped to the kitchen whence
the cook fled shrieking.

In due interval the' glue of the flap was loosened ; the enclosure pulled

out. M. Chamard breathing heavily, pressed forward to see it opened.

Nothing was enclosed but a commonplace letter to an acquaintance. M.
Chamard fell back baffled.

"There is nothing," remarked the gendarmes together.

M. Chamard's nostrils became red and dilated, his eyes frenzied.

"Bah, it must be somewhere."

"Are you sure this is the man?" suggested the short gendarme softly.

"Of course it is. He was with me for an hour. Could I be mis-

taken?"

The other gendarme shrugged. "If he did it he has well concealed it."

"It could be no other."
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"Well," the gendarme again again shrugged. "He may have placed

the stamp about the portico to come back later."

M. Chamard brightened. "You must look."

The new search was instituted without delay. All parts of the

vestibule were carefully inspected, and then the portico, the steps, the

sidewalk, even the street, the mail-box itself. But it was all to no purpose.

The gendarmes became disgruntled and M. Chamard was pale and quiet.

Finally Ludlow's letter was resealed and put back with the others in the

box.

"I have borne this patiently," Ludlow spoke at last, "in the hope of

convincing you. Now what is to be done with me?"

"You will have to come with us for the night," explained the

gendarme apologetically. "No doubt all can be arranged in the morning."

"It is strange, most strange. I do not understand at all." M.

Chamard shook his head sadly, the lines of his face all drawn. To a

man of his temperament the loss of his most treasured possession, if for

its nominal value only, was a blow almost insupportable.

"Good night, M. Chamard," said Ludlow quietly. "I fear our little

business together is concluded."

"T do not know what to say, Monsieur. If this affair is as you and

the facts seem to represent, you have my regrets for all unpleasantness.

Alas, however, I fear all is concluded." He sighed heavily. And as the

others made off down the street, the two guards on either side of Ludlow,

he remained standing on his door-step, watching in a daze.

It took a week to settle the matter. Ludlow's lodgings were searched

without result, and when his case came up he was acquitted without delay.

The freedom of the ports was his,—he had just time to secure a cabin

on the Arania and to notify his bankers.

Then two mornings later the ship left Havre and headed for New
York. Ludlow reclining on deck drowsily watched the outlines of France

fading from view. The blue band of the shore misty and indefinite

beyond the glint of the water grew thinner and thinner till it spindled to

nothing. France was left behind.

Ludlow rose, yawned, went inside and asked for his mail. It came
in a package forwarded from Grove, Craignard Cie. to Mr. Stoddard on

the Arania. Taking it to his stateroom he ran through the enclosed

letters separating two in the same hand addressed to Paul Sanford.

Selecting then the more recently postmarked of these, he tore out the

stamped corner and immersed it in a dish of solution. With the aid of

his cautious manipulation of the forceps, the cancelled 10 centime shortly

detached itself, and from beneath it, a second smaller bit of paper floated

off the body of the envelope. With great care Ludlow drew this out and
laid it on a clean piece of blotter. It was the 2 reale blue Spanish stamp.
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TRAMPING

Evelyn Page, '23

It's but a mile to Dunton,

A long, hot mile to pass,

For the leaves are hanging heavy,

And the dust is on the grass.

The road winds ever onward,

Heedless of time and me,

And parched breath and weary feet

;

It winds unto the sea.

And now I've stepped through Dunton,

The sun burns in my eyes

;

So I bend my brim to shield me
To where St. Jarvis lies.

But still my road's before me,

The road to sea and sun,

And I must follow, follow,

Until the day is gone.

When I am past St. Jarvis,

Lo ! night is in the sky.

Before me is no beacon, nor

A star to guide me by.

But the dim, white road runs onward,

Like a stream unto the sea,

And by the brow of yonder hill,

The sun will wait for me.
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BOOK REVIEWS

'ROOTABAGA STORIES."
1922.

Carl Sandburg. Harcourt, Brace & Co.

The cover of The Rootabaga Stories, a red and yellow riot of balloon

pickers on stilts, is quite correct in asserting that Carl Sandburg's book

is derived from American prairies and cornfields. This medley of

delicious and poetic nonsense is something exclusively our own. The
Wooden Indian and the Shaghorn Buffalo, the old flongboo who lived

in a horse-chestnut tree half-way between South Hadley and Northamp-

ton, and the Golden Spike Limited, child of two skyscrapers in the

Village of Liver-and-Onions, all these personages are joyously American.
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One should remember that the stories are for instruction as well

as diversion. They teach one not to be surprised if, on the way to the

Rootabaga Country, "the ticket agent wipes sleep from his eyes and

asks, 'So far? So early? So soon?'

'

: They caution anyone who has the

pleasure and happiness of having a Q in his name to beware of a gold

buckskin whincher. Like Jason Squiff, he might be saddled with a pop-

corn hat, popcorn mittens, and popcorn shoes, for "remember different

whinchers have different powers." And if one will listen attentively with

the four sweet uncles of Wing Tip the Spick-—she whose eyes "are so

blue, such a clear light blue"—one will learn from her "how they bring

back the Village of Cream Puff's when the wind blows it away."

Carl Sandburg has caught with surprising felicity the mood and

fancies of a child. He has reproduced the inconsecutive, inconsequential

manner of a child telling a story with all the charm of frequent repetition.

Because he is essentially a poet, Mr. Sandburg has woven his stories into

an inextricable pattern of absurdity and beauty. His new book is a

conscious work of art, but it is nevertheless the very stuff of a child's

imagination.

"JONGLEUR STRAYED." By Richard LeGallienne. (Limited Edi-

tion.) Doubleday, Page & Co. Garden City, N. Y. $2.50.

It is a great pity that Mr. LeGallienne has written such a great amount

of occasional verse. Why not publish less and only the best? In all of

his books, as in the Jongleur Strayed, some of his poems are charming,

the rest mediocre or disenchantingly bad. The patient reader is led,

willy-nilly, from best to worst, to sentimentality, and to Prohibition jokes

not quite turned. Blessed is the blue pencil, and let us have more of such

stanzas as

"There blooms a flower in Trebizond,

Stored with such honey for the bee,

(So saith the antique book I conned)

Of such alluring fragrancy,

Not sweeter smells the Eden-tree

;

Thither the maddened feasters fly,

Yet—so alas ! is it with me

—

To taste that honey is to die."

of such lines as

"There close against my face,

'Beauty am I,' said one,

T come to take her place.'
"
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and of such description as that of the chipmunk,

"And you there in the tree

;

With that nut between your paws,

Half way to your twittering jaws,

Jaunty with your striped coat,

Puffing out your furry throat,

Eyes like some big polished seed,

Plumed tail curved like half a lyre . .
."

All through the Jongleur Strayed one may find verses as good as and

better than those quoted. And one can admire not only the matter but the

manner, for Mr. LeGallienne is lucky in having his poems beautifully

printed and bound.

"SMITH MONTHLY FOR NOVEMBER."

No one who enjoys a story told with ease and great charm should

miss reading The Tragedy of a Little Boy, by Eleanor de Lamater. It

appears like a bright ray of hope to one sunk in dejection at the sugar-

and-wateriness.of girl's college magazines. Its author has perceived and

written some things about small boys which do not sound the depressingly

familiar notes of old, old stuff ; and her manner has individuality without

grotesqueness. The Passing of Sarah Matthews is another story sin-

cerely felt and well written, though harsh. As for the poetry, most of

it seems just as stale and feebly imitative as most of what we produce

;

but Browning, by Isadore Luce, shows workmanlike handling of a delight-

ful idea, and the two poems by Freshmen struck us as full of real

promise : Evening, quaint, with a hint of magic, and Vigil, if only for

the lines

"... Hear the night wind pass

:

With dark wings furled he tiptoes through the grass,

Weaving the threads of moonlight into dreams."

On the whole, though the quality of the Smith Monthly is unequal

throughout, the quantity of material that really is interesting fills us with

envy.

"THE VASSAR MISCELLANY MONTHLY FOR NOVEMBER."

Two very noticeable features of this magazine are the preponderance

of essays, and the preoccupation with art. The critical vein is much
more apparent than in the LANTERN, and it may be that this is a solu-

tion to the problem of material. But we must confess we were disap-
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pointed to find only one story out of forty pages of print, and the elements

of interest in some of the essays and journalistic columns did not quite

make up for this. One outstanding piece of writing, however, is the

poem, Le Roi Voltaire, by Helen Voltz. There is something astonish-

ingly mature and finished in its smooth blank verse and clear expression

of ideas. One thing more we cannot refrain from mentioning, though

to criticize the critic of a critic may seem to be getting pretty far from

the realities of life and art; still good writing is good writing, and Mary
Brooker's review of Lafcadio Hearn's Pre-Raphaelite and Other Poems
is too good to pass by. Her unerring swiftness and simplicity in sum-

ming up the man, the method, and the book show some of those very

qualities which she and all of us admire in his style.

ALL BOOKS REVIEWED IN THIS SECTION
ARE ON SALE AT THE COLLEGE BOOKSHOP
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NOTICES

All contributions to the May Number of the LANTERN must be in by

Monday, April 23, 1923.

The LANTERN is very glad to announce that Louise Sanford, '24, has become

a member of the Editorial Board, in place of Katharine Conner, resigned.

The date of the open meeting to discuss this issue will be announced later.

Dr. Fenwick has offered a prize for the best essay, humorous or serious,

written on the subject, "When Is An American 100%?" All those desiring to com-

pete must hand in their manuscripts to the LANTERN by April 23.
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ROBINSON CRUSOE AND HUMOR
Dorothy Meserve, '23

Probably half the world has stood at the tomb of Robinson Crusoe

and read the words, "the trees were his friends, and the waters, the birds

and the beasts, and man." Children have turned to their parents and

asked, "What man?" Cautiously the well-read parent answers, "Man
Friday, my son." But few know the full import of that epitaph and why
Crusoe was so utterly deserving of it. The story only endears him further

to our hearts.

When Robinson Crusoe was left on the desert island he made a plan

to amuse himself by reciting verses of poetry. He was frustrated in this

plan, for on further thought he found he remembered no poetry ; to be

honest with himself, had never committed any to memory. Then he

decided to recite all the clever sayings which he had read and heard dur-

ing his civilized life, but all he could remember were two lines by La

Bruyere, "We must laugh before we are happy, or else we may die before

we ever laugh at all." Crusoe, who was elated at being able to remember

anything whatsoever, instantly resolved that life on this island should

not perish until it had at least smiled. "The gift of humor," said Crusoe,

"will I give to this my foster land."

For a while Crusoe had a little trouble with his definition of humor.

He found that standards differ so widely that what is funny to a rabbit,

merely annoys a goat—likewise what amuses a fir tree will distinctly bore

a lesser growth, say a thistle.

The entire realization of this broke upon him one morning when
he was speaking with a trout in a nearby brook. Crusoe was telling him

the best joke which he remembered from the Old World. "WT

hat is worse

than finding a worm in your apple?" The trout politely answered that

he never ate apples but that were he to, he could think of nothing more

charming than discovering a worm. Of course the usual answer, "half a

worm," was perfectly useless here. Crusoe was disappointed, but he was

not daunted. For a long time he worked on a definite plan of experi-

mentation, *.nd in this search for the law of universal humor, he dis-

covered many things. A fish, it seemed, would laugh when it saw three

of anything, a caterpillar would be convulsed by the scraping together of

two stones, and any fowl would smile at sight of the color yellow.

Crusoe having tested the plants, the birds, the beasts, and Friday,

set to work to make definite formulae which would combine aspects
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humorous to all of these various groups, jokes which would appeal alike

to a turtle and to the fly at which the turtle might happen to be snapping.

These formulae Crusoe wrote in dried cherry ink on wild rushes after

the manner of ancient Egypt, and it was in this form that they were dis-

covered by Defoe. Defoe was a very unscientific man, and when he

found these rushes he was disgusted. "We are not amused," said Defoe,

and taking them between his two middle fingers he dropped them into

the brook where they melted. Crusoe is dead, and the island that laughed

has been swallowed by the sea, and the world, for lack of a joke, must

still cry out with La Bruyere, "Let us laugh before we are happy, or else

we may die before we ever laugh at all."
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HOW A PLAY IS PRODUCED
Prue Durant Smith, '22

My plunge into the theatrical world is not so deep as yet that the

stage-door men take off their hats to me (I've never yet seen one do that

for anyone), and usher me straight to where I want to go. From what

I have seen, heard, and gathered even in my short connection with the

theatre, plays are assembled like a jig-saw puzzle or a Ford, a bit from

here, a bit from there. It is strange that the scenes and descriptions are

not much plainer in the finished product.

There is everywhere the complaint that the theatre is so commercialized

that it has practically become a cut-and-dried proposition with no chance

for improvement. Almost every author, producer, or scenic artist will

say the same thing: "We can't carry out our ideas. We are handicapped

by union rules, and the manager's idea of what the public wants." There

lies the great difficulty. The theatres in New York, which set the the-

atrical style for the whole country, are run purely and simply for money.

The theatre as -a center of art is unheard of
;
yet it could be made one of

the most inspiring fields for artistic work, since it includes music, danc-

ing, singing, writing, acting, and painting.

As it is now, a play is not the outgrowth of several arts working

in unison ; it is assembled as follows : a producer, Gest, Belasco, Harris,

wants a new production. The choosing of the play is his first considera-

tion. It is very hard to tell how a play will go from reading it ; the num-
ber of annual failures under expert management proves that. The pro-

ducer much prefers to see the play being acted if possible ; so he runs

over to London or Paris in search of possibilities. Once the play is

chosen the easy preliminaries are out of the way and the real work of

casting, directing, producing, and advertising begins.

The cast is selected by the man who will direct the play. A director

is the professional name for coach {e.g. Dr. Savage). The play is often

chosen because it is adaptable to the talents of a certain star under a

certain management. At other times the star must be looked for ; seldom

is a play produced which has not at least one or two well-known names

in the cast.

Formerly there were no rules governing rehearsals. An actor after

weeks of rehearsing could be dismissed the night before the opening.

That can no longer be done ; after three weeks of rehearsing an actor must

be either retained, or retired upon half salary for the amount of time

he has worked. This secures a much more permanent cast.
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While rehearsals go on in the bare theatre eight, ten, twelve, and,

near the end, sometimes eighteen hours a day, the scenery is being made

in an entirely different part of the city. Mr. Harris, for example, decides

that he will have Mr. Robert Edmund Jones do the scenery for Barry-

more's Hamlet; or Mr. Rollo Peters decides to design the sets for Cowl's

Romeo and Juliet and to get Miss Jane and Mr. Cleon Throckmorton

to assist and advise him. The sketches are made ; and someone, usually

the designer, makes from these sketches "working drawings," scale-draw-

ings of the floor plans of the stage with every "prop" indicated in its

exact place and relative size. Scale-drawings of the front and side eleva-

tions of the stage are also necessary if there are to be any architectural

structures such as buildings or walls. All the "props" must be drawn

on scale in front and side views. These drawings are handed over to

some scenic studio to be executed. I do not know how much actual paint-

ing Mr. Jones does
;
probably not much, since he has his studio in the

Bergman Studios, which do his work. He could easily supervise what

they did. Mr. Throckmorton, on the other hand, does all his own paint-

ing. He is connected with the Provincetown Theatre, which is semi-

professional, and the only non-union theatre in New York City. In every

other theatre the stage hands, stage carpenters, electricians—everyone,

belongs to a union and is tied down by union rules. The rigidity of these

rules is a factor ruining our theatre. The stage hands will not do certain

things because the electricians must do them; the carpenters will not do

certain things because the stage hands have them in charge. It is more

set and formal than a court reception. Scenery and properties made by

non-union labor are apt to be smashed accidentally as soon as they enter

the theatre. The scenic studios contract to do the scenery for a certain

price, and to have it delivered at a stated time.

The property man looks after the "props." He makes all the artificial

food, dragons' heads, birds, flowers, etc., which are incidental in the play.

If the producer is particular he gets a real artist to make the "props,"

rather than trust the property man, who is only an ordinary mortal. The
stage manager looks after the mechanical details. He works the imple-

ments for thunder and other off-stage noises, supplies the off stage

"My-lord-the-carriage-waits,"—in fact, fills in all the odds and ends. He
is much overworked and underestimated. The publicity speaks for itself,

—usually cries from one end of the city to the other in the clever stories

in the press, seemingly incidental.

Before opening in New York the play is usually tried out somewhere

out of town, in Stamford, Atlantic City, or New Haven. The scenery,

"props," and company are loaded on the train and sent off. At the other
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end the stage hands must set up the new and unfamiliar scenery. Light

and dress rehearsals must be crowded into a few hours. On the opening

night the play drags. More cutting, new business, and a general toning

up follow. After two or three nights, sometimes a longer stretch when
several towns are booked, the play moves into its New York theatre.

There follow more readjusting and rehearsing if the stage is not the

same,—and it seldom is. Then the opening night, with the jaded, shop-

worn critics yawning in the audience.

Thus a play is assembled ; hard work, long hours, high emotional ten-

sion on the part of actors and laborers alike. The scenery is done in

one place, the costumes in another, the director misinterprets and murders

the meaning of the author, the actors act without knowing how to use

their bodies or their voices. Last and most important, the audience will

come, or not come,—praise or condemn according to the cue given them

by the yawning critics of the opening night. This is our modern drama.
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SAMARIA

H. M. Scribner, '23

That he should never have gone on Kennedy's party was the first

thought that drifted into the returning consciousness of Dudley Cuthbert

Cummings the following morning. Kennedy's parties were not for

engaged men, or at least for such engaged men as Dudley Cuthbert Cum-
mings, and it was more than probable that he would not have been at

this one had not Louisa been out of town for a few days. He became

conscious of a throbbing in the top of his head, which, as he grew wider

awake, turned to a dull, sickening ache, together with a soreness that

was not the headache of a hangover. Something must have happened

;

he tried to recall, the party—one place—several others—some girls

—

everyone having a wonderful time, he had made a speech—everything

shut down—difficulty getting taxi—several people—long ride—getting out

and paying, always paid, man of his word, he was—air felt good—noth-

ing more—nothing—more. He tried with feeble irritation to force his

wandering thoughts back; how had be got home? He half opened his

eyes ; he opened them wide. He was not at home. He was in strange

room, apparently not a bedroom, for he could vaguely discern book-

shelves and a tall floor lamp in the twilight made by the drawn shades.

He closed his eyes, he didn't much care where he was—if only his head

would stop.

For a time he lay, dully aware of the street sounds that came to him

as from a long way off; the heavy rumble of a passing truck, the grating

of roller skates on the pavement and a child's shrill voice, the rattle of a

wagon, the squeaking brake of a motor stopping below ; he dozed inter-

mittently. The door opened softly ; someone came in. He forced his

eyes open again and saw a girl, vaguely familiar.

"Oh, hello," she said, "you awake?"

Dudley Cuthbert grunted, not polite he realized, but speaking was

an effort.

"How do you feel?" she continued, advancing toward him, "head

hurts, doesn't it?"

Detecting the note of sympathy in her tone, Dudley Cuthbert groaned

slightly.

"What happened?" he asked faintly.

"You mixed your drinks," replied the girl, seating herself in a chair

near his couch, "which is a very bad thing; if you didn't know it then
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you do now. But there's more to it than that," she added, as he uttered

an impatient sound. "Kennedy's party was pretty well under way when
I joined ; we moved on to the Tent and stayed there till everything closed.

You volunteered to take me home, and when we got here you paid the

taxi and dismissed it. You were a bit noisy about it—pulled out a roll

of bills and began to declaim and all that sort of thing, then you started

off down the street while I was still at the door. All of a sudden a man
stepped out of the shadow ; he probably said 'hands up,' I was too far

away to hear, at any rate you failed to comply, so he knocked you over

the head and got away with your roll before I really took in what was

happening or could get help."

Dudley Cuthbert passed his hand gingerly over the top of his head

and shuddered.

"It was the roll," the girl explained ; "you shouldn't have been so

ostentatious about it, they're not used to that sort of thing down around

here, and when he saw you were three sheets to the wind, he thought

you were easy. Well, I got help and had you brought up here and called

the doctor. He said you were badly stunned but there's no real injury;

you'll probably,be able to get up tomorrow if you stay quiet the rest of

today and tonight."

"Where am I, anyway?" said Dudley Cuthbert, "and—I'm awfully

sorry, but I don't seem to remember your name."

"Oh, that's all right," returned the girl, with a smile; "I remember

yours. You are in my apartment on West Tenth Street, and I am Lesbia

Burton—a friend of Kennedy's."

"Thanks," murmured Cummings, the explanations had satisfied and

wearied him. He slept again.

When he awoke his head was clear. And as he lay taking in the

situation he was troubled. Louisa must not know. Louisa would never

understand. If she asked him what he had done during her absence, and

she was sure to ask him, he decided he would say something about busi-

ness, and she would change the subject. She was not interested in hear-

ing about his business. She would begin telling him how badly Francine

Delamater was looking; her cigarettes and cocktails and late hours were

really shocking and they were beginning to tell, just as Louisa had always

said they would—and so the danger would be averted. As for Kennedy's

friend, Lesbia Burton, awfully decent of her to have taken him in. What
if he had been found on the street, if it had got into the papers? He
could not. afford to lose Louisa. Apart from the fact that he was quite

fond of her, her position and income would be invaluable assets. He
owed a lot to Lesbia.
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From the broad couch on which he lay Dudley Cuthbert surveyed

the room in the fast falling dusk. It was not a large room, and very

different from his correctly comfortable bachelor quarters, or the

expensively furnished drawing-rooms of Louisa's home, always a trifle

more suggestive of the interior decorator than the occupant. There were

no two pieces of furniture alike, yet the effect was not incongruous, and

a bright India shawl thrown over the piano in the far corner was in

harmony with the whole. Along the opposite wall ran a low bookcase

with oddly assorted contents, very few "standards," no sets, several

beautifully bound books of verse, gifts undoubtedly, a number of the

familiar green-backed plays of Bernard Shaw, the purple binding denot-

ing a late edition of Galsworthy's novels, "The Cruise of the Kawa,"

bright orange and blue, against the more somber tones of Wells' "Out-

line of History", "Foster on Auction", its paper cover still on, and,

slender and black, "The Collected Poems of Rupert Brooke"; all these

books, and many others on lower shelves which he was unable to discern

showed that they had been read and handled. Above the bookcase on

the tan-tinted wall hung several sketches, outline pencil drawings of a

girl dancing, in one she leaned sideways, arms stiffly extended at right

angles, preparatory to a cartwheel ; the signature, heavy and sprawling,

on all was that of a famous young artist, from whom Louisa had with-

drawn an order for her portrait, because she had met at his studio people

whom she did not consider at all proper, people with whom she could

not associate, certain other less prominent artists, with paint in their

finger-nails, and a dramatic critic from some newspaper, who knew the

stage from behind the scenes, which Louisa was sure no nice man of

her acquaintance did. It was becoming too dark to see more, when the

door was opened again, and Lesbia entered.

"Feeling more fit?" she inquired; "will the light bother you?"

"Not at all," replied Cummings, propping himself on one elbow; "my
head seems to have stopped."

"Then perhaps you'd like something to eat ?" Lesbia turned on a

softly-shaded lamp on the piano, "you've had nothing since last night

and that wasn't eating—tea might do you good." She pressed a button

in the wall, and as she stood waiting under the light Cummings noted

her appearance for the first time ; a small, slight person, not very pretty

and rather pale, with faint shadows under her eyes, dressed in something

very simple and black.

A maid appeared, Lesbia gave an order, then returned and seated

herself near the couch. She was too thin, he decided. In a moment the

maid entered with a tea tray. The cups were blue and buff pottery, very
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large, and gave him a sense of security. He had never, despite long

practice, been able to feel quite safe with Louisa's delicate Royal

Worcester.

"Will you smoke?" asked Lesbia, as the maid removed the tray.

"Thanks," returned Cummings, and reaching over to a table, dis-

orderly with papers and popular periodicals, Lesbia proffered a square

beaten brass box. Her slender white hands, with their pointed, highly

polished nails were nervous as she fitted a cigarette into an amber holder

;

she took the light he offered and leaned back into the depths of her chair

with a long sigh.

They drifted into conversation; rather he found himself talking a

great deal, while she listened. It was easy to talk to her ; she seemed to

understand what he was talking about, and her comments and questions

were, he thought, as intelligent as any man's might have been. She

seemed to know what was going on in the city—in that large part of the

city not included in Fifth Avenue and the East Sixties—in the world in

general in fact. She was interested in business, seemed to know that

it was really important in his life, and preferred to talk of it. To her

he spoke of things he had not mentioned, perhaps not even thought of

for years. In the quiet of that heterogeneous, livable room old ambitions

long dead or suppressed returned to his mind ; daring theories born of

inexperience, that had been his in the days before the promise of Louisa's

fortune had insured him against too hard work. He was in a different

world, a strange world, far away from that small world uptown that he

called his circle. And so he talked, prompted occasionally by her low

voice, with its deep, metallic note, a tone like the expression deep in her

eyes, and the almost hard line of her mouth in repose ; and she listened,

blowing smoke in thin blue streams through her nostrils, or twisting her

restless hands in her lap.

The chimes of the Metropolitan Tower sounded clearly in a pause

in the conversation. Lesbia rose.

"I didn't know it was so late," she exclaimed. "I'm going out to

dinner, so I must leave you now. Selma will bring you your supper, you

know where the cigarettes are, and if you want anything at all just ring."

"I've enjoyed this afternoon more than I can tell you," said Cum-
mings. "I really must "

"Oh, say not so," she laughed from the door. "Sorry I've got to

leave you this evening, but I guess you can sit up and take nourishment

and I'll try to see you in the morning. Bye-bye."

When she was gone, he realized that he had learned nothing about

her, but that he had not talked so satisfactorily to a girl in a long time.
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Louisa did not approve of his talking much to other girls. He had not

remembered girls were so well informed. Instinctively he contrasted her

and Louisa, the result alarmed him and he forced himself to think of

something else at once.

He saw little more of Lesbia. She and her maid, an impassive

Scandinavian, attended to his comfort. He saw no one else. Apparently

she lived alone. There was something different in the atmosphere of

her home, in Lesbia herself, from what he had ever known, an informality

perhaps, he was not there long enough to determine exactly what. It

stimulated him, and at the same time he did not entirely approve. The

spell of the softly lighted tea hour had passed; this was a strange world,

to which he was quite unaccustomed. Dudley Cuthbert approved of the

things to which he was accustomed—they were the correct things.

He was able to leave the following day. Very fortunate, he reflected,

as it was the day of Louisa's return and they were to go together to a

theatre party that evening. Lesbia was out when he left, he scribbled a

brief note, expressing his indebtedness, and his enjoyment of her hos-

pitality and placed it on the untidy table. Of course it was not very

adequate, he thought, as he stood on the corner waiting for an uptown

bus ; he must see her again, show his appreciation. His bus drew up to

the curb and he clambered in. Who was she;1 A friend of Kennedy's

—

that identification did not seem so satisfying now as it had the day before.

She lived in such an odd part of town, suspiciously near Greenwich Vil-

lage. He stared unseeingly out of the window at the clearly defined

stratas of Fifth Avenue ; business has swept uptown, taking with it crowd

and bustle, leaving behind a wide, quiet street, large, old houses, whose

brownstone fronts are no longer considered splendid, but which stand,

calm, substantial monuments of a small New York of half a century past;

from Fourteenth Street to Twenty-third the Avenue was black with the

noon-hour rush of garment workers. "Something should be done about

immigration," said Cummings to himself ; Madison Square, and the begin-

ning of the shopping district, small stores and cheap restaurants, a crowd

less well dressed below Thirty-fourth Street ; and finally the Fifth Avenue
of fashion, of great department stores, office buildings and modistes

—

this was the Fifth Avenue most familiar to Dudley Cuthbert, the Fifth

Avenue upon which Louisa walked ; he was back in his own world again

;

he felt almost a sense of relief.

All day his thoughts wandered to Lesbia. But that evening his mind

was entirely upon Louisa. He was intensely proud of her. All eyes in

the house turned upon her as she entered the stage box. The Masons,
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giving the party, always had a stage box, even for the most popular

musical show in town, such as this, for which the house was sold out

weeks ahead. Cummings regarded his fiancee with satisfaction as he

seated himself beside her. She was undeniably handsome, of the tall,

classic type ; some, not privileged to count Louisa their friend, remarked

that her features were expressionless—they were beautifully regular, like

Louisa herself. Her eyes, Cummings noted without realizing why he did

so, were soft and untroubled. Although it was winter her low-cut gown
revealed arms and shoulders slightly tanned from golf and tennis at Pine-

hurst and Aiken. Well groomed, beautifully gowned and marcelled, she

sat erect, observing the audience in the orchestra with unconscious com-

placence. Suddenly a slight frown appeared, she tapped Cummings on

the arm, and, as he leaned toward her, said in her carefully modulated

voice

:

"Dudley, there is Georgette's younger sister with that boy from

Princeton, and no chaperon."

The lights grew dim.

"It looks so badly," whispered Louisa as the house darkened. The
curtain rose, ending her remarks.

The show went the way of most musical comedies, perhaps the

chorus was a trifle younger, the jokes a bit more original, the music a

little more lively, the prima donna had a little worse voice. Toward the

end of the first act, shortly before the attempt at a complication was

introduced, the orchestra began the song hit, the tune to which everyone

had been dancing that winter. The light comedian sang the song and

several encores, the chorus danced on, leaned confidentially toward the

audience and repeated

:

"I've tried so long to learn to love you,

But I haven't got to love you yet,"

and danced off again. The applause continued, the lights died down, the

spotlight hovered on the side of the stage opposite the Masons' box. The
drum rolled, the cymbals crashed, the orchestra began to jazz the tune.

Suddenly a small figure stepped full into the spotlight. For a moment
she stood as if dazzled, as the applause grew thunderous. Then leaning

sideways, arms stiffly extended at right angles, she turned a cartwheel

to the center of the stage and began to dance. Dudley Cuthbert's hands

shook as he opened his program to verify what he hoped he had not

really seen. Lesbia Burton, he read. And Lesbia Burton he saw, as she

stood, her head flung back, the calcium light full on her face, the shadows

beneath her eyes painted out, color on her cheeks, the hard line hidden
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by the cerise of her lips. And she danced, assuming one after another

the poses of the sketches that hung on her wall; lithe, graceful, a flash

of cloth of gold on the otherwise darkened stage, she was executing an

intricate clog, every foot in the house but his tapping to the music with

the insidious, sliding whine of the saxophone and the rhythmic, rattling

undercurrent of the traps, and the shuffle and stamp of her small gold

shoes. She dropped on one knee, and rose slowly, the faintest suspicion

of a shiver rippling over her thin shoulders, she laughed aloud into the

audience, and dancing across the stage kicked high above her head toward

his box. He felt Louisa draw back.

Suddenly all Cummings' feelings which had been confused and sus-

pended in his first surprise returned in an overwhelming rush of disgust.

A common show girl—instinctively he glanced at Louisa who hated every-

thing common. That explained her—why she had been on Kennedy's

party, why she had taken him in, a man whom she did not really know.

Louisa would never have done such a thing. If Louisa were ever to find

out—a dancer! The footlights blazed up, Lesbia had turned toward the

box, she saw him and smiled, not a professional smile. Chill horror

tightened Cummings' throat. Leaning back in his chair he looked her

full in the face without a trace of recognition. He felt Louisa's hand on

his arm.

"Do you know that girl?"

He knew Louisa. There was nothing she would leave unturned until

she had the whole story, and then she would not understand. He turned

his eyes from the stage, from the slight figure, bowing now, her head

bent low.

"No," he replied.

And fortunately Lesbia did not smile again.
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THE EPITAPH OF AN ARTIST

Pamela Coyne, '24

The Signor Malapresti rose from his writing table of black and gold

lacquer—all the way from China by merchant caravan—and stood look-

ing out at the canals of Venice, with a smile on his thin face.

"Madre di Dio, it is good, very good," he murmured to himself,

lifting a jewelled locket from the lace at his throat, and dropping it

again. "Si, good, very good, for me, even."

On the desk by the silver inkstand—Cellini's hand in every line of

the graceful boys and dolphins—lay a curled parchment, on which the

ink still glistened wet. A quill pen, broken clean in two in the throes

of genius, lay in its inlaid holder across one end. The signor came back

to the desk, his eyes lovingly on the parchment.

"Truly," he said again, "the gem of gems. Best of all, best of all."

And he read over the words of the parchment, in a voice that prolonged

each "s" and "1" affectionately, cherishing them on his tongue as a lapi-

dary rolls jewels in sensitive fingers, or a miser trickles gold through

his hands.

Conceived in a moment of inspiration, the most brilliant flash of all

his life, he felt, in a brief half hour all written, polished and completed,

like the perfect emerald gleaming on his little finger, this epitaph was the

best of all his long years of rewarded labor. The struggles of an early,

starveling existence in the garrets of Venice had been long since for-

gotten in the triumphs of a successful poet ; his influence was wide, his

entree unlimited, and his wealth fabulous, even in the days of luxurious

Venice. And now he had written the crowning glory of his work; some

ten lines, as keen and fine as though he had worked over them for years,

had crowded up suddenly from his inner consciousness, and left him
quite gasping as they lay before him, black on yellowed parchment.

He turned a key, jewelled and chased gold, in the lock of an ivory

cabinet, inlaid with silver, which stood to the right of the Cellini well,

laid the parchment reverently in it, and locked it safely away. And so

he went down to the gondola waiting for him at the foot of the steps of

his palazzo ; to the gondolier on whose jacket the monogram of his master

was stitched in gold, he gave directions for the Rialto, and then abandoned

himself to the contemplation of the achievement of his masterpiece. He
would buy a book of parchment, with vellum covers, illuminated in pure

red and candle-flame blue—or should it be a cover of ivory, lasting and
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smooth as butter to the touch, clasped with gold and jewels? He would

go to the Cistercian convent, where Fra Andrea should do for him, in

exquisite lettering, the finest copy of his perfect lines possible, and then,

then he had but to order a slab of black marble, and have chiselled into

it the lines of the epitaph, ready for the grave of some greater painter.

. . . Great cypresses behind a tomb of black marble, and one Madonna
lily, such as the Gabriel of all Annunciations bore, blooming at the

head. ... It occurred to him quite suddenly that there was no artist to

lie beneath the stone. What painter did he know worthy or even fitting

such lines ? Fra Andrea ? No ! Preposterous idea, a drowsy, shaven

friar with such a fiery epitaph . . . surely never. Yet, even so—awak-

ened from his thoughts by the scrape of his gondola on marble steps he

rose, grumbling to himself.

The Signor Malapresti was growing old ; there was no longer any

doubt about it. And he felt that it was good that he had already written

the great masterpiece of his life, though he had not yet chosen to reveal

it to the world. For Old Age, whose skinny hand he had felt sometimes

on the calf of his graceful leg, sometimes in the timbre of his voice, once

so mellow and so passionate in the lute-accompanied love song, and too

often after a night of dance and revelry in a palazzo ballroom, was at his

side day and night now. He could no longer climb a flight of marble

stairs and not feel breathless and puffing at the top, not to say red faced,

above the black velvet and lace. Shocking and scarcely pardonable, he

thought, these age afflictions on a poet, who should be young forever.

But they were undeniable. Hence he became anxious, feverishly anxious
as the days went on, to find the artist for his epitaph. And the Doctor

Franchese, coming in to converse with his friend, found him consider-

ing the matter very deeply, scratching his head beneath its velvet skull-

cap, and eating Malaga grapes from a deep bowl of sea-green glass. The
Signor offered his salutations to his friend, who was, with all felicitations,

his most humble servant. Thereupon the Signor unburdened himself,

heart and soul, to the Doctor, confiding in him the story of the epitaph,

and his need of an artist, dead or about to die.

"So," said the Doctor, turning on his finger a skull of gold with ruby

eyes, "so. An artist. Yes, Signor, the hand of Fate does you another

turn. Lucky, si, Signor, lucky you are, always. I have seen the artist

for you. The son of an old friend of mine, young, young, and very sad.

For one year he may live, or even less, who can tell? The ways of God
are not known to men, who understand nothing of the punishments which

are visited upon them. But meantime, Signor, he dreams of the Madonna
he may paint—a great painting, like the paintings of San Marco, very
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beautiful. And to paint it he must have pigment, messire, oil, and a place

to work, canvas and food. None of which he has, at the moment, being

poor and starving for the lack of a few gold coins, such as nothing to you,

Signor. But he is young, and an artist."

"Ah, Dottore, Dottore, you are ever my true, my very true friend.

The last of my wishes granted ! Bring him, amico caro, bring him to my
house, and we shall see him. See what he has to say, eh, to sleeping

forever beneath my gem, my perfect lines—this poor young artist, eh,

Dottore?" And rubbing his hands together, his grey eyes sparkling, the

Signor Malapresti led his friend to the head of the great staircase, lean-

ing far over to shout, "A rividerci, Dottore. Bring him soon."

So it was that Federigo delle Scale came to live in the north wing

of the Palazzo Malapresti, where he was given a studio, and food and

drink, such as are needful for one engaged on the painting of a master-

piece. So much, the Signor had agreed, should he have until the picture

be done and his slender life-thread cut. And to look at him one would

have said that the shears of the Fates were very near that thread, graz-

ing it as it stretched, taut and straining, toward the picture which, it

seemed, might never be finished. He was very pale, the young Federigo,

with long, dark curls continually falling over a too white forehead, and

tossed back with a quick movement. Under his high cheek bones were

deep, purple hollows, like the circles under his long, dark eyes. His

paint-stained hands were so thin that the north light of the studio shone

through them like candle flame through parchment, while up and down
their backs the bones moved spasmodically, nervously, under the skin.

Each day, while the light lasted, he painted furiously, sleeping only to

gain strength for another day before his canvas, and brooding before the

fire all evening, while across from him, his slim fingers tip to tip, like the

church-roof children make, the Signor contemplated the black marble slab.

Yet it was too evident, even to the eyes of the inexperienced, that

Federigo delle Scale was never to paint a masterpiece. To those accus-

tomed to the glories of San Marco the pudgy arms and muddy, crude

colors were very rude indeed, in fact, only to his poor, sick eyes were

they worthy any praise at all. But he worked long and steadily, until it

seemed that it was with his own blood that he painted the clumsy figures

on the daubed canvas
;
painting against Time and Death.

The year grew nearer and nearer its close, and with the days the

artist grew thin, and the sickness lay on him heavier, ever heavier so that

his arm could scarcely hold up the palette, and the brush was like lead

in his fingers. But in those long, dark eyes under the black curls a fire,
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fanatic and feverish, burned until it seemed that it must consume. The

earliest dawn in its grey mist over the lagoons found him in the studio

before his easel. Federigo knew, and the Signor Malapresti knew also

(for he was a gentle and kind man, despite his success) that the marble

slab would lie, all chiselled and flanked by lilies, under the cypress trees

before the Madonna's gentle face was shadowed on the blue Venetian sky

behind her. And in Federigo's heart was pain like the sear of red-hot

coal because of this.

One morning, in a ship from Toledo, with one black-skinned slave

attendant, came a famous doctor, who was reckoned by some a disciple

of the Devil, in that he cured men who were surely destined to die, and

healed many of sores and sickness quite incurable. But those who had

benefited by his skill called him a disciple of Christ and a lover of men.

And in Venice he did great work, helping many, so that when he came

out from mass into the piazza before San Marco, crowds went before

him beseeching. The jingle of gold in fat purses, and the prayers of the

ragged poor smote his ears, and he ministered to all of them in their turn.

For he held a custom; to heal such of the poor as he could out of charity

and the love of the Saviour, but to charge to the wealthy, who also were

afflicted, great sums of gold. Now it so happened that one day, having

gone to buy paint, and in especial gold-leaf, the young Federigo came into

the piazza after mass, attended, at the Signor's bidding, by a servant, lest

he fall by the wayside and have no strength to rise. And he found him-

self looking into the clear eyes of the Doctor ; and the servant, who had

heard gossip in the streets, plucked at his sleeve, saying

:

,

"Master, here is one who may cure you." For the servants loved

the artist, who was so gentle and so weak.

Then Federigo turned, and spoke to the Doctor saying:

"Signor, for I know not who you are, is it true that you can cure

me, to whom the doctors of Venice give but one moon of life?"

And the Doctor: "I have cured many, and may cure you, too. But,"

as he looked at the fine clothes and the serving man, "the price is great."

He spoke to Federigo of a certain sum, and of the inn in which he lodged,

and went his way.

Federigo returned to the palazzo with hope flushing the skin under

the high cheek bones, and came with quick step into the study of his

benefactor. The Signor sat at his desk, a certain sheet of parchment held

lovingly in his hands, but as the artist spoke of the Doctor his face

clouded, and in his eyes was the look of the noon sea before a storm.

He locked the parchment into its casket, and rose.
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At the window the sun poured like a thick, unstemmed stream of

honey around white roses in a Chinese bowl. But as the Signor stamped

his foot on the thick rug, the petals fell, slowly, out of the mote-filled

sunshine, into the shadow.

"Federigo delle Scale"-—his voice was very deep
—

"I have given

you a gift of the Gods, truly. A year of life, such as few live it, with

time for pleasure, your pleasure being your work, and fit place to work.

And, in return, what do you give met The permission to place over you,

when you are but mouldering carrion, a slab bearing my most glorious

lines, an epitaph which will immortalize you forever. Two things I give

you, which, for yourself, you could not gain—life through the ages, and

life in Venice for a year."

"But, Signor, the painting, my great painting, my immortal Madonna,

is not finished. I must give her to the world, who waits, before I die."

"And what if you are cured, and live for many years ? Was that in

our bargain? When I brought you here from your garret, was it that

you might live to old age, or that you might die in comfort, and I see

my lines on your tomb ? Eh ? Which was it ? My days, too, are growing

short, and I must see my lines in marble before I die. Forget your foolish

doctor, Federigo, and paint again, while you can. To all of us is Death

too soon, and though you escape him once he will overtake you again,

and there will be still things undone. Come, Federigo, forget the doctor

and work. It may be there's yet time for you to finish."

Federigo went back to his studio, brooding.

As a week slipped by his mind was for once on other than his paint-

ing, and he thought of the clear-eyed Doctor, and the great sum required

for his cure. One day he took his servant, and what few canvases he

had completed in past years, and went to the picture dealer's. But the

dealer, who had seen many artists in his day, shook his head and sent

him off with no encouragement. Thus his one hope came to grief.

In the second week the Signor Malapresti set out for Mantua, with

great state, and Federigo was left in the palazzo with a handful of ser-

vants and the man Giovanni, who accompanied him about the city. On
the second day after the departure of the Signor, Giovanni came in from
the streets with news for his master. The Doctor, the great Doctor from
Toledo, was setting out in four days' time to Rome. The artist's eyes

were mqre than ever burning, and his gaunt hands clasped and unclasped

with anguished longing for the life he could not buy. It was then, quite

suddenly, that the idea came to him.

The Signor Alberti sat in his luxurious chamber and wrote painfully.

To a man whose highest ambition was to win a poet's laurels—having
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achieved all that mercantile traffic upon the high seas can bring—the

anguished throes which accompanied the birth of his crude verses were

distressing and disconcerting. He would have exchanged his colossal

fortune for a poet's garret corner. Not being able to do so, he wrote

execrably and pathetically, and cultivated the society of any and all poets.

So it was that when it was announced to him that Federigo delle

Scale, whom he had often seen at the house of his dear friend, Signor

Malapresti, waited on him below, he was neither surprised nor displeased.

He laid away his writing materials, saluted the young artist, and waited

for his business.

"Signor," said Federigo, "I am come on urgent business for my
friend and benefactor, Signor Malapresti."

"I thought he was but lately gone to Mantua."

"He has, Signor, but leaves this commission for me to execute. I

have been— ill, and could not wait upon you sooner."

"So. Proceed."

"Signor, about this matter I must ask your secrecy. The Signor

is very pressed for gold, and, being proud, it likes him not to admit it to

anyone. He has recently written a poem (which I have here), some

ten lines, no more. Yet they are so fine that they are unequalled in the

world, that they will bring their writer immortality among the poets of

Italy." A skeleton-thin hand, trembling uncontrolledly, stretched a sheet

of parchment before the puzzled eyes of the Signor Alberti.

"Well?" said he.

"It should not be hard, messire. The Signor has no gold, you no

laurels. Give him gold, and he will give—fame. Publish this poem as

yours, Signor, and you will be acclaimed from Sicily to the Alps. As
for the gold—you will not miss it from your coffers."

* 'Tis a fool's thought," said the Signor Alberti. "My friend's gone

mad, that he departs for Mantua and leaves such commissions behind

him."

"You will not buy?" screamed the artist. "You will not buy immor-

tality for a few bits of gold? Read, read."

So he read, and because he knew something of poetry, the Signor

Alberti knew that those ten lines were immortal. He read again, rose,

rolled back some panelling and said, "How much?"

The lips of the artist trembled, inarticulate with fear lest the price

be too high. At length he babbled it ; with a dull clatter a bag of gold

fell at his feet. And the Signor Alberti, holding in his hand a single

epitaph, watched him go down the staircase, trembling and murmuring

to himself.
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When the Signor Malapresti returned from Mantua he found the

shattered fragments of an ivory casket on his desk, and the parchment

gone. Fatigued by his journey and desolated by this discovery, he retired

to bed, and lay all night with a high fever, speaking incoherently of black

marble and Madonna lilies. In the morning his friend the Doctor, sum-

moned by the frightened servants, found him white and spent in his

huge bed, with its canopy of cupid-borne garlands. And it was the

Doctor who heard the tale of the rifled casket and the stolen masterpiece.

"So," said the Doctor, "so. And Federigo, what of him? Does he

know of the casket?"

The Signor's hand moved toward the bell-rope.

"It is useless, my friend," said the Doctor. "You will find he has

not been here for several days. Federigo delle Scale is dead."

The poet, who had for so long planned on his death, was silent. Then

he wept, very quietly, and muttered to himself the prayer for the dead.

At length, very slowly, "Tell me how."

"Four days ago my servant brought me a letter from Federigo. He
wrote that since I was his father's friend, and your friend, he would tell

me what he purposed. He could not bear to die, and only the great

Toledo doctor could cure him. There was necessary a great sum of gold

and he, being too proud to beg his treatment, saw but one way to obtain

it. He had stolen your epitaph, sold it to Signor Alberti for the sum,

and gone to the lodging of the doctor for the treatment. It was to be

an 'operation' as he called it, with knives. So, when I could, I went to

the lodgings. But Federigo died, under the knife."

"Dottore, the epitaph?"

"As for your epitaph, my friend, when I had his letter, I sent a note

to the Signor Alberti, explaining the matter, and he returns your parch-

ment here, with his praise."

In the mountains beyond Venice the cypress trees rise dark and slim,

and under one grove Federigo delle Scale sleeps in immortality. Above
him a slab of black marble bears the most beautiful epitaph of Italy. And
nowhere else do the Madonna lilies bloom so tall.
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MODERN RITUAL

Beth Dean, '25

Modern society has produced the theatre, its machinery and etiquette,

its write-ups in the periodicals, its happy effect upon all ages and classes,

whether it be to lift them to the height of intense living, or to make them

forget that they live at all. And now that theatre-going is an old art,

modern society is playing patron to a new one ; the gentle art of lunching

in town.

Here I am a novice, and the very fact that I began my novitiate so

long ago shows that there is something to be learned about lunching in

town. I remember well the Woman's Exchange in Cincinnati, where I

had my first lessons in paying attention to the menu, amid a strange

world of people and forks and flying trays. I remember the succession

of creamed fishes I ate there, each warm and crusty in his pale brown

shell. I sometimes wished to be the cashier so that I might settle down
comfortably in the neighborhood of French rolls and whipped cream.

My companion on these early shopping expeditions was my mother,

a small person who picked her way about the city with an air of infinite

wisdom. If she had to cross the sidewalk, a path cleared itself before

her. In the street, chauffeurs and drivers waited for her to pass. I

believe she would have had more influence over the Red Sea than Moses

had, because she knew so definitely where she was going. I followed

her as a rudder the ship, for it was usually on my errands she was bent.

And gradually I came to look for and recognize as the high point of

the day that moment when she drew me out of the whirling crowd to say,

"Shall we have lunch?"

If one must be from home on a play day and be dressed in street

clothes while the neighbor's children in corduroy and gingham are roller

skating up and down the hill, I maintain that it is a fine thing to lunch

in town. As I grew older, even the dentist's sharp little wands could not

charm away my pleasure in the expedition. By this time I had entered

on an era of olive sandwiches and biscuit tortoni, and was ready to match

them, and the music to which I ate them against anybody's "book of

verses underneath the bough."

I have been in no hurry to tell how this little girl enjoyment of rest

and food and sweet music and pleasant company became a more serious

apprenticeship to the business of lunching in town, but when luncheons

became the talk of my fellow school-girls, this change took place. Then
I should have thought it unbearable to confess that a trip into town (to
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buy gold fish food, perhaps) did not include lunch with my mother at the

"Green Raven." From this time on, lunch was a ceremony; I was a fol-

lower of the Modern Ritual.

Stop with me to consider how many other followers there are.

The girl at the Automat may be a mailing clerk who goes there every

day at twelve-thirty. As she sits down at a porcelain table with her nap-

kin and saucer, some eyes will appraise her as keenly as if they were

looking for the label "Social Register." And you may be sure that she

is doing the right thing : her paper table-cloth is straight ; she eats a

balanced ration.

Or she may be a college girl, living on a far-spent allowance. The
college girl likes the independence of the hole in the wall ; she finds fun in

the etiquette of the Automat: but at heart she is gladdest when lunch

means music and furs and oeufs valois, instead of ham-sandwich, two-

nickels. She wishes that her straw were always long enough to reach

into the "Miraculous Pitcher".

I have a cousin who has never had to choose a sixpenny dinner

because of being at school away from home, and as a result, she knows

a great deal about lunching in town. She began early to make a business

of convention. As a little girl, she loved to stand at the foot of the stairs

wearing a lace curtain for a train, to shake invisible hands and say, "How
do you do, Mizz Caldwell, and Mistah Caldwell !" At twenty-four she

is as delicately lovely as the light cast by a prism, but she is very firm.

The riot she causes among the headwaiters on entering a restaurant does

not subside until she has the very table by the window that her cool eyes

fell on when she first looked about the room. The waiter who serves her

with more than usual bowing and scampering, is too low a creature to

bring her cigarettes. When a special messenger has brought them, with

what a superb turn of the wrist does she shake one out and hold it up,

lighted, for Fifth Avenue to see ! For her, there is a meaning in the

ritual of Lunching in Town.

And, I confess, I like to see this self-conscious enthusiasm. There are

two restaurants on Park Avenue, high temples of ceremony, where for

some people, the ritual has become a worn-out thing. Perhaps they are

happier with the quiet pleasures of meeting their friends, of discovering

a new dish and going about their business. But I take more pleasure in

watching a woman who lunches alone, who, never dreaming that she

speaks familiarly to the waiter, performs her ceremony with a fierce

pleasure. Perhaps as she steps out the door and across the familiar rub-

ber mat, someone will take her picture and put it in "The Spur"

—

"Mrs. , snapped on her way from lunch at Sherry's."
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HALF A LOAF
Doris A. Hawkins, '24

It was a breathess August day. The sun baked the meadow grasses,

parched the dust in the country roads, and drove the birds away from the

open places to the shady ravine down by the creek, or into Mary Aldrich's

cool orchard. Mary herself was beating cake-batter on the cool side-

porch, and watching down the road as far as she could see, every little

while.

Through the branches of the apple trees around the white farmhouse,

only a few beams of bright sunlight seeped. Everything was shade and

coolness save where the little pools of light lay between the trees, and a

sleepy peace wrapped the whole place. Down in the ravine across from

the house, a wood-thrush called its little minor note and a locust sung and

whirred and sung again. Mary's energetic beats grew slower and slower

and finally ceased. She stared off down the roadway as if watching for

someone.

Mary was small and dark-haired. Her mouth was too large for

beauty, her 3kin too pale, her eyes a peculiar light blue. She was not

pretty, not even attractive—and she knew she wasn't and was secretly

sensitive about it, but no one guessed that she cared. She had become

adept at keeping her thoughts to herself.

"Do' you know," said a very musical voice from the kitchen, "it's

just a year ago that I met Will at Linda's?"

"Is it?" Mary resumed her batter beating guiltily. She had entirely

forgotten that Louisa was in the kitchen.

'T verily believe you'd forgotten all about that masquerade, and it

was the first one you'd been to, too. Sometimes I think you're the most

indifferent person under the sun! Don't you ever want a little romance,

Mary?"
"Oh, I don't know. Seems as if I never had time any more."

"You'd have just as much time as I if you'd take it," declared Louisa,

coming to the door. She was a pretty girl and looked like her sister

—

with the same hair and features, but with something more—something

that people liked to call charm and vivacity which was really only the gift

of expression and animation.

"You know perfectly well, Louisa, that folks don't care a snap for

me. I guess I'm not stupid enough to imagine that. I pride myself on

not taking any credit for being attractive," Mary said emphatically, beat-

ing harder and not looking up.
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"Half the battle is in believing in yourself a little," remarked Louisa,

"and I believe you do have plenty of confidence in yourself—only you

sort of pride yourself on your worthlessness. Honestly, Mary, you make
me sick and tired!"

"Well, don't waste time telling me about it. Go and get dressed.

Pouting spoils your looks. The mull you want is on the spare-room bed.

Don't try to tie the ribbons ; I'll do it for you." All this delivered without

leaving the cake.

Louisa sighed very gustily and flounced off, banging the door into

the spare bed-room.

Mary set down the cake and began to think. Louisa always had had

all the admiration, and she, Mary, all the work. But she had always told

herself that it was simply because she was five years older than Louisa

and realized the responsibility of keeping the little farm. Now Louisa

was nineteen, popular, pretty and courted by two or three young farmers

in the vicinity, Mary felt older still—older but not yet out of things. In

fact she had confidence, in spite of what she had just told her sister, that

if she wished to, she could have as many friends and admirers as Louisa.

It was a pathetic little conceit for homely Mary, but she clung to it

tenaciously even in the face of what had happened on the evening of

Linda's masquerade.

Forget the masquerade ! Mary's lips puckered into a suppressed

smile. It wasn't every day that masque balls came to Penfield. Linda

had brought the idea out from the city where she had spent the previous

winter, and she had aroused much comment in the neighborhood when
the invitations to the masque were received. The older society of the

village at once labeled her party as "silly and new-fangled," thereby rais-

ing its value ten-fold in the eyes of the younger set. Trust Linda, they

said, to get something quite new and original ! No more husking bees

and candy parties for her! Moreover, something extraordinary was to

be expected with the circumstances, for the occasion was in honor of

Linda's cousin, Will Freeman, and he had been the subject for much
wagging of tongues for the last two months. Especially did the feminine

ones work unceasingly. Will was young, the story went, and he had

lately fallen heir to his uncle's property and farm in the vicinity. It was
very evident that Linda's party was unique in more than one way.

Louisa and Mary debated long as to costume, and finally went as

Quakeresses, all in gray and so near alike beneath their little bonnets that

even Linda was deceived.

"Hssh ! Here comes Linda. She's going to introduce us. You
needn't be so lofty, Mary, I guess I've seen him!"
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Linda, coming up just then, thought she recognized Louisa in Mary.

She was very anxious to introduce Penfield's belle to Will, and hurried

the astonished Mary away to the next room without a word. A moment

later, Mary discovered herself chatting easily with a tall, fair-haired

young fellow whom Linda had introduced as "Mr. Freeman." He had

unmasked and she saw he was neither ugly, fat, or ill-mannered. She

felt very guilty about her judgment of him. He was so kindly—didn't

seem to be a bit embarrassed arid was really enjoying their conversation.

"I've heard such wonders about your housekeeping," he said, "I'm

really anxious to see you."

"About mine !" Mary knew very well she was the best anywhere

around. She wondered triumphantly what Louisa would have said if she

had heard. Why, Will had actually looked her up! He admitted that

he had begged Linda for an introduction—and it wasn't Louisa he meant,

either. The fact he knew about her cooking proved it.

"Mary," whispered Louisa, pulling her sister into a corner, during

an unengaged moment, "who's asked you for the unmasking dance?"

"Who do you think?" Mary teased. She felt very thrilled and

young and happy tonight.

"Why anyone would think you'd actually fallen for the heir of a

small fortune. I believe you have!"

"Well, I haven't! But he is pleasant and easy to talk to. Don't be

such a goose—and spoil everything."

"That's a sure sign—that last 'spoil everything,' " giggled Louisa.

"I'll really believe you're in love, sister mine, if
"

"If what?"

"If you don't give me a wee chance to meet him."

"Why, silly, you may meet him!"

"Promise!"

"Of course."

"Well then, quick, let me take your dance. No, you can't back out.

You promised ! What a lark
!"

A moment later, Louisa and Will whirled off in the dance. Mary
watched them from the door—saw Louisa remove her mask and heard

them both laugh.

"I've asked him to tea Saturday," said Louisa afterwards.

"What did he say?"

"He said he'd come—to try the cooking." And Louisa giggled again

and ran away.

Will came. At first Mary thought it was to call on her. She filled

her arms with great, fragrant bouquets from her beloved garden and set
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a huge bunch of orchid-tinted phlox on the old, shiny, black, square piano

in the parlor. And she stirred up her best cake and put on her best dress.

So did Louisa. When Will came, though, he seemed hardly to know
her. The candy he carried, he gave to Louisa, and even the compliments

her cake received were appropriated by her sister, at least, she said noth-

ing about the cake being Mary's.

"He really likes Louisa," she admitted to herself after a month or

two had passed. "Of course I didn't go at it right. I shouldn't have

stepped aside in the beginning. But I don't really care—not really. He's

a good fellow—for Louisa—and he liked me first."

Mary zuas childish. And she was pathetically conceited about what

might have been. . . . "If we hadn't traded places ! Of course, when
he heard how I'd been willing to let Louisa go in my stead, he couldn't

think much of me. I really don't care, either."

But she always felt an unusual interest in Will's visits.

Today she went to the garden as usual for fresh phlox, and put

them carefully in the little crystal vase on the old piano. The parlor was

sweet and sunny. Mary never allowed the mustiness of non-use to creep

in. She loved the freshness of outdoors and the warmth of the sun too

well.

"Let me tie those ribbons, Louisa," she called.

Louisa came slowly into the parlor, surveyed the flowers critically,

removed them to the center table, squinted at them and set them back.

"I guess they do look better there."

Mary gave Louisa's starchy mull a deft pat, tied the orchid ribbons

at the shoulder and waist and turned Louisa gravely around to see

that everything was all right. Then she hunted around among the various

books on the table till she came to a small, gilt-leaved volume which she

set carefully on top of Shakespeare. It was Gems of Thought from Will

to Louisa on her birthday, and it really deserved a place of honor—on

Saturdays, at least. Then she moved a chair to the left and forward,

adjusted a white doily on another, blew an imaginary speck of dust from

the arm of the sleek, hair-cloth sofa, and retired, stopping at the door to

caution, "Don't let the cat in, Louisa; he scratches up the red silk pillow.

And sit in a stiff chair till he comes. The sofa is dreadfully bad for

starched things."

"Do I look all right?" Louisa asked anxiously. "Tell me before

you go."

"Yes, sweet as usual! You are a little piece of vanity, aren't you,

Louisa?"
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"No, only—well, it does make you feel more confident to know you

look nice."

Mary returned to the back porch. The cake was in the oven and

there was nothing to do for three or four minutes. She sat down in her

favorite low rocker and listened for Will. The long ravine which lay in

front of the house led away a mile or more to the east, and the country

road turned and wound down to it till it finally reached the level of the

creek and crossed on a small iron bridge. Every wagon or horse which

rumbled across it was heard up at the Aldriches' farmhouse some fifteen

minutes before it came in sight down the roadway. Mary heard Will

coming now. She knew the little jog-trot of his white mare, Gyp. Louisa

sometimes made a mistake, but never Mary.

"He's coming, Louisa!" she called

A few minutes later, the little white horse with Will in the shiny,

black buggy came down the orchard drive.

"Hello, Mary, is the cake baked?"

"Not quite! Hitch Gyp to the same tree so there won't be scuffed

places all over the lawn. Then come here, before you go in to Louisa.

I've put the clothes brush on the table."

Will obeyed every instruction—even to using the brush.

"You're a practical little body," he remarked as he passed through

the kitchen door.

At dusk he and Louisa strolled down the ravine. Mary watched

them go and saw them return a few moments later. Will came straight

to the veranda where she was sitting with a piece of Louisa's long-

neglected crocheting.

"You're always busy, aren't you?" he said.

"That—wasn't what you came to tell me, was it?"

"And a mind reader," laughed Will, relieved to have the way paved.

"No, it wasn't. You see, er—well, Louisa and 1—we "

Mary rocked silently.

"We've decided to get married," Louisa finished, blushing. She was

really very calm about it all—and Will was not.

"Of course!" murmured Mary. "I'll finish this for your wedding,

Louisa." And to their surprise, she got up and went into the house.

"She isn't very romantic," remarked Louisa as they went out together

to light the carriage lamp. She never could understand Mary.

Mary saw them from the kitchen window. Will's lamp flashed just

a minute over Louisa's white dress, then she heard him call "Good-bye,

Louisa," and Gyp's quick hoof-beats thud, thud away and echo moments

after on Lincoln bridge.
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"That's that," she said, stirring the stove with a poker. "And if I

hadn't changed places with Louisa
"

Louisa was married in October and they went to live at Will's big

farmhouse, six or seven miles distant on the Buffalo Road. Mary insisted

that she liked to be alone ; it gave her more time—for what, she did not

say. But she convinced Louisa and almost convinced herself, even after

the last neighbor had gone from the wedding feast and all that remained

of the gaiety was a tramped and bruised turf in the orchard where horses

and carriages had stood, and a house full of soiled dishes and table-linen

for Mary and her helpers to clean. Mary sat down on the porch steps

to rest after a busy day just as the last carriage thundered over Lincoln

bridge—and she realized she was holding an old slipper of Louisa's which

she had forgotten to throw.

After all, they were not going far—and Will was to call for her

every Saturday morning to go to Louisa.

Mary took up her life as usual.

"I'm not old! There's no reason why I shouldn't enjoy myself," she

declared to Linda one afternoon.

"But if you'd only sell the old place you could have a good time

—

travel or something!"

"No. I promised mother I'd keep it! Besides, I'm a confirmed old

maid. Why, since Louisa has gone I haven't been to a social nor even

caught a glimpse of our old crowd."

"Fiddlesticks!" observed Linda. "You can be just as attractive as

Louisa."

Mary made herself believe it—kept saying, "If I hadn't changed

places with her, why, who knows, ... it might have been my farm . . .

and . .
." "If I don't get invitations or keep my friends, it's my own

fault. I could if I wanted to. Besides, Louisa needs all the spare time

I've got. She and Will couldn't do without me."

She developed a feeling of responsibility for the welfare of Louisa

and her household. In the years that followed she kept the homestead

and the little farm, ordered the planting and reaping and harvesting, and

in spring and summer worked in her little garden. She did not envy

Louisa. Her conceit, or pride, or assurance—whatever one wished to

call it—kept her content.

"They all might have been mine," she seemed to think, and went

about her housework, preparatory to going to Will's, cleaning the sunny

little parlor, and keeping the cat away from the red silk pillow as usual.

Every Saturday Will called for her with the same buggy and the same
little white pony. Sometimes he brought the children, Marion and Charles.
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Lately they had been too busy with school and parties to heed her. But

then Will came alone—and he marveled at the peace he always found,

and at Mary, who seemed to have nothing to do but keep things as they

had been. She expected him, and knew the exact minute when Gyp was

due, trotting over Lincoln bridge, and finally appearing around the bend

in the road, with the little low-top buggy. Will always had the whip out

at the corner to speed up the last few steps. Mary's little orchard was

a sort of haven where there was always calm. At night he brought her

back, and chatted a while by the door. Then Will climbed back into the

buggy and touched Gyp with the light whip. He was anxious to get back

before it was too dark.

"Good night, Mary," he cried from the road.

"You'll come back next Saturday?" she called, and waited till she

heard his "Yes, of course," before she returned to the house.

When Marion married a rather weak young fellow she had met at

school, and Charles failed in his Freshman year at college, it was Mary
who took the blame for their behavior. She had always considered them

her special care. They seemed to belong to her. They might—yes, she

even dared think that—might have been hers, if— ! Poor children, poor

Louisa, where had Mary been all the time they were growing up ?

All one winter she went back and forth to Louisa's twice instead of

once a week. Her sister was very ill. Things could not go on without

Mary's help.

"We shouldn't know what to do without you, Louisa and I," Will

told her. Mary believed him.

And in the spring, Louisa died.

Will could not be consoled for a long time. He did not even drive

over to see Mary, who had left shortly after the funeral, until a month

had passed. When he came he was old and tired.

"You'll come again, Will?" asked Mary anxiously. "Now that

there's only Charley and his wife at home—you'll come again."

"Yes, yes, every Saturday, of course—just as if—as if Louisa were

here."

Will always came. In the years that followed Louisa's death, he

did not neglect her once. Mary wondered whether he did it as a duty to

Louisa and the old life, or really wanted her company and help. She
had begun, too, to question what would have happened, what might have

happened, if she instead of Louisa had been Will's wife. Not that she

disrespected Louisa or hoped to take her place. It was only a longing

she had which grew upon her as she became older and more alone—

a

desire to feel that she was, or at least might have been, indispensable

—

necessary, to someone.
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"Do you know, Will, I've often wondered—" she said one day some

years later"—what would have happened if—if Louisa and I hadn't

changed places at Linda's masquerade?"

"Changed places?"

"Yes, didn't Louisa ever tell you—how she took my place? You
were talking to me first, you know." Mary's heart beat till it hurt but

she determined to go on.

"Why, Mary, I thought—but Louisa unmasked. And I remember

how pleased I was—for I'd seen her in church, the Sunday before, and

I'd been wanting to meet her all along—bribed Linda to introduce us."

"But you said—the cooking—you know. Louisa didn't know how
to cook !" insisted Mary.

"No ? Oh, I'd forgotten how that was, yes, now I have it ! Linda said

the oldest Aldrich girl was a splendid cook, and I immediately gave the

compliment to Louisa. Anyway, you did look as young as she," Will

added, smiling.

Mary did not heed the compliment. "Then—then—ah! you were

—

you thought it was Louisa all the time."

"Yes, yes, Louisa always, never had another thought. Couldn't have

been anybody but Louisa, ever!" and Will climbed into the little buggy

and touched the horse with the light whip. He was anxious to get away.

"Good night, Mary," he cried from the road.

Mary's dreams had been quite shattered, but she clung to one pleas-

ant reality—Will's Saturday visits.

"But—but you'll come back next Saturday!" she called, and listened

anxiously for his "Yes, of course" over the thud, thud of the horse's

hoofs.
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ON EATING ONE'S CAKE
Barbara Ling, '24

" 'I know I have to beat time when 1 learn music,' said Alice

cautiously.

'Ah, that accounts for it,' said the Hatter. 'He won't stand beat-

ing. Now if you'd kept on good terms with him, he'd do almost anything

you liked with the clock.'
"

We were most of us rather young when we first heard about the

improbability of eating one's cake and having it, too, and at that time it

was impressed upon us that it was rather a childish thing to do. Yet it

is a feat which she who is a bit casually termed the average Bryn Mawr
undergraduate is constantly attempting.

When we came to college, we were horrified to find the situation that

prevailed. We discovered that there were such things as class plays,

smiled upon by the authorities, but that the time we gave up to them was

in no way taken into consideration, so that we paid in strength, and, what

we resented even more, in merits, for the interest we manifested in them.

The same might be said of more than four periods a week of athletics,

and even our fifteen hours seemed split up into three or four subjects,

each religiously interfering with the other ; recreation was apparently not

forthcoming, if not in hours normally dedicated to sleep or to the lib.

Yet the fault was, as usual, not in our stars but in ourselves. We
had carefully put to sleep all the faculties of judgment and choice which

are the characteristics of the "reasonable adults" we proudly term our-

selves. We refused to realize that all through life we are going to be

required to choose between courses of action, to decide what is most

desirable and to make that our chosen part. We cannot do everything

and do it all well—we must decide what is to take precedence and abide

by that decision.

The choice lies with everyone. If our interest is in dramatics, there

is a fairly wide field open to us from which we can derive great benefit,

even if at the expense of High Credit. If we lean toward athletics, the

hockey field and the gym are at our disposal; if our main interest is work,

the lib we have always with us. Even those delightful souls, whose ambi-

tion apparently is to spend four years on campus, can, by making a slight

compromise with the merit rule, gain their desire.

One thing we cannot do, and that is to expect to concentrate on one

thing and get the credit in another—this is quite as incompatible as the
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attempt to do everything well. To quote the same eminent authority

with whom this article began, when one of our professors informs us

that he told us the butter would not suit the works, it is not an acceptable

reply to say that it was the best butter.
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BOOK REVIEWS

"THE CROCK OF GOLD." James Stephens. The Macmillan Co. 1922.

It will always be a delight to have new and satisfactory editions of

such books as The Crock of Gold. In the present case, one is grateful

to Wilfred Jones for the drawings with which he has decorated this Irish

fantasy. Beggars, leprecauns, and gods—tinted green—riot carelessly

over the wide margins. The absurdities of the Philosopher and the Thin

Woman mock you from full pages.

In a moment, presumably, of sheer abandon, James Stephens wrote

a tale of the Ireland which is full of tricky fairies, of old women, of tall
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young gods and stupid policemen. He relates, quite casually and con-

fusedly, how the leprecauns lost their crock of gold and took spiteful

vengeance on the Philosopher, how Pan came and set the goats a caper-

ing. At one moment he is poking fun at the grave nonsense of the

Philosopher, at another he is making the heart ache to dance furiously

over the meadows while the pipes of Pan are "calling and sobbing and

making high merriment in the air."

The Crock of Gold is an unpredictable book. In the very midst of

buffoonery, one comes across a singing passage or a bit of exquisite

philosophy. At any rate, it is full of that divine imagination which Angus

Og maintained was a blending of commonsense and happiness. Always

there is a touch of satire to bring one to earth

:

"Finality is death. Perfection is finality. Nothing is perfect. There

are lumps in it," said the Philosopher.

"THE ENCHANTED APRIL." "Elizabeth." Doubleday, Page & Co.

1922.

It is a dangerous thing for an author to make a reputation early,

since all succeeding books are measured by past achievements. The author

of "Elizabeth and Her German Garden" has not recently attained her old

levels, but she still can handle with much charm an original, ridiculous,

and romantic situation.

In The Enchanted April, four women who are strangers to one

another and have no bond except an appreciation of wistaria and sun-

shine, rent for one month "a small mediaeval castle on the shores of the

Mediterranean." Mrs. Wilkins and Mrs. Arbuthnot are escaping from

duty and husbands, Mrs. Fisher from the fogs of London, and Lady
Caroline Dester from a surfeit of men who grab. As the days slip by,

one feels with them the intoxication of Italy in April, the blue Mediter-

ranean, the profusion of gloriously colored flowers. One accepts com-

placently the astonishing changes which this intoxication works, for the

sake of the entertaining talk and situations they imply. But when the

respective husbands of Mrs. Wilkins and Mrs. Arbuthnot appear, and

they also, in a brief space, become miraculously loving and miraculously

changed—then one feels dubious.

The truth is, that the book is too witty and the characters too delight-

fully drawn to deserve the rainbow mist of optimism and love-making

at the end. "Elizabeth" suffers the penalty of cleverness. One cannot

accept her book with the leniency accorded pure trash.
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-THE WIND BLOWETH." By Donn Byrne. The Century Company.

1922.

An American or an Englishman may for a moment forget his nation-

ality, but an Irishman never does so, and, when he thinks he has slurred

it over for someone else, he hastens with his reminder. So it is that

The Wind Blozveth abounds in "Himselfs" and Gaelic, which are pleas-

ant for a while, but later have the characteristics of an incomprehensible

and unexpected blow in the face. Such over-emphasis is a symptom of

self-consciousness in a writer and a book otherwise delightful.

It is not our object, however, to ''praise with faint damns''' alone,

but rather to acclaim with relief the great deal that is fresh and fine in

The Wind Bloiveth. Shane, the boy of fourteen, who might say with

the Paul he loves "T perceive that this voyage will be with hurt and much
damage, not only of the lading and ship, but also of our lives," like him

is content to suffer on the way to his goal. His adventures with philos-

ophies and women carry him nearly to the end of his days, but in Ireland

alone does he find the Fiddler's Green he has looked for, and, again with

Paul's shipmen, in going there he knows that he draws near his haven.

So the book is imaginative and poetic in tone. It is saturated, too,

with the feeling of time and place. The story is good, clean-cut, and

interesting. The philosophy alone is a little shaky on its legs, but as that

is the way with most philosophies, let it be only mentioned here.

ALL BOOKS REVIEWED IN THIS SECTION
ARE ON SALE AT THE COLLEGE BOOKSHOP
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WHEN IS AN AMERICAN 100%?

Constance Miller, '25

An American is 100% at the breakfast table. He picks up The

Millstown Daily Post and reads that Lord Robert Cecil spoke in New
York. Yes, he heard Lord Robert last night, on the radio in the Town
Hall, but he doesn't think much of those English. He remembers the

days of 75. One might at least suppose, from this, that the great-grand-

father of the 100% American was Paul Revere ; although, in reality, that

revered ancestor was a farmer who grew potatoes, with the greatest

number of eyes in County Cork; or perhaps, he was the warden of a

Siberian prison, in the days when the Czar was a tyrant. Now, that tyrant

is only a poor, helpless member of royalty, shot, because he was out-

numbered by the Bolsheviks—the big bullies

!

The 100% American enjoys his morning paper almost as much as

his Postum. He also enjoys serials in The Saturday Evening Post almost

as much as his- shredded wheat. Occasionally, when he is feeling par-

ticularly literary, he picks up Mark Twain, who knew our country so

well and acted so innocent abroad. The 100% American voted for

Harding because he .does not approve of mixing up with Europe, and

as for joining a League—he'd rather join the Millstown Baseball League.

It's more patriotic, and it gives him something to watch on Sunday after-

noons, when his stomach is too full of roast beef to do much else.

Sunday evenings are all right ; he can go to the movies. They have

a new theatre in Millstown. The stage is decorated with paper flowers

in gold vases, upon which colored lights change mysteriously from deep

blue to flaming red, to amuse the audience before the "feature" goes on.

"Great lighting system we got," says the 100% American, pushing out

his chest until it almost hits the seat in front of him. He likes the pic-

ture because his great favorite, Charlie Chaplin, features in it—Charlie

Chaplin, with his million-dollar feet. He chuckles and chuckles when
the policeman is knocked over by a pie. "Pure wit," that's what the 100%
American likes—everything pure. He distrusts Nazimova.

He washes with Ivory Soap, "100% pure." He eats toast for break-

fast, Ward's Tip-Top Bread, "made and wrapped, untouched by human
hands." He is suspicious of any other kind. "Beware of imitations!"

is a good slogan for the 100% American. He should always get the best

for his money, and as the best resides in Millstown, U. S. A., why search

further? Where could you see a more magnificent example of modern
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architecture than the Millstown Town Hall, where could you hear more

gratifying melodies than those squawked out by the Millstown Jazz Band,

or where could you find a finer bunch of "fellers" than right here in little

old Millstown? Every man in Millstown is a good American! He is

straightforward, he hits from the shoulder, and he wants to "get at the

truth
!"

Mr. King would say, "But not through your nose, my dear Mr. 100%
American."
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A BRIDE OF THE CHURCH
Dorothy Burr, '23

The church was hot ; through thick bands of richly-colored light, flies

circled like specks of gold ; the priest droned like a bee. Germaine

squirmed upon the handkerchief which her mother had tidily placed

beneath her knees.

"I'm hot," she whispered.

Her mother shook her a little. "Be quiet. Say your prayers."

Germaine, lifting her rosary, began to rock to and fro. The torpid

smell of incense made her almost sick. How often the priest patted his

forehead with his handkerchief ! How the fat man on the other side

wheezed ! Even the little bells were drowsy. Germaine, forgetting to

cross herself, received another shake from her mother.

"Be good! Look, the Christ-Child is frowning at you!"

Germaine looked over the heads of the peasants to the shrine beside

the altar. Above the poppies, wilting at her feet, stood the blue and gilt

Madonna. Though her blazing aureole of spikes had always terrified

Germaine, it was—oh, most beautiful! When her mother, insisting on a

new stiff cap, would cry, "II faut souffrir pour etre belle," Germaine

would think of the Mother of Our Lord.

She had always thought the shiny plaster surfaces of the rotund

Infant far less charming than the wooden joints of her own Angelique.

But to-day He was enviable.

"Mother ;" she dragged at the heavy red skirt beside her, "He is not

frowning ; He pities me. For He is cool like that
!"

A smart slap silenced her for the rest of the mass.

At last her mother pulled her out of the church and up the stony

road. Everyone called to them of the insufferable heat.

"It will storm," muttered one old man, "I have never known such

heat. It will storm."

Germaine's mother dropped her at the gate and disappeared to pro-

duce the good smell of soup. Germaine pulled off her wooden shoes and

wriggled her toes in the dust. It burned. She untied her big cap. The

stiff neck of her dress choked her. Taking it off, she stretched her fat

arms to the hot little wind that was moving about uneasily. Then she

thought of her doll's heavy wooden shoes. Off they came, and the cap,

and the dress, and Angelique, in turn dangled arms in the stifling air.
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Germaine tied the hair of both in a knot at the back of their heads. Still

the sun filled the whole sky. There was no shade anywhere. Again she

envied the Christ-Child his total freedom from the weight of the material

world.

"He is cool—He," she told Angelique. "His head does not ache."

Finally, she and Angelique found a little relief in the pond. The

ducks stood on their heads extravagantly with the amusement of seeing

a little girl sitting in the delicious ooze which they had always regarded

as their private domain, her round legs stuck before her into their water.

Angelique imitated the posture, as always, in her small way. Sometimes

she sunk in the mud. Then Germaine would seize her, shake her, and

spread again the handkerchief- upon the mud, with fidelity to the maternal

manner.

Suddenly the sky blackened. Large drops knocked loudly on

Angelique's arms. A wind rushed up and tangled Germaine's hair. Half

afraid, she ran home. Of course she was slapped and put to bed.

What a storm! How it crackled and screamed about the cottage,

beating on the windows, bursting open the door, rattling down the chim-

ney! But it brought such cold fresh air that Germaine, rolled up in a

blanket, could rejoice in crassness. She tucked Angelique beneath too,

for the Doll's bare legs looked cold. Just as she was feeling the rich

luxury of warmth within and cold without, she thought of the naked

Christ-Child.

"He will be cold. It is wrong to let Our Lord suffer like that
!"

This anxiety kept her awake for a time. She had always been taught

to love God above herself—to devote herself to Him. When she was

older, was she not to take the veil that she might serve Him eternally?

She did not know what this phrase meant, but she felt horror at the

thought of that body unattended and uncovered.

When the white day began to sparkle on the cool leaves, she crawled

out of bed. Her mother snored on the other side. Germaine dressed her-

self quickly, and creeping downstairs, put on her wooden shoes at the

door, wrinkling her nose at the tang in the air. The flowers hung heavy

with rain, and the grass was aglint. Joyously, Germaine ran down the

hill.

Her heart fearful lest the door be locked, she pushed weakly against

it. As it gave, she half fell into the cold shadow of the church. Timidly,

she crossed herself with holy water, curtsied,- and trotted down the long

nave. The tap of her heels rapped back smartly from the darkest corners.
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Awe fighting sacredness of purpose, she climbed the altar steps.

Lean candles stretched up above her head, rearing a proud flame before

the gold cross from Rome. She fingered curiously the rough thread,

which wove such marvelous patterns on the altar cloth. Kneeling, she

said an Ave Maria, and silence laid solemnity upon her spirit.

She had to pile many hassocks, tugged together with great labor, in

the side shrine, before she could reach the Child. He looked cold in the

raw light of morning, but none the less He smiled. She tried to lift

Him by His outstretched arms, but His plaster body adhered firmly to

the Virgin. Leaning back, she pulled and jerked until, with a gasp, she

suddenly fell off the hassocks, the Child in her arms, damaged only

slightly by His long posture of sitting.

For the next few days, Germaine seemed to repent her mischief. She

was silent, docile, and busy. Her mother was puzzled. How came it

that Germaine no longer ran away or got.into pranks with other children ?

Why was she so eager for needles, thread, and odd bits of silk? Perhaps

her mother would have inquired, had not the village far more serious

perplexity. A sacrilege had been perpetrated in the church—the Christ-

Child had vanished ! The superstitious were frantic in fear of calamity

;

the deeply religious were for sending word to Rome ; a few of the learned

were reputed to have smiled at the unique occurrence. Everyone was
nervous, upset, suspicious.

By the end of the week, all investigation had failed to discover the

cause of this extraordinary loss. People, beginning to look upon it con-

fidently as a manifestation of divine wrath, by the path of gossip, searched

more diligently than ever for sin.

On Saturday evening Germaine's mother took her by the hand as

they climbed the steps to bed.

"My child," she said in a grave voice, which startled Germaine by

its rarity, "you must prepare yourself for a great pain at mass tomorrow."

Germaine started.

"The little Christ-Child, which has always protected this village from

harm, has disappeared. His mother is still there, but they say she weeps."

"Won't He come back at Easter?" asked Germaine, averting her head

"It is terrible to think," replied her mother, avoiding the theological

difficulty, "of the sin—the blasphemy—that has been committed. But at

least we may rest assured that the thief will burn, scorch, shrivel, in the

eternal fire."
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"Oh, it won't be so hot, will it? Please don't say she'll burn!"

Her mother reiterated even more forcibly her description of the

torments, particularly of a torrid nature awaiting the sinner.

She forgot them, however, in the easy snore of good conscience. Not

so Germaine ; her evil conscience cried within her. She sobbed silently

hour by hour. At last, she conceived an idea of atonement by sacrifice.

Out of bed, she stole once more, this time with Angelique. Together they

looked out the cottage door up to the glittering eyes of heaven—God's

hundreds and hundreds of eyes watching them. Trembling, Germaine set

about her mission.

The next morning, the chattering villagers gathered outside the

church to gossip and wonder.

"It is the visitation of the Powers of Darkness," numbled one old

woman.

"We are to die, aye, verily to die," chanted another. "Called I ye

not sinners ?"

A solemn-faced Germaine in starchy cap and kerchief of gay green

embroidered in apple-blossoms, somewhat tightly tied round her neck,

entered the church rather early with her mother. The good woman had

brought the baby in her arms, that, in this hour of portent, she might

atone for her previous laziness. The baby whimpered a little at the holy

water ; the mother's heart beat with fear.

Germaine, for once, ran in ahead. She had to push by the early-

comers who were crowding out, talking and gesticulating. Down the

nave she ran, her mother crossly following. Suddenly stopping, she

pointed to the shrine.

"Mother, look!"

Her mother looked, as the other people were looking.

On the Virgin's arm once more sat her Son, but no longer quite so

much at ease. On His head rose a stiff paper crown ; a jacket of scarlet

girt Him up tightly ; upon His once chubby legs royally sat a pair of green

trousers, embroidered in apple-blossoms. As though proud of this cos-

tume, although constrained, He was stretching out His arms and smiling,

no longer at the poor people of the world, but at a companion on His

mother's other arm—Angelique, in starchy white dress and veil flowing

gracefully from her stiff face, haughty in her bridal array—if only as a

bride of the church

!
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SPRING DAWN
Lysbeth Boyd, '25

Let us leave the old fisherman on his bridge,

Lo Shun. .

Already the curse of age is upon him.

Already his bony limbs protrude,

Like the gnarled branches of the wild plum

In winter.

Let us pass by the old man, Lo Shun,

For he droops, even as the pink buds burst above him

Into flower.

Let us wind the narrow brown path

Into the rhythm of spring mountains

That swell across the morning sky

As happy waves ripple on the lake's bosom,

When the wind passes.

Do not fear the swirl of the swift-leaping cataract

Across our way.

It weeps only joyful tears that the spring is awakened,

Nor be frighted when the willow tree sighs

As you pass under.

Let your white hand linger in mine

As the April snow clings still fondly to the earth,

Under the ribbed rock's edge.

We shall wed, Lo Shun,

As the mountain peak is wedded, by a mist-ring,

To the dawn.
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WOMEN AND THADDEUS
Constance Miller, '25

Thaddeus Lee left his office promptly at five. It annoyed him that

the last person he should see was his temporary stenographer, standing

before the little, gilt mirror, which he was in the habit of using for the

arrangement of his own grey felt. He disliked modern women, and at

that moment, he disliked Miss Finney most of all, as she patted powder

on her nose, and ruffed her hair with half a pocket-comb. He hated her

conspicuous pink hat, her ridiculous slippers, lurching outward over their

high heels, and his only answer to her nasal, "Good-night, Mr. Lee," was

a scowl as he shut the door.'

"He's in a grouch," thought Miss Finney, after he had gone, and

popped a sliver of forbidden gum between her teeth.

The streets were crowded, as Thaddeus walked home—mostly with

women. How he hated them ! Tired shoppers, with shoulders rounded

under heavy fur capes, passed, leaving him in a wake of oriental per-

fume ; shop-girls, with coarse voices, blocked the sidewalk in arm-linked

rows ; and business women in stiff suits brushed against him with what

seemed to him a purposive disregard of man, an assertion of women's

superiority. He vaguely felt that they considered him as peculiarly in-

significant, and this outraged his self-respect. They were all so brazenly

capable, such unattractive figures of self-assurance, as they hurried along

with heads bent against the wind. None of them, he told himself, noticed

that square of sunset behind the shadowed towers of St. Thomas'—

a

fragment of beauty above the sordid city; their thoughts were on other

things, clothes and frippery and schemes for swindling men. He knew
them, contriving, materialistic creatures

!

However, when he reached his little apartment on East Fifty-sixth

Street, his harsh mental attitude became somewhat tempered by the warm
glow of his lamp-lit sitting-room. The room, in spite of the theories of

Thaddeus, was quite feminine in tone. It lacked those signs of mascu-

linity that characterize the conventional bachelor's apartment ; there were

no leather armchairs, massive and sodden, no ruffled papers and stale

cigar-ashes ; instead the room was neatly arranged, furnished with early

American mahogany, and upholstered in blue. The grey walls were hung

with bits of Greek bas-relief, several good paintings and etchings, and a

few misty photographs of dancers, on tiptoe, amid a float of chiffon. A
small, plaster model of a dancing girl, by McCarton, stood in one corner,
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and in another, a tea-table, holding an antique lustre tea-set. It was one

of Thaddeus' acquired Oxford habits to have a formal, although usually

solitary, "dish of tea" in the afternoon. That day, it was too late for tea,

so he settled himself in a blue armchair, with a long sigh, as befitted a

weary art critic. He felt a keen sense of relief in the artistic atmosphere

of his sitting-room, in its aloofness from the roar of the city, and es-

pecially in its lack of that most harassing element, woman. Theoretically

he loved women, he loved them as impersonations of grace and beauty

;

he loved the Watteau lady on his wall, and dancing figures, and the soar-

ing notes of Galli-Curci. But the woman with whom he came into im-

mediate contact ; the working woman, the overdressed society woman, the

absurd athletic girl, he hated, and wondered disgustedly why they wouldn't

leave him alone, as he did them. Helen Humphreys had told him that it

was because he was handsome, had mysterious eyes, and was a woman-
hater ; three very good reasons for attracting feminine interest.

"I suppose she's right," thought Thaddeus, raising his eyebrows in

a gesture of bored resignation, and picked up his evening paper.

No sooner had he skimmed over the headlines, when Annie came in.

Annie was only his charwoman, and, of course, indispensable, but Thad-

deus considered her a particularly obnoxious member of her sex, for

two reasons : her shoes squeaked, and she wore a gingham apron. He
thought, as he looked at Annie's dirty, checked apron, still damp from

kneeling on wet floors, and sagging in a limp curve around her large hips,

that of all feminine atrocities, the gingham apron was the most hideous.

"Yer out fer dinner, sir?" ventured Annie, braving the import of

Thaddeus' frown.

"Yes, why yes, I am." Thaddeus jumped up. He had almost for-

gotten his promise to dine with Walter and Helen Humphreys that night.

It was lucky that Annie had reminded him, but he almost wished she

hadn't, as there would surely be some silly woman to talk to at dinner.

He jerked down his vest almost viciously.

Immaculately dressed, Thaddeus was indeed handsome. The black

and white severity of his Tuxedo showed off to advantage his well-built

shoulders and smooth black hair. It was with a certain satisfaction that

he tied his bow-tie under his shaven chin, and glanced up into the mirror

at those reflected, dark eyes, that Helen had called mysterious.

Taxying through the Park to the Humphreys' apartment on Riverside

Drive Thaddeus felt contented and vaguely happy. He loved the broad

sleek curves of the road, shadowed by tree-trunks and crossed by the

slanting light of an occasional lamp. In the east, he saw the irregular
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tops of Fifth Avenue houses, outlined against the sky, and in the west,

the lighted windows of the Plaza and the brighter lights of Columbus

Circle. He loved the city at night, and the cool night wind.

He would have liked to stay out there in the dark quiet, but he soon

found himself on Riverside Drive, drawing up to the dimly-lighted portico

of a brick apartment house. The Humphreys greeted him in their tiny

hall.

"We're just having a 'partie carre'," said Helen. "I've asked the

nicest girl to meet you, an old schoolmate of mine, a very unusual girl.

I'm sure you'll love her—old-fashioned, clinging vine, not a Duncan

dancer, Thad, but I think you'll find her pretty good-looking."

"Knockout," added Walter, as they accompanied Thaddeus into their

small living-room.

"Just because you two are so happily married is no reason to try to

inflict a woman on me," Thaddeus said good-naturedly.

Helen brushed a kiss against her husband's cheek. "He has never

forgiven me for marrying you, Wally darling," she said, laughing.

Thaddeus liked Helen ; she teased him, but she was fairly intelligent.

Once, however, he had seen her cooking in her kitchenette, and she had

worn a gingham apron. Unlike Annie's, it was clean and blue, but still

it represented that modern capability that he disliked, it marred what he

considered a woman's true position as an "objet d'art", and his opinion

of Helen had been considerably lowered because of it. She was teasing

him now.

"Do you still hate women as much as ever? Dear old Thad, the

confirmed bachelor !" She was smiling as though she doubted his re-

maining a "confirmed bachelor", and Thaddeus resented the insinuation.

But then the door-bell rang. "It's Anne," said Helen, and Walter went

to open the door.

He came back in a few minutes accompanied by a slim figure in black.

"May I present Mr. Lee, Miss Roederbush."

Thaddeus felt a small hand in his, and looked down into its owner's

face. She was very beautiful. Soft light hair fluttered in little curls

around her face, which was almost too pale, so fair was her skin.

Strangely dark lashes framed her eyes, which were blue and wide apart.

She smiled, and her pretty mouth moved ever so slightly, leaving an im-

pression of sadness rather than merriment.

At dinner, she talked very little, but Thaddeus found her an interested

listener. She seemed to be a great reader and to have frequented his
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favorite art galleries and Bohemian haunts, so they had a good deal in

common. He wished she would not look at him so steadily, as it made

him uncomfortable, but he liked the sound of her voice as she answered

him, or added an interesting observation or two to the conversation. The

evening passed surprisingly quickly and Thaddeus offered to take her

home.

"What number is it?" he asked, leaning into the taxi, with one foot

on the running-board. He started slightly as she gave his number on

Fifty-sixth Street.

"You see I know you well," she said, as they turned into the Park.

"I live right above you. It was wonderful meeting you." The last

sentence was almost whispered.

"Why?" Thaddeus asked gruffly. He was strictly on guard against

what he knew to be feminine wiles.

"Because I love you."

Thaddeus turned angrily toward her, but he saw a strange sincerity

in her eyes that frightened him.

"Don't say that—why of course you don't. It's, it's ridiculous," he

stammered, but she went on without noticing his interruption.

"I have seen you in the Metropolitan Museum, standing for long

spaces of time before the pictures that I love. I have seen you among

sculpture, at Art studios, stroking the curved marble smoothness as

though you loved it. I watched you wander in the Park last spring,

loving the new green, and the sleek purple grackles, and the smell of

growing earth. I have seen you wait for suns to set, flaming and glorious,

behind the dim, grey city. From my window, I have seen you, leaning

against a lamp-post, watching the white moon between the chimney-pots

and dreaming with the stars. Once, as I stood beside you, you saw my
chiffon scarf puff and dwindle in the summer air, and you loved that,

too."

Thaddeus was staring into her eyes. He did not remember ever

having seen her before, and yet he must have seen her often. Perhaps

she had always seemed to fit in with his mood, so as to become barely

distinguishable. Yet, how could she know? Oh, it was absurd.

"You mustn't," he fairly shouted. "You mustn't love me !"

"Why?" she asked quietly.

"Because I hate you!"

"I knew you would. I have written poems about it."
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They had reached their destination and he escorted her in silence to

the door of her apartment.

"Who are you?" he asked finally, as she opened the door.

"Rosanne Roederbush, poet. Some day, I shall write my epitaph,

'Here lies one who died for love of Thaddeus Lee.' Goodnight," she

closed the door softly.

Thaddeus stood still. It was incredible, and yet he felt that she had

meant it. He must never, never see her again.

In the following weeks, he tried to forget that night. He told him-

self that it was all a dream, but he knew that those hours with Rosanne

had been the most vivid of his life. He hated her, and yet he could not

forget her. He tried scrupulously to avoid her, because he felt unpleas-

antly insecure as to what he should do and say should he meet her acci-

dentally. He even walked up and down stairs lest he should meet her

in the elevator, and when he saw a feminine figure in black, on the street,

he kept his eyes fixed on the pavement, as if lost in thought.

But she was constantly in his mind. When he looked at pictures, he

remembered what she had said. He tried not to see a sunset, lest it

remind him cruelly of her.

One night, he awoke from a deep sleep to find his room bright with

moonlight. It streamed through his blowing bed-room curtains, and lay

in changing squares on his bed. Instinctively, he rose and went to the

window. The moon was full and seemed to sail swiftly across the black

sky, flooding the roofs and touching the windows of the house on the

street with a strange light.

"Rosanne, Rosanne," he whispered, as if in a dream, and then,

realizing what he had said, hurried back to bed, half afraid that the sound

of her name had been blown through her window by the night air. He
felt like an absurd imitation of Cyrano de Bergerac—Rosanne—Roxanne.

He was ashamed when he remembered it in the morning, and decided

that the city spring was getting on his nerves ; besides the hot, May
weather was making him irritable.. If he came into a room where Annie

was working, she fled into the kitchen, with a hurried series of squeaks

and a flutter of gingham apron. He had completely lost his temper at

Miss Finney, and she had left at once. He had even been rude to Helen,

because she had asked him innocently to call on Miss Roederbush. He
hated women more than ever, because one of them had undeniably made

a tantalizing impression on him. Rosanne was like a witch, working

her mysteries upon his mind.
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But one day the old Thaddeus was vanquished by a new thought.

It came to him suddenly, like a shining light, and he wondered why he

had not seen it before. Rosaline was the woman for whom he had been

searching, whom he had almost decided was a being of the past, a myth

in this modern world! She was beautiful, charming and delicately mys-

terious. No one could call her a product of the modern civilization that

he hated ; she was a spirit of the past. And because of what she had

said that night, he realized that she knew him and understood—and loved

him.

Thaddeus flung open his apartment door and ran up the iron stair-

way to the next floor. Teiise with expectation, he rang her door-bell.

Rosanne opened the door.

"Mr. Lee!" she exclaimed in surprise. "Excuse my appearance, but

I was housekeeping. I thought you were the electrician—but do come in."

Thaddeus followed her into her little hall. It was dark, and he could

barely see her.

"I hoped you would call sometime," she said, "because I wanted to

explain about that night. It must have seemed strange, but you see I

wanted "atmosphere" for my last poem. Helen had told me about you,

and I thought you'd make an excellent hero for it. You did ! It was
perfect the way you reacted, and you almost seemed to believe me." She

laughed, and stepped inside the door of her parlor.

Standing against the dim afternoon light that shone through the win-

dows, Thaddeus saw Rosanne for the last time.

She was no longer a mystery, no longer a goddess of beauty ; she

was merely a deceitful woman, like the rest—and she was wearing a

gingham apron.

.
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SOMETHING THAT MATTERED
Lysbeth Boyd, '25

"What you doin' standin' there so long by the winder, Sarah Mary?"

"Nothin', Dad, just standin'."

"Watchin' fer Nate, be you?"

"Yes, Dad."

"Well, you'd a better come in here by the light, child, it's gettin'

too dark to see out. There's a new Ladies' Home Journal come tonight.

. . . Nate'll be along!"

Mr. Bowker knew, all Bfookville knew in fact, that as surely as the

sun still set behind Hemphill's barn, Nate Pechin would "be along" at

half-past seven to see Sarah Mary. Other boys had been along Madison

Street to see Sarah Mary—Willard Bean, and red-headed Pete Doyle

after the post-office closed for the evening, and, summer before last, the

boarder at Mrs. Adams'. But as Mrs. Adams herself announced to the

"Ladies' Circle", looking in a significant manner over her thick glasses,

"There's just two sorts of girls in this world : them that knows how to

handle men ; and them that don't, and Sarah Mary's one that don't." Mrs.

Adams possessed the unique knack of being able to summarize situations

in a few apt sentences that were immediately accepted as "gospel", and

quoted thereafter by the inhabitants of Brookville.

Sarah Mary had grown so into the habit of mothering her father,

in their twenty-one years alone together, that she knew no other treat-

ment for men. The first night that Willard Bean called on Sarah Mary
after the dull monotony of a siege of appendicitis, he craved diversion.

She met him at the door, with the usual soft smile and the usual knot of

light brown hair, still without enough hairpins, starting its slow journey

down the back of her white neck. Sarah Mary didn't agree that they

should go to the movies, even though it was Saturday night, because she

thought the wooden seats would be much too hard, after Willard's opera-

tion. They had better stay on the sofa inside, where she could pile some

pillows behind his back. It would be more restful for his eyes, she sug-

gested gently, if she read something aloud. That was the last call that

Willard Bean made on Sarah Mary. As he shuffled home, kicking up little

clouds of dust viciously along the path, the voice of his small sister

greeted him, shrill and derisive, from the darkness of an upstairs window.

"Willard Bean's been callin' on Sarah Mary, first night out of the

hos-pi-tal
!"
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"Shut up, you little simp," retorted the boy, slamming the gate.

Then, pausing with both hands on his hips, he added in a tone of sugary

softness, "Perhaps you'd be glad to know, sweetheart, that I ain't goin'

to bother your darling Sarah Mary no more. I got a perfectly good

mother of my own to nurse me, thank you !"

Had Sarah Mary spent more time nursing herself, her results would

have been better. Even Mrs. Adams, when cornered, had to admit that

Sarah Mary had "possibilities". Great blue eyes lit up the girl's thin

face. During both the years, in fact, that she had gone to school, before

Mr. Bowker's lumbago had kept her at home, she had won the "Prettiest

Girl's Eyes" contest in Mame Keffer's character book. Yet in Sarah

Mary's nature was no trace of the coquette. To "use one's eyes" woke
in the girl's innocent mind the picture of someone doing figures, or tuck-

ing a new underskirt. No one would realize, to see her in a "size 16

ready-made" from Mrs. McCarthy's general store, that Sarah Mary's

waist was slim. Sarah Mary had always been too busy, after the dishes

were washed, wrapping poultices for her father or playing checkers with

him on the parlor table, to make her own clothes. She always bought

her dresses several sizes too big, so that they wouldn't be shrunken "in-

delicately" by the next season. As a matter of fact, the seasons came and

went, and the "ready-mades" shrank never an inch. They continued

always to give, to the frail little body beneath, an even more pronounced

droop than was natural.

After Sarah Mary had been definitely stamped by Mrs. Adams as

"one that don't know how to handle men," it grew more and more sur-

prising to the minds of Brookville that Nate Pechin's visits to the brown-

shingle house, set well back from Madison Street, continued steadily for

over a year. Nate had the distinction of being the biggest male in Brook-

ville, and the strongest. He possessed the further qualification of having

broken every object on which he had ever laid his great hands.

"For the land's sake, Mrs. Sladin!" the indignant Mrs. Adams had

exclaimed, in the act of biting off her thread. "You ain't meanin' to have

that Pechin boy in your house?"

"Well—not exactly in, Mrs. Adams. You see, I know'd his ma and

pa, 'fore they died, and I fancied as how the poor boy must get kinda

lonesome without no old folks 'round, to mother him like."

"'Poor boy!' Huh!" snorted Mrs. Adams derisively. "Poor boy!

Well, it's none of my business, Mrs. Sladin, but all / got to say is, you'd

a better take that statchew of Venus off'n your mantelpiece, and set them

tea dishes in the corner cupboard, unless," she sniffed, resuming her sew-
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ing with a shrug, "you got plenty of plaster paris statchews and willow

ware china to spare ! Besides," she added, "don't you believe he's lonely !

Not when he's got Sarah Mary to carry on with every night in the week !"

"Now, Mrs. Adams," interposed Mrs. Sladin, timidly, "that ain't

kind ! Sarah Mary don't carry on with no one. Ain't never had. My
girl tells me as how Sarah Mary's dead in love with Nate, but as how
she wouldn't as much as let him kiss her onc't, even playin' "Clap In Clap

Out," down to Mame Keffer's, Saturday. She's particular, she is, Mrs.

Adams !"

"Well, maybe she is and maybe she's not. All / got to say is, I hope

she don't set out to have no babies after she's married to Nate! Sure as

I live and breathe God's air, he'd squeeze it, smack off, and break it
!"

Sarah Mary had a cardboard box hidden away on the top shelf of

her closet, under her winter nightgowns. Every little while the girl would

lift down the box gently, and kneeling on her narrow bed, would take

out its contents, one by one, fingering them tenderly and examining them

as carefully, in the lamplight, as though she had never seen them before.

There was the china-back brush, painted with violets, that Grandmother

Bowker had given her on her tenth birthday. Its handle was broken.

There was the little gold cross that her mother had worn when she

joined the church, dented across the middle. There were many other

little things in Sarah Mary's cardboard box,—all broken, things that Nate

had taken thoughtlessly into his big hands to admire.

The June night that Sarah Mary stood watching by the window for

Nate, was one of the biggest nights that Brookville boasted, for the

Methodist Church was holding its annual strawberry festival on the old

ball field. Sarah Mary didn't give Nate the trouble of knocking. She

was standing on the front steps as he reached the privet hedge.

"Evenin', Sarah Mary!" he called brightly, lifting off his straw hat

gingerly, so that the front lock of hair, under control only after diligent

water-processes, should not become parted from its fellows.

"Evenin', Nate," replied the girl softly.

"Grand night for the strawberry festival, ain't it? Moon out full,

not too hot." Then, stopping at the foot of the steps, by the azalea bush,

he noticed something. "Say, you got a new hat on, ain't you, Sarah

Mary? Gosh, I guess you look pretty swell, all slicked up special!"

Sarah Mary did have a new hat, the first one in two years. It was
a panama, chalky white, with a small turned up brim and a jaunty green

parrot perched on the side of the crown. A flush spread over the girl's

face. "Thanks, Nate," she stammered. "I—I was a hopin' you'd like it."
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"Well, you sure guessed right, all right. ... I s'pose we'd better be

movin' along. The band's scheduled for quarter to eight."

Sarah Mary stepped to the screen door. "Goodbye, Dad," she called.

"Don't forget your medicine. Two out of the glass with the spoon on it,

next."

"You run along and have a good time, chickadee," returned the

father. "Don't you worry about me."

From an upstairs window Mr. Bowker watched the two stroll off

down Madison Street, the slight girl, in her white starched dress, walking

lightly, without turning her head, and the tall, broad-shouldered boy lum-

bering unevenly along, looking down every few steps at the girl beside

him, and switching mechanically, with a stick, at the tree-trunks and hitch-

ing-posts along the path.

Everyone in Brookville had turned out for the strawberry festival

in the ball park. The band alternately crashed and tinkled from a platform

erected over the home plate. Strings of red and yellow electric lights had

been put up around the line of the bases, and booths built beneath, bright

with colored crepe streamers. To the left, a merry-go-'round organ

wheezed. To the right, a hot dog vendor bawled his monotonous chant.

In the central space, old and young: were fighting to get a place about

small, round tables covered with soiled white paper, and clamoring to be

waited on for orders of strawberries and cream. It was hot in the

crowded space, and the air buzzed with the voices of men and women,

laughing and chattering noisily. For almost an hour Nate and Sarah

Mary pushed about with the rest. They had their ping-pongs taken

together, rode twice on the merry-go-'round, and drank pink lemonade

to get cool. Finally they wandered away from the noise and out across

the moonlit ball park. When they came to the lowest benches of the

"bleachers" they sat down to rest. Sarah Mary lifted off her hat and the

faint breeze that had risen after dark stirred softly in her damp hair.

For a few minutes neither spoke. Never before could Sarah Mary re-

member a silence like this having come between them. Her heart bumped

against her white starched dress, and she felt very hot and queer inside,

as though something were trying to climb into her throat. The boy be-

side her was fumbling with a stick, breaking it into smaller and smaller

pieces. Every few minutes she could hear him sigh, as though he were

out of breath, deep sighs that made him straighten up each time on the

bench. Somehow, after a while, their faces had come nearer and nearer

to each other. She could feel his hot breath on her cheek and it made
her suddenly very sick and faint.
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"Sarah Mary," the boy stammered confusedly, "I gotta tell you

somethin'!" He swallowed hurriedly. "I gotta tell you that when I'm

older, when I'm a man, I'll have somethin' to ask you."

In the silence that followed, the girl tried to speak. Finally she

moistened her dry lips. "Nate," she whispered tremblingly, it hardly

seemed her own voice speaking, "there's—there's somethin' I'll be wantin'

to' answer you, when you ask." And then, Sarah Mary never knew

exactly how, her hands had come to be in the boy's big ones, and her

hot cheek laid against his arm.

Finally, when the lights on the booths started to die out, one string

at a time, they rose. Nate stooped, and picking up something from the

place where he had been sitting, held it out toward the girl. "My Gawd,

Sarah Mary," he gasped, "look what I done !" The panama hat, flattened

to a pulp, showed white in the moonlight. The girl took the wreck into

her hands and turned it about gently.

"It's ruined, ain't it?" the boy said hopelessly. "Look, its neck's

troke !" And he dropped on the bench and covered his face with his

hands. "Seems I ain't never done nothin' all my life, but break things,

Sarah Mary," he sobbed. "You do everythin' fer me, like a mother'd

do, and all / can manage, is to bust things up fer you." For a minute

his great shoulders shook convulsively. Finally he looked up. The girl

was standing, very rigid, with her head turned away.

"I guess I musta broke near all your pretty things by now, ain't I,

Sarah Mary?"

She answered slowly, without moving her head.

"Course you ain't, Nate. You ain't broke nothin' that mattered.

Honest, Nate,—honest, you ain't never broke nothin' that mattered!"

It was the Wednesday after the strawberry festival that a grey tour-

ing car purred up the main street of Brookville and came to a stop before

the corner drug store. Si Harkner eyed the car suspiciously from his

usual perch on the drug store steps and spat voluminously into the dust.

There was a pretty girl in the back seat, dressed smartly in a grey suit,

and wearing a fur closely about her neck. As she caught sight of Si's

sprawling figure on the steps she drew a silver pencil from her bag,

moved it hurriedly back and forth over her lips, and patted her chiffon

motoring veil into its appropriate folds on her shoulder. Resting a small,

gloved hand on the lowered pane of the car window, she inquired in

shrill, yet drawling tones, the direction to Judge Folwell's farm. Angela

Folwell's parents had decided that their daughter should have a complete
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recuperation from the dances and beaux of the previous debutante winter,

by a few wholesome weeks on her uncle's country place.

On the Saturday following Judge Folwell gave a picnic for his niece.

It was to be an all afternoon affair, starting with lunch by the brook, and

all the young people up to thirty years old, were asked. Sarah Mary and

Nate arrived by the first wagon-load. It was a bright June day, sunny

and warm, with a few, puffy, white clouds in the sky. After lunch had

been disposed of, everyone joined in games, "Post Office" and "Three

Deep" and, down through the strip of woods, "Sardines". Toward the

middle of the afternoon Sarah Mary slipped away from the rest, and

walking away up along the brook, stretched herself out on a shaded plot

of meadow grass. It was very still, this far away from the shouting,

except where the stream, behind its fringe of lilac bushes, made drowsy

patterings over the stones. The air was heavy with the lilac's sweetness.

When Sarah Mary opened her eyes again there were voices behind the

bushes that screened the stream. The shrill, wavering tones of a girl

floated up to her.

"Oh, I'm sure I never can get across here ! It's so deep, and I'm so

unsteady. You wouldn't mind taking my hand, just for a minute, would

you? You see, you're so big and sort of steady to hold on to. Oh-h-h-h!

That stone wobbled!"

"Wait a sec, I'll fix that little stone for you, all right !" Sarah Mary's

heart stopped beating. There was no mistaking Nate's low, drawling

voice.

"Why, that's not a little stone," the shrill voice protested. "That's

a great, big, huge rock. Oh, Mr. Pe-e-e-chin," she squealed, "I've never

seen anybody so strong in my whole life
!"

"Aw, gosh, that ain't nothin'. Look here, have you ever see'd this

done before?" Into Nate Pechin's voice had crept a new note of assur-

ance and a new conceit that Sarah Mary had never heard before. There

followed the straining and the final snap of wood.

"Mr. Pechin, honestly you're the most wonderfully strong person I've

ever met. You wouldn't mind letting me feel your muscle, would you?

Gracious, it's tremendous, isn't it? You know, I'd be 'fraid to marry any-

one like you," the girl simpered. "I'd be so scared you'd squeeze me to

death every time you hugged me!"

Sarah Mary's head ached and a throbbing filled her ears.

The voice behind the lilacs purred on. "And I don't really under-

stand why you waste yourself way out here, miles from nowhere, in
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pokey old Brookville. Why, with the lion's strength that you've got, Mr.

Pechin, you could be a —a—why you could be anything you chose to, in

the city. I'll make my father give you a job," the girl cooed, "if you'll

promise me faithfully you won't forget to come, Mr. Pe-e-e-chin!"

Sarah Mary scrambled hastily to her feet and fled off across the field.

Nate called on Sarah Mary the night before he left. She was sitting

on the verandah steps in the dusk, as he came up the path. "Sarah

Mary," he said, pausing as usual by the azalea bush below her, and this

time he did not fumble with his hat nor pat the dust into circles with his

toe. "I'm goin' away. Miss Folwell's goin' to get her father to give me a

job in the city, and she's ridin' me in with her when she leaves tomorrow

mornin'." A shiver twitched- Sarah Mary's thin shoulders as though a

sudden wind had passed. "I sorta figure I'm wastin' my time," the boy

went on swiftly, "doin' clerkin' way out here in the country, when I owes

it to myself to get a real job. I want to get somewheres where I'm

'predated
!"

"You—you ain't 'predated out here, ain't you, Nate?"

"No, I ain't, Sarah Mary. That's the truth. Anyone who's got a

lion's strength like I've got, could be most anythin' he wanted to in the

city, I guess." Nate paused, but there was no response from the girl.

"Well,—just stopped in to say goodbye. Guess I'd best be shovin' along,

I got a lot more packin' to do yet." He reached up and squeezed the girl's

limp hand. "Goodbye, Sarah Mary."

"Goodbye, Nate."

"Guess you'll see my name figurin' in headlines one of these days

soon!"

"I hope so, Nate." And long after Nate's tall figure had vanished

into the dusk, the girl leaned wearily against the wooden pillar of the

porch.

Sarah Mary took down the cardboard box every night, now that Nate

had gone. People passing late on Madison Street saw a lamp burning,

often, into the early morning. The leaves on the maple in the front yard

turned golden, and then red, and dropped finally to the ground. Under

Mrs. McCarthy's "ready mades", Sarah Mary's frail figure drooped more

and more, and the wide blue eyes of the girl stood out darker and darker

in the thin, white face. Mr. Bowker grew to dread mornings when his

lumbago was better, and he got down before Sarah Mary. "Ain't—ain't

no letters come yet, be there, Dad?" she asked always, hungrily. And
her father turned away, always, when he answered, for the look in the

girl's face hurt him more than his worst spells ever had done. When
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the snow swirled across the front path and piled into soft drifts under

the parlor window, Sarah Mary had an excuse to give her father for not

going out of doors.

Finally the spring came again to Brookville, and the azalea bush

blossomed by the Bowker's front steps. Down the length of Madison

Street the elms were green with young leaves. In the twilight of the

spring evening a man stepped briskly along, switching at tree-trunks and

hitching-posts on the side of the walk. At the Bowker's gate he fumbled

a moment and finally, pushing it open, hurried up the path. "Sarah

Mary," he called as he reached the azalea bush. From the next door

house a cuckoo clock chimed. It was seven-thirty. He took the steps

in a bound. "Sarah Mary!" he shouted, as he stood breathless before

the screen door. A chair squeaked painfully from somewhere in the

darkness of the parlor, and Mr. Bowker shuffled, stooping, to the door.

"Boy," he said, and his voice faltered, "boy, you're too late
!"

Nate Pechin had broken something that mattered.

EARTH
Beth Dean, '25

You plunge down among the grasses and find yourself in another

world. It is a forest of translucent green blades, tender and white as

they come from the earth, becoming slim and shiny and pointed as they

stretch up out of sight. The ground is moist and sweet, rough country

through which, now and then, a solemn ant threads his way. The sun

beats down on you, and the same breeze that makes the grasses tinkle in

your ear spreads rustling far away in the real world.
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CHILDISH

Louise Sanford, '24

The Evil One has at sundry times visited this earth. On one of his

sojourns he invented that which harries my nerves, corrupts my dis-

position, confounds the wisdom of my years—Daily Prep.

If I have studied the assignment, how confidently I march to Taylor!

When I get there I generally find a neat card on the door announcing that

the professor is cutting to-day. I go off muttering. . . . Or, if the pro-

fessor is not cutting, I enter and sit in happy expectation. The clock ticks

on ; I become panic-stricken lest he fail to call upon me and my effort be

wasted. With unparalleled sang-froid he runs his eye up and down the

list of the proscribed, divines that I am prepared, and dismisses me from

his thoughts as beneath notice. I retire from the class-room with a

slighted feeling, as though the proffered fruits of my labor had been

disdainfully brushed aside.

If I have not studied the assignment—words fail to describe my
terror in such an extremity ; that is, if it occurs on days when my con-

science is stirred or merits low. At other times I tingle with reckless

excitement and gamble on my chances. Some long rainy afternoon I am
going to add up the number of sundaes my roommate has been obliged

to give me through the happy errors of my instructors. Occasionally I

resort to feline craftiness. With malicious glee I put into practice the

seemingly straightforward advice of certain familiar placards : "KEEP
MOVING!" (Each day I occupy a different seat endeavoring to lose

myself in a changing pattern of faces.) Next day—"KEEP SMILING!"
(I saunter nonchalantly into a front row seat, confidence and amiability

radiating from me.) In vain: the excellence of my acting is directly

proportional to the bitterness that is to come. With the diabolic cunning

of his kind, the Inquisitor penetrates the ruse. ... At such moments a

latent modesty quells the instinct of self-assertion : I decide that the win-

ning slogan is "KEEP STILL!"

If I have only partially studied the assignment the schism rending

my harassed spirit as a result is even more impossible to describe. For

I have a temperament cursed with the lawyer's impulse to define his

terms ; I like to know where even my desires are tending. Conceive, then,

of my distress when I am utterly unable to decide which event would be

preferable—to be or not to be called upon ! What hope if a reviving faith

in the power of the will spring up within me, since I do not know which
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action to reinforce by its aid ? I am so torn that my emotion, seeking out-

let in action, drives me to frantic attempts at computing the actual

chances. I have covered volumes of graph paper in systematic endeavours

to describe the curve of probability. Day by day I have plotted the field

of the "marked" students. Statistics show that the professorial intelli-

gence regards consistency as "the foible of weak minds".

Sometimes it seems as though I could bear the suspense no longer.

I want to throw myself into the breach and forestall the Instructor with

a defiant challenge : "Well, go ahead ! Call on me !

—

You'll see how much
I know !"—It's like meeting old friends of the family. I always want to

beat them to it and say, "Did you know my mother, and hare I grown?"

But I never had the aplomb.

I hate Daily Prep. It harries my nerves.

Lean is my purse and hard the times,

I'll have to clothe you, dear, in rhymes.

A madrigal your petticoat,

A rondeau is your bonnet,

I'll shoe your feet with two twin odes,

And cloak you with a sonnet. _

Till I am old and spite the times

I'll buy your frocks by making rhymes.

Barbara Ling, '24.
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BOOK REVIEWS
"R. U. R." By Karel Capek. Doubleday, Page & Co. 1923.

R. U. R. (Rossini's Universal Robots) is a very melodramatic bit

of propaganda against the exploitation of labor and our mechanized civili-

zation. It has been called a satire, but this appellation is mistaken as, in

the course of the whole play, the audience indulges neither in sympathetic

laughter nor in the Shawian "cerebral smile".

It is a frightfully muddled play. The words hang heavily on the

actors' lips. It breaks down into the most uncomfortable sentimentality,

and includes a love scene which • for mechanical efficiency exceeds the

robotest of robots.
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There is plenty of food for thought for the serious-minded ; food

for thought which is so heavily handled that the most giddy cannot

escape its great lessons. It is materialism done with realism. The ideas

pound and pound till they deafen and then they go on pounding with no

one to hear. The thoughts of Ruskin, Owen, Butler, and Maeterlinck, are

bundled together and from them is evolved this none too mute protest,

which has the portentous dignity and lack of imagination of a ferryboat.

And yet this play of synthetic beings is not totally awful. It gives

opportunities for one or two splendid scenic effects, and there is one good

line. As the last man stands looking out into the night he asks, "Are the

stars still there? What is the use of stars when there are no human
beings?" And the play as a whole—well, it is fashionable to like it.

Augusta Howell, '23.

"THE SEA HAWK." By Rafael Sabatini. Houghton Mifflin Company.

The Sea Hawk is a genuine adventure story, a tale of much color,

blood, and improbability. It recalls the hours which one spent, in youth,

over the books of Henty. Sir Oliver Tressilian, a hot-tempered Cornish

gentleman who has served against the Armada, becomes, through a series

of remarkable events, a famous Barbary corsair. Under the name of

Sakr-el-Bahr, or Hawk of the Sea, he captures innumerable Spanish

galleons, holds his own among the intrigues of the Basha's harem, and

finally, in the course of a raid upon the coast of England, kidnaps the

girl whom he once loved but whose mind has been poisoned against him.

Their adventures in Barbary provide opportunities for the description

of glittering Oriental scenes, of breathless sea fights, of the life of the

slave market and the galleys.

If one is not too critical of the somewhat stilted language and the

stock characters, The Sea Hawk should make good light reading. The
story moves swiftly and is full of picturesque, romantic situations. If,

however, one wishes to quarrel with the heroine for being a worthless,

disloyal hussy, that will only lend additional zest.

"LADY INTO FOX." By David Garnett. Chatto & Windus, London.

1922.

Either you will enjoy this book immensely or you will dislike it with

fervour. The story is, I think, a satire but so cleverly told that, like

Gulliver's Travels it is complete in itself—and all implications may easily

be ignored.
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Quite without warning Mrs. Tebrick is turned into a fox, but in this

extremity Mr. Tebrick, who always adored her, continues to do so with

increased devotion. He dismisses his servants, gives up his friends,

and devotes himself utterly to the care of his "vixen", as he soon learns

to call her. Remembering certain passages from ^Esop and the Scriptures

he orders grapes posted twice a week from London for her, and she, like

those other more famous foxes "relishes them exceedingly".

Thus the story goes—playful, bitter, and always exquisitely written.

It is, you see, rather unique.

All books reviewed in this section are on sale at the College Bookshop

excepting Lady Into Fox, which has not yet been published in this country.
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Editorial

THE word policy draws some editors like a magnet

—

they cling to it for protection and guidance. Others

shy away from it as restricting, even confining. It

would seem to us that where no policy is formulated, custom

supplants it, and is frequently even less flexible. A feeling

becomes prevalent that the sort of thing which has not re-

cently appeared in a publication is not desired. In this

case, therefore, a definition of policy is intended to widen

the scope.

Of course, the Lantern's primary aim is literary. If

you are a potential author, either serious or humorous, the
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practice of writing for a known public here in college, with

the assurance that you will be given at least an attempt

at helpful criticism if your work is not accepted, should

certainly be of value to you. But we feel that the Lantern
ought also to be an organ of expression for those who have

ideas of both local and general interest, whether or not they

are planning to write in the future. It represents us to other

colleges, with many of which we exchange periodicals, and

to outsiders who wish to know what we are thinking as well

as to be entertained by our writing. Consequently, if you

have ideas or criticisms which you would like to put before

the college, the LANTERN is one medium through which you
may do so.

Of our readers we ask a degree of toleration and a degree

of constructive criticism. The standard by which contribu-

tions are accepted for the Lantern is not one of perfection.

In a community of amateurs one good line must sometimes

be made to extenuate four that are poor—you must some-

times be content with what is merely promising. If you

have suggestions, however, we earnestly request that you
will bring them before the Board.

NOTICES

THE Lantern takes great pleasure in announcing that,

as a result of the competitions, Elizabeth Dean, '25,

and Eleanor Follansbee, '26, have been admitted to

the Editorial Board.

There will be an Open Meeting of the Lantern to dis-

cuss this issue and plans for the coming year on Thursday,

December 6, 1923. It is hoped that everybody will come
who has suggestions or criticisms to offer, especially all Fresh-

men interested in writing.

All contributions for the January number of the Lantern
must be in by Monday, January 7, 1924. They must, in

future, be written on standard size typewriter paper, though

they may be in longhand.
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Aristotle's Joke

Fredrica Watriss, '27

ARISTOTLE held "that the brain was merely a gland

for the secretion of tears, and that its only function

in thinking was to cool the animal spirits that origi-

nated in the heart and circulated through the brain."

Wedged into a page of scientific data, this quaint little

sentence was quoted as a foil to the weighty thoughts that

followed. But it was a limp and wistful clown. A hint of

secrecy lurked in its wry smile. I sought to trace its birth.

* * *

Aristotle sat and contemplated. He was very wise; he

was the Great Philosopher. His word, on all the aspects

of the universe would be compiled into great dictionaries,

to be taught and accepted without question by generations

to come. None would be equal to the great Aristotle.

What a complex thing is the human mind! How to be

pitied were those flowers; the dog that lay at his feet; the

universe that was devoid of "mind".

"To be alive and will

'Tis able as a godl

The further of ourselves be what

—

Such being finitude?"

He stretched his feet to the fire, laid a patronizing hand

on the shaggy head beside him, and in expansive satisfaction,

sank into sleep.

Strangely and inexplicably his being changed substance.

He felt wind rushing, rain furled him in a silver sheet. He
stood upon a hill-side he had never seen before—and yet its

outline was not unfamiliar—always at close of day it had

stood between him and a place he had desired to reach.

It had piled its great bulk above him to impede his path.

It had been wild, devoid of humans, but he was not alone

upon it now. There were birds flying, and deer nibbled the

young trees, and lumbering Brother Bear was robbing the

bees of their honey in the rotting cypress stumps. Quickly
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his being thrilled to these new, strange sights; the deer had
found leaves that were truly excellent, the bees had found a

delectable feast indeed! But his long robe wrapped about

his eager legs; it shut out the wind and held off the cool fingers

of rain. His body could not respond thus encumbered. He
threw aside the philosopher's stately garb and the sandals

that kept the brown mud from squishing between his toes.

Life was splendid, to be sure! He raised his head to the

wind—his dog had felt that same keen joy—and sniffed it,

long and deep. The wind shook out his dark hair, thinned

by an old gesture of his nervous hand. The wind matted

and pulled it in its capricious fingers, and its strength upon
his chest made him laugh and bound. He kicked up his

heels and capered down the long hill, and a clatter of hoofs

sounded upon the stones. The rain was soft; he smelt it,

tasted it, rolled in it where it quivered in pools on the short

grass. He had seen horses kick their hoofs and whinny in

just such an absorbing fashion.

The forest was inhabited by his companions, and with

them he roved and raced, slept and ate. Fire was a sweeping,

panicky thing that drove all before it; fire was unpleasant

but if one were fleet it was soon left behind. Flowers and

trees were friendly, and their spirits had forms that came
out when you knew how to whistle. One had appealed to him

especially, but she ran from him, and when he had all but

caught her, faded again to reeds. In anger he broke them

off, but her sweet voice was in them and so he kept her to

make him music, and found this form quite as absorbing as

that other.

He himself was an instrument strung for Nature's hand.

His sensitive chords thrilled to the gamut of her tones, her

smells, her colors; the feel ofher, the coolness and quiet of her.

These echoed in the full chords of his being, he was a sym-

phony—with furry ears and a tail to flick.

* * *

The forest held one tree which all creatures shunned.

None ate of it. Though large and gleaming was its fruit,

instinct told him that he must not touch it. One day he

carelessly trod upon one, crushing out its black juice. The
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thorn of it ran deep into the flesh where the cloven hoof

was most tender. He licked it to assuage the pain, and the

bitter juice withered his tongue—and poisoned him.

He felt himself sinking into an unhealthy sleep. He
was in a nightmare; could he but wake all would be well.

He poked his eye-lids with his fingers; but fingers in sleep

are powerless—he could not break the spell.

* * *

Suddenly he recognized the tree—it was the Tree of

Wisdom. He had tasted of its fruit, and he had conceived

a brain. He had the power to will! He was a god! Suddenly

his eyes grew dim; Nature receded and left him standing

alone, on high. He looked with disgust on those things

which had fired his imagination. The wind surged past;

he shivered and bethought him of his nakedness. Then he

realized his power—this brain. He would take trees—those

useless, rattling things—and fashion them into a shelter

where he could find refuge from wind, and the rain that

raised goose-flesh upon his spine. He would have a home.

Fire that had chased him would serve him. This rock would

make him a weapon.

With it he killed the snarling bear. The fur made a

warm cloak, the flesh and blood he ate. And now he could

fight and drive off any that might covet the treasures he was
acquiring. Now he could covet whatever took his fancy

—and the smile that twisted his lips was a strange one. He
would learn and understand all things that he might the

more completely master them. He had a brain! All the

world would listen to him and mark his sayings.

He was not poisoned—he was awake! A flood of tears

caught him by the throat. They were vanquished in a second.

He was awake, he was Aristotle the great sage, he was dozing

with his feet stretched to a warm fire, in his silent room.

Aristotle arose. He stood still during a long and painful

second. Then seizing a bit of chalk he wrote those words

upon the wall. . . . His disciples copied down his saying

with due diligence and transmitted it to the ages. But little

did they suspect the far countries he had traveled in gleaning

those few words, nor how much of his philosopher's wealth

they had cost him.
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On the Way to Heaven

Anna Pratt, '24

nT1HE freshly scrubbed kitchen boards of the Santa

Agnese Convent were gleaming in the morning sun-

shine just as the face of Nina gleamed when she re-

turned from the altar rail after her first communion. Nina

had sometimes doubted that the food of the Lord's Supper

would cleanse her soul until, at the age of ten, she was initiated

into this means of becoming pure. Then she knew. The
experience affected her Catholic mind so deeply that the

desire to be a nun came upon her till it grew to be an obses-

sion, against which the pleas of her parents were of no avail.

Four years later, therefore, when her parents were both

accidentally killed, she took their death as a sign from heaven,

and promptly begged admission to the huge, gray-stone

building on the outskirts of the Spanish town—that building

where several hundred black-veiled women lived together

in the worship of a cross. Once within the high wall that

enclosed the gravel walks, there was no coming out into the

world of men again, no mingling in the common life of neigh-

bor to neighbor. To Nina this convent seemed the visible

house of God, the one divine spot in which to spend her days.

She was admitted to serve a two-years' apprenticeship

as a kitchen maid. She was a good kitchen maid, for she

had big hands and a healthy body. She made the boards

shine in the sunlight at the cost of her fingers often swollen

with splinters. But in her heart there was peace. For was
she not soon to become a nun? Yes, young Nina felt it

was a great thing to dedicate one's life to prayer, in order

that one may assure oneself a permanent seat among the

angels. She would hum the scrap of a tune while she scrubbed,

thinking happily of the afternoon when her chores would be

over. Then she could steal into the empty chapel to rest

awhile in that hushed and sacred atmosphere. The dim
light from the windows of stained glass spread in soft pat-

terns of color over the pews. From the altar, half hidden

in the dusk, only the golden cross gleamed out past the big
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organ pipes that were quiet now. Just a faint breath of

incense lingered. Nina, with the holy-water still wet upon
her forehead, would kneel down in awe and, laying her head

upon her arms, would often remain there motionless for

an hour, not praying, not even thinking, only feeling a

beauty which words cannot describe.

It was a day in the early spring toward the end of her

second year of apprenticeship that Nina was disturbed in

her customary afternoon reverie by the sound of dull but

persistent knocking. The 'kitchen door was too far off for

her to believe at first that the thuds she heard came from

this direction. Finally, she went to discover their cause.

A beggar was leaning on the door-jamb. Nina, though she

was used to beggars, poor old creatures with gnarled fingers

and scraggly, gray beards, gasped at the sight of this one.

For he was young and glorious to look upon. A shiver crept

down her spine. Never had she seen a skin so bronze and

ruddy. And those bare arms, surely they might have tossed

her up like a feather! As for his torn shirt which matched

the skies in color—it became him like a prince. And that

red thing bound round his dark hair—it made his mouth
only the redder. All this Nina saw in a flash before the

beggar spoke. When he asked whether the kind sister could

spare a crust for a hungry man, Nina's eyes were resting on

the spot where the beggar's toe protruded through the re-

mains of a shoe. She dared not look at his eyes so she pru-

dently stared at the toe and blushed and shifted from one

foot to the other and finally with a swift, "Yes, one minute,"

she bolted to the larder. Here she had time to catch her

breath.

"Well," she said to herself. "Well, now where did Sister

Theresa put those fresh loaves, I wonder? Ah, there they

are. Fine! Now, a jug of wine
"

Meanwhile the beggar was musing to himself, "My,
what pretty pink cheeks the child has! A pity she should

be wasting away in a convent. Convents are only meant

for the pale faces. Ah, here she comes—a nice figure too,

hidden under those long skirts."

"Oh, thank you, sister," he exclaimed, as he took the
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food from Nina's hands. "You are so generous. I'm sure

an angel could not be nicer!"

"It's nothing, really. Please—thank you—I must run

in," she stammered.

"Oh, no; stay—please—while I eat. It isn't often that

we beggars get a meal like this, nor a person like you to

look at."

"No, really—but Sister Theresa—you see, I don't think

she would like it if she found me here," replied Nina, lower-

ing her voice. "You see this is the hour that I spend every

day in the chapel at prayer. Oh, yes, I must go right back

to the chapel," she finished, still lingering on the threshold.

She did not want to return to her prayers in the least; but

she felt that she could appease her conscience by reminding

herself that she must go at once, that she was practically

on her way.

The beggar said nothing for a few seconds. Instead, he

looked ^at her so steadily and intensely that he forced her

to raise her eyes to his. Then he tossed back his head in a

burst of laughter, and exclaimed, "Oh, sister, how I wish

you could see the way we beggars say our prayers. We
have a big camp—gypsies are what some people call us

—

out in the fields, with woods and flowers all around us. And
we have music too, as you do—oh, yes, lots of music. And
we expect to go to heaven, just as you do. Only we have a

lot of our heaven now, while we are still alive, so that we
can make sure of it. While you have so long to wait—and

then—who can tell—after you die? Oh, yes, you would like

our way. I know you would."

Nina listened, wide-eyed, to this outburst. The beggar

finished the wine and handed the jug back to her. While

she went in to put it away, he stuck his head into the kitchen

and called after her, "Better cornel" When she returned

he had gone. She heard the gate swing to with a heavy

clatter. But she did not hear the beggar murmuring to

himself, as he turned his back on the convent, "Another

minute, and she would have come with me. Oh, how lovely

she is! But for us—no—too good—far too good. Our life

would kill her. But she is lovely—so beautiful—and clean.
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If I were different now—who knows—I could have taken

her honestly. But no—she is better so—much better."

And he turned down the road that led back to the gypsy

camp.

For several moments Nina stood motionless, staring at

nothing. Then, closing the door, she went slowly back to

the chapel. It was almost dark there now, for the sun shone

in no longer, while the candles for evening mass had not

yet been lit. Only the red lamps that were always kept

burning over the altar quavered unsteadily and sent long,

fingery shadows creeping over the walls. The air smelt

musty and old, and for the first time, Nina felt lonely as

she knelt among the deserted pews. She tried to pray; but

her thoughts wandered continually to the beggar, and she

remained fascinated by the picture which he had given her

of another sort of life, perhaps a more wonderful sort than

the one she had chosen. When a bell tolling five finally

recalled her to her duties, she returned to the kitchen with

her forehead puckered up in uncertainty.

The day when Nina was to become a nun was drawing

nearer and nearer. After her thick hair had been cut off so

short that she looked like a boy, her head was measured

for the close-fitting cap that she would wear under her long,

black veil. She spent many more hours in the chapel, reciting

hundreds and hundreds of Latin prayers. She did not under-

stand Latin; but she had heard the prayers so often in mass

and from the lips of the other nuns that they spilled them-

selves off her tongue with astonishing speed.

Amid all this preparation the seed of doubt was slowly

eating into her heart. She could not forget the beggar. He
was the one living, tangible creature in the monotonous

sameness of her existence. For many weeks now an insistent

little voice had been whispering in her ear, urging her to

steal away to the camp, at least to get a glimpse of the truth

of the gypsy's words, so that she might decide for herself

which of the paths to heaven she should follow. But in

the other ear came the voices of the priests chanting the
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mass and the murmur of the nuns as they told off the beads

of the rosary.

And meantime the spring was coming on. The birds,

returning to nest in the eaves, were chirping outside the

stained-glass windows. The warm breezes fairly intoxicated

the girl with smells of the moist earth, suggesting insects

and fresh grass and clover in the fields beyond the convent

walls.

Finally, the night arrived which Nina must spend in

prayer and self-humiliation, for on the following day she

would renounce the world forever in order to enter the holy

estate of the nun. She was up in her narrow room just under

the roof, preparing for her night of worship in the chapel.

Her hands were trembling so violently that she could scarcely

fasten the black dress of penitence. Why could she not calm

her throbbing heart? Why were her ears besieged with a

loud clamor of voices, when there was not a sound nearby

to disturb her peace of mind? Feeling suffocated with heat,

though the room was chilly, she went to the small window
and leaned against the sill. She closed her eyes for a few

moments, as a gentle wind soothed her burning cheeks.

When she opened them again, she looked out over a broad

landscape, lit almost to the intensity of daylight by a brilliant

moon. Nina could see a great distance beyond the convent

wall. Along the deserted roads winding away to far towns

and unknown countries were scattered trees and houses

that cast dense shadows on the fields. In a far-off lonely

field was the beggar's camp. Nina saw bonfires blazing,

and in the stillness of the night, heard faint strains of music

and song. Probably they were singing to the glory of the

Lord, she thought. At any rate they were the only people

who were not tucked away in bed, who were living under the

moon and amid the soft breezes.

She looked at the wall and the gravel walks. She had

not been outside of them for two years now, and tomorrow

her great desire was to be fulfilled. She was to become a

nun at last. At this thought she was seized with another

fit of trembling. She felt as if someone were smothering

her under a damp blanket. With a sudden twist of her
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shoulders, she flung herself about and rushed for the door.

Speeding like the wind down the flights of stairs, she flew

out into the moonlight. The gravel pebbles scarcely rustled

under her swift feet; the gate in the convent wall snapped

shut with a dry click. Straight along the road to the beggar's

camp she ran, a solitary black-bird in the night. She had

not raced like this since she was a child. The air rushed

past her till, panting in short gasps, she slowed down to a

jumping, joyful quick-step. Already she caught sight of the

bonfires; but the music- sounded strange, unlike anything

she had ever heard before. She skipped along to its rhythm,

while the tune, wild and sad, thrummed in her ears. Passing

a grove of trees, she came upon the camp in an open field.

She stopped dead, watching with wide eyes the spectacle

before her.

Old men and women crouched in front of the tents, smok'

ing, and spitting into the squirming flames, while urchins

sprawled around, their dirty faces tinged to ruddiness by the

firelight. A number of half-clothed boys were tormenting a

little dog by poking thistles in its eyes. A baby's shrieks

drowned out, for a moment, the shrill chatter of the children

and the sound of the guitars that a handful of young men
were strumming with indolent fingers. Three girls danced

to the music, their hair streaming about their soft bodies,

which were curving and uncurving in sinuous charm. And
the moon flooded the scene with an eerie light, over which

fantastic shadows hovered, so that to Nina it all seemed

weird, even beautiful, yet wholly revolting. This, then,

was the pious company of beggars! They were worshiping

the gods of the earth, and their gods were not hers. She

was a beggar at the gate of heaven. She turned her face

away and walked back along the road.

The next morning Nina was found on the altar steps,

asleep. Poor girl, thought the nuns, she has been praying

all night and has fallen asleep from fatigue. Wake her gently,

for this is the happiest day of her life!
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So This Is Paris

Beth Dean, '25

( ( ^T TT "THAT'S at a circus?" I was a very little girl,

vl/vl/ and as I walked beside Uncle Ned, all I could

see of him was a yawning black cuff out ofwhich

his hand came. I clung to the hand and shouted my question

up his sleeve: "What's at a circus?"

Even Uncle Ned's grown-up voice got lost among the

crowds of people. His answer dodged around a peanut-

wagon and two fat ladies before it reached me. "Wait and

see," he said.

We stepped into a big tent with a soft floor and began

to climb stairs with no backs to them. Finally, we sat on a

board, high up, and I could smell the funny smell, and listen

to the shouting, and be sure that my white dress was smooth.

Suddenly there was music, and galloping, and pink people

flying through the air, and a lovely girl with yellow hair on

horseback. There were animals in the cages, and swinging

statues, and something whirling everywhere I looked.

Down in front a clown kept splashing people with a

bucket of water. He was horrid, / thought. I tried to look

away, but in a minute I saw him take a big mouthful of

water and run at a man who was lighting his
y
cigar. I knew

what was going to happen, so I just turned around on the

seat, and stuck my legs through the empty space at the back.

Everybody roared at the clown, but why did they look at me?
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Poison

Louise Sanford, '24

FRESHMAN Rules are dying.

In the old days, whenever they underwent a period of

depression it was customary for a consultation to be held

by certain grave medical advisers in the sophomore class, who
then drew up a prescription in the form of a denunciatory let-

ter to the News. This generally proved efficacious in restor-

ing to the Rules their pristine vigor. But recently no prescrip-

tions have been made for them, and one class has even voted

to let them die. Vassar killed them off several years ago

—

but at Bryn Mawr we shrink from taking a life.

The first question to be answered is this: are the rules

necessary? Ostensibly their purpose is to indicate to the

new students what is expected of them in regard to good

manners, and furthermore, "to keep the freshmen in their

place". As to the first point, if the regulations deal simply

with matters of ordinary courtesy, it seems scarcely compli-

mentary to lay such stress upon them: it is assuming the

worst in the incoming class. If, on the other hand, they

aim at perfecting the subtler social graces, it is certainly

ambitious, not to say presumptuous, in us to suppose that

this expedient could accomplish such an aim if the founda-

tions of good breeding have not already been laid. In other

words, if the background is not there, Freshman Rules will

do little to alter matters—far more is always accomplished

by individual observation of those who, in Bacon's phrase,

have been bred in an atmosphere of "not giving offense".

Among certain antagonistic souls the Rules may even defeat

their own ends—some people object strenuously, sometimes

rudely, to having good manners thrust down their throats.

But suppose we conceive of the Rules simply as a practical

means of holding in check those who are fresh from proud

careers at school, a sort of speed limit imposed upon the

riders of high horses. Is it effective? There can be no doubt

that students have managed to make themselves objection-

ably fresh in spite of, and sometimes in defiance of, Freshman
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Rules. If these did not exist, there would still be plenty of

very effectual methods of dealing with such cases. If fresh-

men tried to be fresh, experience would soon teach them that

it did not pay. However, I cannot help feeling that these

cases would be exceptional. It requires very little intelligence

to realize that students who have one or two or three years'

college experience behind them know certain things which

no entering student can know, and before whom the' latter

must at times defer her judgment. But granting even that

freshmen have no intelligence, it is highly probable that the

crowds of unfamiliar faces, studies, customs, of a new institu-

tion will sufficiently subdue them, even when they have held

dizzy posts at school. Freshmen are freshmen in any college.

Are we not forced, then, to the conclusion that the Rules are

unnecessary for the majority, and inadequate in the few cases

where restraint is really needed?

To expend energy in clinging to something which is un-

necessary is only legitimate when the non-essential has other

redeeming features. Freshmen Rules, it seems to me, not

only lack these redeeming features, but rather lead certain

concrete evils in their train.

For one thing, they make for the most flagrant artificiality.

Those who blandly assure one that they are merely normal,

natural regulations of polite conduct for young people toward

those older than themselves, know perfectly well that when
they are away from college they do not allow the difference of

a few years seriously to affect their normal friendly relation-

ships. Away from college there is no bowing and scraping

over who shall pass first through a doorway, there is no

question of "blocking the sidewalks", there is no studied

bobbing up and down at the entrance of every friend, a

year or so older, but indisputably in the same generation.

Place these same people back in college, and they act out a

strained, forced comedy of manners, which produces not man-
ners at all, but manner, affected by Bryn Mawr students in

conformity with the ancient laws and customs of the place.

Being artificial, these Rules are likely to give us a wrong

notion of freshness. If a freshman breaks a rule, she may
be wrong in doing so just because it is a rule, but the act
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in itself is not necessarily fresh, though it is often so con-

strued. For example, it is not fresh for a girl of nearly the

same age and experience and mental development as your-

self to pass through a door ahead of you. If she gets there

first, it is the natural thing for her to do; to suppose otherwise

seems to me an absurd piece of conceit. Which brings us

face to face with the fact that although ostensibly, and on

the whole, Freshman Rules have laudable aims—however

futile or unnecessary—the vanity of upper classmen is cer-

tainly a factor not to be' discounted. Why else is there a

regulation touching Senior Steps?

The Rules are bad for upper classmen in another way,

namely, that they at times engender definite vindictiveness.

Who has not heard a sophomore ominously exclaim, "Now
won't I get even with these freshmen for all that I got last

year!" This is unjust to the point of absurdity.

The effect upon the freshmen is sometimes not merely

absurd. Undoubtedly there are numbers each year who
suffer real unhappiness because they are not sufficiently self-

assertive to avoid being imposed upon; those who have any-

thing of the door-mat in them become despicable; those who
are both prudent and ambitious become adept at the art of

being a "good freshman"; the rebellious continually allow

themselves to become harassed and annoyed by the re-

strictions; the cynical disregard them with a sublime indiffer-

ence; the childish revert to boarding-school habits of thought,

with all the platonic devotions, the heart-burnings, the

reverence for snobbery, which these involve. For is it not

true that they are childish and rather ridiculous, these stilted

formulae? They amuse the grave old seniors; we enjoy the

humor of a line of forms flattened silently against the heavy,

double doors of Dalton or Rockefeller; which is perhaps

another reason why we are too lazy to erase them—another

shallow reason. For freshmen will always be funny; they

will always make breaks, and we will always make clever

songs about them. There were verdant freshmen before

there were Freshman Rules.

But the very worst evil to be laid to them is one which,

fortunately, is coming more and more to be recognized,
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though not always in this connection; namely, class distinc-

tion.. In Self-Government meetings when we have discussed

the plan of different chaperonage for upper and lower class-

men, someone has always inveighed against it as making for

class distinction. At such moments I am sure that all the

diabolical imps whose joy is in the stupid irony of human
actions must have gazed down upon us exultantly from every

bas-relief in Taylor. How can we possibly hope to avoid

class distinction as long as we stand by Freshman Rules?

It is the guiding principle of every entering student—the

first thing she learns is that there is a distinction between

herself and the other classes, and she is presented with cer-

tain "helpful" regulations to facilitate the maintenance of

this distinction. It is the tradition which she carries on into

the upper classes. It is the action pattern behind all social

relationships among undergraduates. If we inculcate the

life principle of class distinction at the start, how inconsistent

and how futile to deplore its consequences!

But perhaps there are those who do not deplore them.

Let us see what these consequences are. Two students in

different classes, but in the same hall, live next door to each

other. One, two, or three years may go by, and still they

have a mere nodding acquaintance. Perhaps from the point

of view of tastes and temperaments they are admirably

suited to one another, but they both make friends slowly,

and the consciousness of class distinction is sufficient to

keep them apart. They respect public opinion, and public

opinion says, "Stick to your own class!" I know a Bryn
Mawr graduate whose best friend was two years below her

at another college. Had they both met at Bryn Mawr,
instead of under more natural conditions during the summer,

they might never have known one another. This may be

looked upon as a negative evil of the system.

Here are two other students (examples of the same thing

operating in a positive fashion). Each has discovered that

the girl next door or the girl at the opposite end of the campus,

even though not in her own class, is more congenial to her

than anyone, or almost anyone, who is. A friendship springs

up between them. A red skirt and a blue skirt are seen fre-
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quently together, in each other's rooms, at the tea-house

—

that hotbed of scandal! It is needless to dwell upon the

silly, sometimes malicious, things that we say: of the elder

girl, that she enjoys the flattering attentions of the younger,

that she is looking for "crushes"; of the younger girl, that it

flatters her to be seen with the elder, that she is seeking for

influence; of both, that they must be unpopular with their

own class, that their class spirit is weak, that they forget

that certain things "just simply are not done". Absurd

and wrong and childish as it seems, there have been friends

who have actually had to stop seeing each other to avoid hos-

tile criticism.

If this criticism were supported by reasonably considered

arguments, I believe it could be dispatched any time, with

the help of a little muggle and a polemic mood. But you
cannot argue with people whose chief reason for criticizing

is a habit derived from the fact that they were born and

brought up, so to speak, in the tradition of class distinction

—the tradition of Freshman Rules. The truth is that most

of us have never really considered the question of whether

class distinction is sensible or foolish, but we criticize the

non-observance of it because it has always been criticized.

In the same way we manufacture reasons to justify our belief

in Freshman Rules—we really believe in them because we
have grown accustomed to them. Or rather we accept them,

without bothering to know whether we believe in them or

not, until they are questioned: then we hastily rationalize.

It is quite natural that we should come to college with

such a feeling already formed. It is an echo of our school

days, when class distinctions loomed large, and not without

good reason. Great gulfs of mental and physical develop-

ment, of experience, and of youthful pride, seem to separate

each year of our early teens. There is a time when the first

and all-important facts to be known about a new acquaint-

ance are her age, and whether she has come to fractions yet.

These are tender, turbulent years, and most people agree

that they should be allowed to run their course free from

the confusing influence of too much contact with other ages.

But by the time we come to college we are no longer children;
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although we bring with us an echo of our childish years,

it would die out in a year or so if we did not repeat it by a

strong accent upon the same note as soon as we arrive. Stamp
in the sound and feeling of class distinction at this point,

by means of Freshman Rules, and you never quite get over

being self-conscious about it. We never quite forget that

we have stepped off the walks for the class above us, or that

we have enforced the rules in the class below.

There will always be some class distinction, but it will

take care of itself. We have carried it to an absurd degree.

It is simply a matter of misdirected emphasis. As a college

we mean something; as a class we mean nothing—nothing

that is of interest to anyone but ourselves. I am not trying

to claim that this sort of class distinction is entirely due to

Freshman Rules. I do claim that it is chiefly due to them,

and that we can never hope to get rid of it until they are

abolished, or until they degenerate into a mere farce, go

unenforced, and finally die a natural death. What other

causes are there for this class distinction which we deplore?

Class athletics? Undoubtedly they play some part in it,

but sometimes those who gossip most are the unathletic

members of a class. Moreover, class athletics have other

redeeming features—convenience of organization, discipline,

loyalty, good sportsmanship—and all the other virtues which

are usually claimed for them. I see no redeeming features in

Freshman Rules.

Was I wrong to say that they are dying? Perhaps the

wish was father to the thought. But if upon examination

they seem to be suffering from a serious complaint, let us

be kind enough, and energetic enough, to put them out of

their misery. If by so doing we should eliminate a good deal

of artificial nonsense and tyrannical class distinction, who
would not do so? You see, I am trying to toll their death

knell—and incidentally turn it into a peal of joy.
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The Beach

Beth Dean, '25

IT
WAS the second before sunrise on Lake Huron. On

the beach, tiny waves slipped back and forth a hand's

breadth, each rolling up its pebble and its speck of foam.

The occasional boat-house set in willow trees looked un-

natural in the early light. Here and there in the sand were

yesterday's footprints, and higher up on the dunes, the re-

mains of a marshmallow roast. A hundred yards of heavy
swamp grass separated the beach from the cement walk,

green lawns and sleeping cottages of the summer people.

The Honorable Arthur G. Lane turned over in his Nan-
tucket hammock and opened one eye. At that moment the

sun jumped above the lake horizon, and Mr. Lane saw a

sudden glow burnish the leaves outside his sleeping-porch.

He looked drowsily at one particularly adventurous ray,

saw it grow fuzzy and prismatic; then he dropped off to

sleep again.

Mr. Lane's summer cottage was one of the nicest on "The
Beach." He had started thirty years ago with a red-shingled

shell of a house, low and rambling in design, and had devel-

oped the place year by year. Now when he and his wife

were both old, the house was old too. It was pleasantly

weatherbeaten, set in evergreens, hung with vines, and
shaded by linden trees. From the long cool porches one

could see the lake in all its moods. One could watch the

freighters moving like the hands of a clock along the horizon.

Half an hour later, on this particularly cloudless morning,

Mr. Lane got up, looked around the sky for signs of weather,

laughed at the woodpecker that had been shouting, "Wak-
up, wak-up" in his ^ear, and went through the sleeping-

porch door. His slippers flapped softly on the grass matting.

Inside, the house was quiet and still dark; his wife's door

was open but she was asleep.

"Helen will want hot water," he thought.

The maid was late, so as a matter of course, he lit the oil

stove downstairs, and put water on. An observer would
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have noticed that he moved slowly; his hands shook. This

did not disturb him. For himself, he was content to grow

old—for Helen it was different.

As he was dressing, he turned over in his mind the ever-

present problem of Helen. How sheltered she had always

been, first by her father and brothers in the old home in

Buffalo. After their marriage, he in turn had protected

her from the world. He always felt as he had when she first

came to him, a ladylike girl with gleaming black hair, pink

cheeks, and the bewitching freckles that had vexed her so

much.

But constant protection had dulled her mind. Little

by little through these later years, her memory had

faded; her reasoning power, never very strong, had failed.

She lived by habit, by what she remembered of her

mother's axiomatic sayings, and by her husband's guidance.

She had always been happy, but now she was beginning to

realize-^—with a quick breath, Mr. Lane thought of the night

not long ago when she had asked him if he thought her mind
. They were both reserved by nature, and putting the

thought in words had upset her. She, Helen, had been hys-

terical, and then worst of all, had begged his pardon for

behaving ill. Since then he had planned even more care-

fully to keep her interested and amused.

In the meantime Helen began to stir about her own room.

She opened the shutters and peeked between the evergreens

Arthur had planted outside her windows. "A lovely day

for the boat races," she thought. Her mind went back to

last night. As was his custom, Arthur had lowered the

flag at sunset with salute of cannon. Every night, the children

of "The Beach" listened through supper time for his bugle

calling "Assembly." They would rush to his front steps

from all directions, and follow his white figure to the flag-

pole. Once a revenue cutter was passing at sunset and

fired an answering salute; the boy who pulled Mr. Lane's

cannon-string that night was proudly sure that the cutter's

salute was for him alone.

Helen smiled as she thought about the story he had told

the children last night. It was a bear story: "And when I
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looked behind the tree and saw a big brown bear eating rasp-

berries in my raspberry patch, my shoes just turned around

and walked off in the opposite direction." How they laughed 1

After the story, when they began to straggle home through

the dusk, he had detained two little girls, and pinching their

pink cheeks, asked them when they would come to lunch

again. "I was wishing yesterday for a whole tableful of

Louises and Betsy Anns."

Helen's thoughts ran on about how, a little later, Miss

Belle Hollingshead had come in to talk politics with Arthur,

and to consult his butterfly book. They had sat in the lovely

big library that smelled of wood smoke and sweet-grass

matting. She loved the moose-heads on the wall, and the

old flintlocks and powder-horn that Arthur had used long

ago in the Canadian woods. There was a music rack and

flute in one corner, microscope and bee-helmet in another.

Helen's sewing things still lay on the window-seat beside the

fireplace.

Why did she keep thinking of junket and raspberries

and the fringed napkins? Oh, yes! Edwin Armstrong's

son had dropped in with some of the young people to ask

Arthur to help judge the races today. He was to be guest

of honor aboard the committee boat, and to award the prizes.

At first Arthur had refused. He didn't hear well and it

troubled him to be in crowds. But for Edwin's sake he had

consented. Helen was pleased. It was good for him to

leave his books and mingle with the young people. And it

was such a beautiful day for the races.

"Mrs. Lane," he stood in the doorway, "are you ready

for breakfast?"

"Good morning! Yes, Arthur; let me tie your cra-

vat."

Mr. Lane looked down at her. How pretty she was!

The graying hair was heavy as ever. He looked at her white

fingers, a bit misshapen with rheumatism.

"You're a past master at ties."

"Hoity-toity!"

He gave her his arm to the dining-room and held her

chair. She praised the strawberries, "Unusually fine for
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the markets!" Every morning he told her as if it were news

that the strawberries were from their own garden.

After lunch she said: "I want to wear the dress I had

trimmed with my wedding lace to the races. I've looked

for it high and low, and I can't remember where I put it."

So he set about ransacking her million closets. The races

were at three and at two o'clock he was still looking for the

dress. "Don't look any more," she said, "I'll wear my claret

chiffon."

The dress, however, came to light, and at quarter of three

she was stepping proudly down the walk beside him. People

sometimes described her as an old lady who took up her

handkerchief by the exact middle in the morning and laid

it down without a wrinkle at night. Today as they set off

for the races, this precision was more than ever beguiling.

Her eyes sparkled happily; her cheeks were pink, and she

wore a tall Spanish comb in her hair.

The races were to be held in front of the hotel. Mr. Lane

guided his wife through the gay crowd down to the dock where

the committee-boat was waiting. Edwin Armstrong, master

of ceremonies, hastened to throw down a gangplank for Mrs.

Lane. She was fascinated by the flags and the moving people.

"Come aboard, Mrs. Lane. Mind your step!" said her

husband, pushing her gently on the boat and seating her

in the stern, near the finish gun.

In a few minutes the starting guns barked, and for the

next half-hour boat after boat whirled past them in feverish

excitement. Now they were coming in. It was very close

between the first two. Mr. Lane was looking fixedly through

binoculars and the other committee-men stood ready with

stop watches or with pencils poised over the record. Edwin
stood by the finish gun, string in hand. Helen, intent on

the incoming boats, leaned over the gun, not realizing that

it was there. Mr. Lane looked at her just in time, saw that

it would go off in her face, and as Edwin pulled the string,

he jumped in front of her.

Of course, he was burned quite badly about the face.

His wife, in mute misery watched everything being done

for him. Then:
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"Oh, Arthur, are you sure it ought to be bandaged right

away? There may be powder in the wound . . ."

Her fussing annoyed him.

"Don't—worry, Mrs. Lane!" he said decidedly.

She gave him occasion to say it often during the next

week. But it was soon evident that his burns would heal

and her fears were calmed. The whole colony came to call,

not once, but every day. They tired him and made his

eyes throb painfully with weariness.

Two weeks after the , races he decided that the pain in

his eyes was more than a headache. Professing business in

Detroit, he went to see a specialist. After three hours exami-

nation, the specialist pushed back his limp hair, sighed, and

said with an expressionless face, "I can't say anything until

the X-rays come out. It may be serious and it may be tempo-

rary. I will let you know as soon as possible.

Two days later a special delivery letter told Mr. Lane

that his sight might last three weeks."

No change was visible in him, but he had a sense of con-

tinual pulsating horror. Gradually he began to think how
everything, everything was sight. The walk from the break-

fast table to the library seemed to take years, and when he

got there—books! They were empty now. The microscope

with the cocoon he found yesterday lying ready for examina-

tion—foolishness! He strode to the window. Would the

iake be blotted out? Would he no longer see the sun shine

on it, as on solid glass, at ten o'clock of a hot morning? Could

it be possible that he might not be able to sit on the porch,

pipe in mouth, and watch a storm come over that smooth

surface in patches of darkening crow's feet. Why, the lake

was his; his dredge had helped to dig the channel the slow

freighters went back and forth in. Would he really ever

know nothing of it except the sound of the waves, and the

light-ship's monotonous cry through heavy fog.

He put his hand on the wall and turned away. He heard

Helen's feet run across the floor above and his terror became
despair.

For they had no children and few relatives. Who would
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take care of her; help her to bear his blindness? Oh, Godl

She was coming downstairs. He must have time to think.

"Arthur, don't you think we might have a bit of a fire?

I find it rather chill."

He turned to her very slowly; his face was serene.

"I'll go bring in a stick of wood/' he said.

"Your eyes still pain you, don't they? Oughtn't you to

see a doctor?"

He kissed her lightly on the forehead.

"Don't—worry, Mrs. Lane," he said.

PRAGUE

Charlotte Vanderlip, '27

Prague in the sleepy heat of noon

When pigeons coo in the belfry towers,

And the small carved saints in the clock, at noon

Gravely bless as they count the hours

With upraised hand and kindly smile.

While the children gather to watch below

As the small saints march across the dial,

And the pigeons flutter to and fro.
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GHOST TRAILS

Edith Walton, '25

Slip through the water in your pale canoe,

Indian.

These are the waters and the woods you knew,

Lover of wind and rain.

Let your wan heart awake,

Time has not touched the lake.

These are the shores you ranged

—

Tranquil and all unchanged,

Curving and dark with pines,

They wear the ancient lines,

Hiding your trails.

Men with their crumbling hopes

Build on the valley slopes,

Linger, and then are gone

—

Always the lake has shone

Silver and blue and wide,

Hill flanked on either side,

Open and vast.

Your gods the news await,

Smoking in graven state.

Tell them what you have learned

Here where your beacons burned.

"Water and wind and wood
Time's changes have withstood.

These shall remain."

Paddle back yonder with your heart at rest,

Indian.

Back to the islands where the braves are blessed,

Lover of wind and rain.
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Words

Mariquita Villard, '21

HAPPILY, you do not need color and canvas to ex-

press yourself to a painter, nor chisel and marble

to make a sculptor understand you, nor onions and

soup kettle when addressing the cook. But when you talk

with a writer or poet, you are using his tools. His metier

is a difficult one, because he has to share with everyone in

the world what he builds of. He cannot say, "Now, so

many words belong to me," as the artist can possess his

brushes before beginning to paint, and as the cook can dote

on her onions, which no one else is likely to seize before she

cooks them. But the writer must stand up alone against

beggar and thief alike, and the worst of it is that swindling

is permissible and perfectly fair in his game. And yet you

are urged by your betters and sometimes you even urge

yourself to ravish his goal from him—to enrich your vocabu-

lary and to make the best possible use of each new acquisi-

tion, so that less and less is left for him, and farther and

farther he has to go in search of new expressions. To say

that you were doing him an injustice would be an idle way
to slink out of your habits of fresh, clear English speech

—

not that you have them to any marked degree. What,

then, is the solution?

First, we may pin down a few characteristics which all

words have in common. "Words, words, words," the answer

to Polonius' jarring question, can mean everything and

nothing, order and chaos, even life and death, if you like.

It was Hamlet's intention to bewilder his questioner, but

its vagueness gives one some idea of the boundaries of the

world of words, limits which stretch so far into infinity that

man can never touch them although humanity has set them.

All things are possible then, with words.

The best simile I can think of for a word, any word, is

that it is like a many-faced stone, which is always being worn
away at one place and sharpened at another, because what is

ground away from one surface goes to build up a new one.
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Thus, words are forever changing in meaning as the stone

would change in shape. When a word grows obsolete, dies,

and becomes mummified by the dictionary, it is a very sad

thing; but I do not want to ring a death-knell now. What
the writer, or anyone who attempts to speak good English

must do, is simply this: He must use the sharp edge of his

words instead of the dull side, as he would the blade of a

knife instead of the handle, so that his meaning will cut

into the mind of his reader or his hearer. In this way eternally

new combinations can be made and are being made constantly

by the cleverest of us, and we have no reason to fear that the

fund of language will become exhausted any sooner than the

Atlantic.

To show how a word can be abused and flattened into a

pitifully thin texture, take "soul." When the English tongue

was weaned from its Anglo-Saxon babyhood, Chaucer made
use of it with a freedom allowable to a pioneer. The Eliza-

bethans liked it, but their brilliant sun quickly faded it

into a duller shade. The Victorians squabbled frightfully

over it, and it was worn threadbare in the fray. Today,

the paragraph that smacks of "soul" must be a long, unfortu-

nate platitude, or suggests a type of mind at the zero ebb of

intelligence. Perhaps, some day, a great man will come,

and by his might exonerate the shameless beggar; but unless

you feel sure that you are he, and unless your faith is

strong indeed, do not try it.
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"SI VOUS N'AVEZ RIEN A ME DIRE"

Barbara Ling, '24

"If you have nothing, dear, to say

For all the senchanting looks and ways
And glimpses of sweet waywardness

That fill with loveliness my days,

This still remains : the thought of you
Will bring quick youth when I am old

With dreams of things you might have said

If you had loved or I been bold."
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Silk. Samuel Merwin. Houghton-Mifflin Company, 1923.

An absorbing and satisfying book is Silk, by Samuel
Merwin. It is hard to imagine a type of person who would

not be interested by it. To the dilettante who knows just

enough about the East to recognize with approval the

cleverly insinuated details of Oriental culture, it has a fasci-

nation that will not be shaken off, because it is subtly allied

with the "vanity of knowledge"; to that perhaps more
typical American who loves a story of strife and action, par-

ticularly of commercial strife on a big and dramatic scale,
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it gives all this, and more—a vivid glimpse of the way that

the great god Commerce held empires, civilizations, and the

private lives and loves of princes and common men in its

grip, two thousand years ago, as today.

In addition, and above all, Silk is written with charm,

gentle satire and rather nice character drawing, a good deal

better, at least, than what one has come to expect of a tale

so swift-moving and highly colored. From the beginning

one feels transported safely beyond the reach of the demon
Just-what-I-expected! On the first page one gets this assur-

ance, on learning that Silk is "A legend, as narrated in

the journals and correspondence of Jan Po," who is a "man-
darin of the eighth rank with button of worked gold," and

that Trajan is newly emperor at Rome. This hope of escape

suffers no really serious disappointment. Of course, as the

story proceeds, becoming more frankly concerned with ad-

venture and love, and the novelty of Jan Po's point of view

wears off, as he grows used to the forward round-eyed women
whose charm is s6 disturbing—gradually Silk becomes

more like any other good story. There are not many ways

in which a love story can end—the essential is that the end-

ing be in line with the character of the lovers, and (to be truly

Chinese) with the rhythm of the story. This artistic honesty

Silk has in its ending, in spite of some terrifically romantic

high spots.

For first-rate entertainment, read it.

Lummox, by Fannie Hurst. New York: Harper & Brothers.

Hitherto the chronicler of the stage and shop girl, Fannie

Hurst, has gone a-slumming for the heroine of her latest novel,

bringing up from Front Street, "where New York harbor

smells of spices, and city garbage rides by to the dump on

barges," the almost epic figure of Bertha, Baltic in blood,

and daughter of a dead mother. Aloof, inarticulate, and

lonely, despite her close connection with the emotionally

charged lives of numerous families which she serves as cook,

this strange woman moves through a life of revolting toil
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as a dual personality. To her faltering employers she is a

rock of reliability and strength. Inwardly, the author would

have us understand, she was a thing of the "lovely, bosky,

dell-like secrets of life," of "little bells in lovely headache

against her brow." Her life, like that perhaps, of any other

girl obliged to spend year after year "in service,'' is a series

of unrelated incidents; hence the book lacks continuity.

Possibly Miss Hurst is oversensitive to the unpleasant-

ness of cooking and scrubbing; she is certainly sentimental

in her portrayal of Helga, the over-worked servant girl turned

prostitute because of love of finery and lack of place to enter-

tain her "gentleman friends." Her chief amusement in

writing the book has been, obviously enough, the patterning

and conjuring with words. If she has had recourse to the

rococo, she has escaped the obvious. And though she is,

after all, attempting the impossible when she sets out to

express the thoughts of one whose mind was beautiful but

inarticulate, whose life and inheritance are remote from her

experience, though she strains at her medium and fails in her

purposed expression, here at least, is a signally noble failure.

All books reviewed in this section are on sale in the College

Bookshop.
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Chiefly Spring Fever

Edith Walton, '25

THERE was a king, once, who lived in a land of pleasant-

ness and warm winds. He had not always been a

king; when he was a boy he cut timber on cruel moun-
tains. Therefore, treasuring his good luck, he made for himself

a paradise of delights. His palace, mirrored in the waters

of a bay, was cool and smooth and lovely. His gardens

breathed out the essence of solt-colored bloom. There, he

and his courtiers sat upon silken tuffets listening to poets,

and players upon the lute. The songs of the poets in this

tranquil land were very subtle and fine, for their master was

a cunning judge of literature.

One afternoon the king, surfeited with melody, wandered

apart. The shadows were creeping drowsily across the lawn.

Beneath a barberry bush, in the heart of a shadow, he found

a slim lad disconsolate. His face was sharp, his hair flaxen,

his eyes feverish and blue. Moreover, the ribbons of his lute

were frayed. The king marked him as a poet newly come.

"Young singer of the North," he said, "why do you seek

sadness and shadow? Here is a purse of gold. Buy rosy

ribbons for your lute, and make me a new song, delicately

woven."

The boy shook his head, unabashed. "Oh King," he

answered wearily, "I shall use my lute no more—for the songs

with which my heart aches are forbidden me." The king's

eyes were curious, so he continued. "All the wonders of the

world have been told so many times that men laugh when I

quiver to touch them with my words. They murmur in

mockery about 'roses and nightingales and the moon.' But

I am choked to make a poem of spring when it comes in the

North. Perhaps men might catch from me the softness of a

March wind brushing their cheeks. My song might rouse in

them the delirious sweetness of first spring when Pan calls so

clear. It would be faint with cherry-blossoms, rich with

mud, and its depths would be gloriously gemmed with stars.

The words might be trivial, King, the phrases common; but
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something in the song would be permanent and divine. Yet

courtly canons demand that I furnish rondeaus, polished and

full of devices. Therefore the ribbons of my lute are frayed,

and presently it will be broken across my knee."

The king was a very great lord, but he had been a boy,

once, in the cruel mountains. So he said to the poet:

"I may not listen to simple songs from the heart of a

singer, because I am educated and a mighty king and I must
maintain my reputation. But I have a little daughter who
lives in a glass pleasure house among the roses, at the edge

of the bay. I ask you, as a favor and not for reward, that on

dewy mornings you sing to her of the spring which comes

in the North."

So the poet bought rosy ribbons for his lute. He sang by
the glass pleasure house on early mornings. And sometimes

—

but this is secret—the king stole beneath a rose bush to listen.
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CATHEDRAL CARVINGS

Kathleen Gallwey, '24

You stand around the western door,

Row on row

Of saints stone-carven.

Do you know

The ache of beauty unexpressed,

You who are so quiet lest

A prayer escape you?

You know the calm when all is said.

You have no doubts; your

Pain has died

—

But your Madonna's

Eyes are wide

With tears that never will be shed.
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India Witchery

Frederica Watriss, '27

CHOWRIE bazaar was deserted as we drove through.

In the evening light Jaipur, the pink city, gleamed like

some mart of a Dunsany-land. The long rays slanted

on pink stucco facades; they propped on thin fingers the

clusters of bell-shaped domes that fretted the palace-front.

Doves showered like flower-petals on the deserted grain-

stalls; the sacred cows nuzzled delicately; the hot pavement

dulled the clip-clop of the horses' hoofs.

The guide sat straight and slim in his white coat, and his

orange and green turban blurred a comet-trail along the pink

walls. He discoursed politely of his two dutiful daughters,

married at twelve and fourteen years. Beneath the sand-

stone arch at the bazaar's end sat the flower-women; thick

ropes of white jasmine hung upon their necks and made
dizzying heaps in their sombre laps. A priest of the sun lay

prone and naked ins the dust, and holding his beads on high,

counted them in the face of the mellowing sun. We stopped

and bartered for the ropes of jasmine. My companion, a

French actress, very dark, in a white dress and close hat of

canary yellow, had a strong affinity with the dazzling white

blossoms. The guide suggested we turn back and seek the

perfume-vendor, who would sell us the jasmine oil. We turned

and traversed again the luminous pink bazaar.

It ended suddenly in a wide open square. In the centre on

a low platform of white marble the Maharajah's band trum-

peted the evening music. Upon the marble balustrade the

dandies perched like stiff white cockatoos, their crests of

turbans flaming upon the sunset sky. Two of the Maharajah's

elephants took their evening promenade round and round the

square. They swayed like sedately sailing ships; their tusks

were banded with polished brass; their faces adorned in

glowing mosaics of green and red and blue. Two natives,

straight and martial, straddled each neck and their stiff

brown heels hung behind the great ears ready to probe in

that most ticklish of spots. Round and round they slowly
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paced, and the trumpets blared in martial strains.

Buff bullocks, chewing pensively, drew the hooded carts

stepping only so quickly as to appease the urchin that strad-

dled the pole and twisted their tails. A mighty clatter, and

there streaked through the square a raw-boned scaffold of a
cart swaying behind two racing camels that cut the horizon

to ribbons in the scissors of their long legs. In an instant

the rattling cortege had passed, leaving a wake of turning

turbans and the faint whiff of hot camels. We drew up at the

edge of the square, and the guide sprang down to seek the

perfume vendor. The vendor came; a sleek young man with

a great box upon his shoulder. He stepped into the carriage,

opened his chest upon the seat facing us, and displayed his

ranks of bottles garnished with tufts of white cotton. A
dozen idlers massed their gay turbans about the carriage and

watched in silence as the perfume-man moistened the tufts

and streaked them before our noses. The sunset deepened,

the fretted pink facades gave way to the wide square, the

white marble, and the slowly ambling traffic.

A big dandy stepped to the fore. His teeth gleamed white

in his careless flash of smile, his hand sat firmly on his lean

white hip, and he wound his great turban with a sure touch

of sophistication. He stepped to the carriage and brandished

a great bunch of fragrant mint, haranguing us gaily, well

knowing we did not understand. His words were at our

expense, judging from the delighted glances of the assembled
natives. He flashed his gleaming smile and addressed himself

to the bent head of the perfume-vendor. The latter paid no
heed. Words came keenly, turbans undulated about the

carriage and tufts of cotton whisked before our noses leaving

their trail of heavy oil. At each sentence the onlookers waxed
more delighted; the vendor grew more discomfited, the

cotton-tufts streaked more rapidly. Now it was on the stanza

of a song—the turbaned heads put tongue in cheek. The
guide's face wore a frown; he said nothing, but sat straight

and stiff.

With careless laughter, but undue haste withal we pur-
chased our phial of oil; the vendor slung up his chest and
stepped from the carriage. With a broad gesture our gallant
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flung us his mint bouquet; with a last and most succinct

sally he seized the vendor by the seat of his baggy pants and

boosted him into the crowd. We swung off quickly, through

the sandstone arch past the flower women and the still pros-

trate worshipper, out into the quivering dust of twilight, the

turban riding rigid against the dark. I suspect there was a

sly smile on the politely chatting lips, for the remembrance of

those unintelligible words. He looked into the road where

women scooped up handfuls of cow-dung to knead into fuel

for their cooking; but white women are slow at symbols.

Jaipur—the unexpected pink city—witchery fades in the

sun's full rays; but stars are in the heavens though we see

them not; in the high light of noon they still cast the net of

mystery.

The blaring of the band, vigorous with morning, flooded

the serried bazaar. * It came abreast of us, stalwart now and

reassuring. Women followed—women with the exquisite

contours of swallows poised for a moment on solid earth;

furled in the sweep of a long veil; head rounded to fit the cup

of two hands; balance with the rhythm of sea waves. On
their high heads they bore baskets heaped with fruit and

sweetmeats and neatly piled brocades that glinted like opals

veined with gold. In such wise parents send gifts to their

daughter when she bears her first man-child. Their white

teeth flashed ; they marched to the tintinnabulation of the silver

"chooris" on their ankles. In the bazaar one comes to know
the music of an anklet. Tinkling bells herald the dancer;

the old woman chinks her brass as if it were coin or cooking-

ware to punctuate her shrilling oaths. Smells that tickle: of

camels, of curry, of dust, of grain chaff; vivid light;

strident cries: morning in the Chowrie Bazaar.

High noon fell with the hush of a hot sickroom, and stilled

all that clamorous activity. We stepped up into the gloom

of a small shop. Red brocades and orange head cloths brought

beads of perspiration—what merchant would allow a customer

to sit when he might buy? But what would Mem-Sahib desire?
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Had he a book—a very old book? He had a brass tray adorned

with the Maharajah of birds—the peacock. He had a Prince's

coat with wasp-waist and pure gold thread—Had he an old

book? He had a rug—would Mem-Sahib look? But Mem-
Sahib showed signs of stepping back into the blazing street.

And now, in the inscrutable ways of the East, a youth

stood in the door. Did Mem-Sahib want a book—a little

book, no pictures—but very old? Let him bring it for her to

see. But Memsahibs did not often ask for books; he dared

not leave, believing our mood would pass and we would

vanish into thin air. He turned and called out some words

that could scarcely pierce the silence of the wavering heat.

A voice took up the call; another—and another—we heard

it echo down the bazaar smothered beneath the blanket of

the air.

In a minute, if the Mem-Sahib would wait. To make
doubly sure he squatted in the very doorway. The merchant

grumbled and slunk into the back room. One did not notice

that time was passing. The youth talked of the book; it was

his father's, and a great treasure. But there had been no

foreigners this year; the heat would soon be come, and no

more people would come to Jaipur. They were very poor.

The book was on the way ; we should see. Time passed.

A little old man came within the scope of the doorway,

paused, and stepped inside. He spoke with his son, and sank

cross-legged on the floor. His face was frail and ineffably

sweet, with a faintness of flower ashes; his white hair had

retreated to a tiny halo at the crown of his ivory skull. His

thinness was that of the beaten ponies in the bazaar. He
spoke gently and with a slow restraint. He had come upon

bad days and he was growing very old. Once in his manhood
he had made the pilgrimage to Mecca—long years ago. He
had seen the city of the Blessed Mohammed, and before

embarking again he had desired above all else to secure a

book of the Koran. He had found one, asking from door to

door through the city of Mecca. He had kept it till the last.

He produced a little envelope of blue cloth tied round with a

string; he untied it and slipped out a small volume. It was a

Koran, a manuscript in bold characters, bordered in gold, the
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text intercepted with bands of illuminated pattern. It was

ivory-soft, and shed a faint odor of the intimate association

of reverence. We made an agreement, and watched the little

old man and his son gather up the rupees and leave the shop.

Very old, no pictures, text I could not read—yet in its

pages of ivory parchment I saw an old tramp steamer with a

Tuan Jim for mate; a strong and bearded man stopping from

door to door in the streets of Mecca; an arcade round a

great court where Moslems squatted crackling the holy

pages, intoning verse after verse with fixed gaze and swaying

trunk, like the cobra at the notes of the Faquir's pipes

.

Late afternoon had revived the bazaar as we stepped once

more into the currents of life. Mystery lay close to the sur-

face in that amazing pink city.
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The Amateur Masher
{A play without a moral)

Anne Shiras, '24

Cast of Characters:

Barney, last name non-essential.

Jim, ditto.

Miss C. U. T.

A station platform, deserted save for the presence of a baggage

truck, two suitcases and a young man. About the baggage truck

there is Utile to say, for it is in no way unusual, as baggage

trucks go, and quite unnecessary for our present purposes, except

as a conventional part of station equipment. As regards the

suitcases, one is brown, over-full, and being sat on by the young

man at the moment the curtain rises; the other, standing in a

deserted position at the extreme right, is neat and black, with the

letters C. U. T. legibly printed on the endfacing outward.

The young man, whom we mentioned as seated on the suit-

case, has his head on his hand, and is either snoozing or thinking

deeply {whichever you prefer). Without being too markedly

collegiate looking, there are about him, nevertheless, certain indi-

cations that should lead almost any audience to the conclusion

that he is a student, and not only that, but a student about to

return to college. His suitcase has that unmistakable hastily-

packed-after-a-week-end look; a book ties beside him, open at

the place where it should be being read; and most telling fact of

all, his attitude is one of that sleepy despondency which marks

one at once as returning to some seat of learning after a fairly

satisfactory week-end.

For several seconds after the curtain rises, the scene is monot-

onous and peaceful. Then a second young man breaks the quiet

oi the occasion by bursting in with a great to-do, and throwing his

suitcase down on the platform with a resounding bang. He is

talland blond, with a faultlesslygroomed air about him. Pausing

beside his fellow-student he addresses him with an aggrieved air.

Jim: So there you are, Barney. I thought you were going to

meet me at the magazine stand.
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Barney {lazily): Oh, hello, Jim. Yes, I was, but I hung

around there so long the man tried to make me buy a

newspaper, and I had to vacate. You're late. I thought

you'd missed your train.

Jim: Humph! Getting yourself all excited about it, weren't

you?

Barney: Well, I'm resting, now. I got completely worn out

looking for you. I made myself conspicuous by rushing

around asking everybody if they'd seen a peculiar looking

fellow with a grey hat, hanging around, and

—

Jim: Aren't you the funny boy, with your little jokes? If

you'll stop talking long enough, I'll tell you something

that it may interest you to know.

Barney: Is it possible? Well, I'm ready. Have a try.

Jim: That train you're sitting here waiting for, in your calm

and simple way, has been detained by a freight up the

track somewhere, and won't be along for at least half an

hour—maybe more.

Barney {looking up suspiciously) : Look here, Jim, did you

get this information from any good authority, or are you

just making it up as you go along? . . . Oh, all right!

No call for the injured expression. I was just asking for

information. Tell you what I consider this: a personal

affront aimed deliberately at me by this railroad. Do you
realize that this is the third time they've seen fit to side-

track their old train somewhere up the line and leave me
sitting here on this platform, looking futilely up the track?

How many cuts do they think a guy gets out of college,

anyhow? I know I've got my wheedling ways, but even

I can't expect to get results with this late-train line

much longer.

Jim: That's right. Go on and weep all over yourself about a

couple of cuts more or less. Don't trouble to consider

what this is going to do to my college career!

Barney: Promising old career blasted to bits, is it?

Jim: Gosh, I swear, Barney, if I don't have the darndest

luck! This puts me on "pro" again.

Barney: Oh! Hard lines! Didn't know you'd ever got

off it.
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Jim: Well, is that so? I thank you for those kindly words of

sympathy.

Barney: No, honestly, that is hard luck, Jim, old man.

Maybe you can get away with it though. I will—ahem

—

even intercede with the President, if necessary. Oh!

You're welcome, you're welcome. Don't mention it. But
cheer up, old man. They've probably lived through worse

cases than yours at college. Which being the case, let

us while away the interval in our best style. If you have a

pack of cards, I'll tempt Providence by a game of 21 with

you.

With this, Jim opens his suitcase and commences a process

of rummaging, with decidedly damaging results to the interior.

Barney stands by and lends a helping hand. When the two have

done their worst, without being able to produce the desired cards,

they smash everything back as well as they can, and both fling

themselves on the unfortunate suitcase, which finally collapses

enough to be locked.

Barney {cheerfully) : Well, that's that. Maybe if I sit down
and compose myself, another idea'll come along.

Jim: Nope, it's my turn now. {Looking about him) It seems

we have a fellow-castaway hidden about here, somewhere,

Barney. Had you noticed?

Barney: You mean that suitcase over there? Yes, I had.

Looks sort of deserted, doesn't it? Whoa-a, Jim, I can

see by the light in your eye you've hopes of a lovely young
girl lurking about somewhere. Sorry to disappoint you,

old man, but it's out of the question. C. U. T.—let me
see now. Clara Underhill-ah-Timkinson, an old lady going

on a visit to her nephew with a bagful of knitted socks,

and produce of the farm, wrapped up in brown paper.

JlM: Brown paper, nothing. Old ladies don't go around

carrying produce of the farm in bags like that. That's

a goodlooker, that isl C. U. T. . . . stands for—for

—

Cynthia Ursula Tiffany, attractive young debutante on

her way to visit wealthy friends. I'll bet you on it, Barney.

Barney: Cynthia Ursula! For heaven's sake, Jim, what have

you been reading, The Debutante's Delineator? All right,

bet on your young butterfly, if you want to. For my
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part, I'll stick to good old Clara Timkinson. If you'll

look inside, you'll find her at the Information Desk,

threatening to sue the president of the railroad about

the train being late.

Jim: All right, we'll see. {Hejumps up and goes to the station

window, peering with great deliberation. Barney, getting

impatient, calls out) Well, give us the news. What do

you see, Sister Anne?

Jim: What do I see? Oh boy! What don't I see? I guess

you'll admit that little bet is mine when you've had a

look at Cynthia Ursula. She's over at the news-stand,

buying a magazine, and if she isn't the most

—

Barney {/oining him at the window): Wait a minute; you've

got to show me. Where is this . . . Oh man! I have

seen worse. I certainly have seen worse. Wouldn't mind
having a couple of letters of introduction lying around

loose now, would you?

Jim: Poohl Who cares for a little thing like an introduction?

Wonders have been accomplished without them.

Barney {seizing his arm in alarm): See here, Jim, what do

you 'mean? You can't go picking up strange women all

over the station platform, you know. I feel sort of re-

sponsible for you, being your roommate, and childhood

pal, and all that. Come away from the window and be

reasonable, there's a dear lad!

Jim: Oh, calm down, Barney, for heaven's sake. You don't

suppose I'm going to go galloping up and chuck her under

the chin, do you? No, this thing has got to be done art-

fully, and artfully, I don't mind telling you, is just how
I'm going to do it. Considerable tact is going to be called

into play here, if you'll only wait half a moment.
Barney: Look here, Jim. I may not know much about

girls, but I can see with half an eye that friend Cynthia,

in there, isn't the kind of girl to let herself be picked up
without a struggle. She'll probably howl for the police

and get us both locked up in no time. You're on "pro"

already. For heaven's sake rest content with that, and

let's stay out of jail while we can.

Jim: Oh, dry up, Barney, and give me a chance. Just be-
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cause you never knew a girl in your life is no reason to

get all up in the air the moment you're going to meet one.

Now kindly listen to your uncle Jim for half a second.

Just suppose you were a refined and lovely girl, sitting all

alone on your suitcase on a station platform, and a per-

fectly strange man came along and began making uncalled-

for remarks. What would you do?

Barney {hotly): I'd get up and knock him over.

Jim: No you wouldn't; but that's the right spirit, anyway.

We'll allow, for the sake of the argument, that you'd

want to knock him over, at least. Well, to go on, this

young fellow keeps getting fresher and fresher, until you
feel you're about due for some hysterics, and are beginning

to look around for the police, when . . . {impressive

pause) . . . when, I say, another young man appears

on the scene, one of those gentle, courteous, manly chaps,

you know the type, who comes up and tells the nuisance

where to get off without so much as batting an eye-lash,

and sends the villain staggering off, muttering "foiled"

through his clenched teeth. You get the hang of the plot,

do you? Well, under such circumstances, still supposing

yourself to be this helpless and molested young girl, would

you or would you not feel like throwing yourself on

the young hero's neck, and presenting him with a Carnegie

medal?

Barney: I certainly wouldn't. I'd turn my back on them

both, and begin reading my Ladies' Home Journal. What's

the point of this little problem play, any

—

{he suddenly

stops talking, and stares at Jim with dawning horror and
suspicion)—Look here, Jim, what are you up to? You're

keeping something from me.

Jim: No, I'm not. I'm telling you as fast as I can. The fact

is, we're about to act out what you call my "little problem

play," right here and now, with you taking one of the

leading roles as villain, and I, if I may venture to say so,

playing the part of the unassuming young hero!

Barney, with a howl of disgust, turns and makes for his

suitcase. Jim follows persuasively.

JlM: Oh, come on, Barney, don't crab the whole thing by
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being a prune. You just said you wanted something to

do, didn't you?

Barney: Yes, but I didn't count on having to go staggering

about the place muttering "foiled" through my clenched

teeth.

Jim {soothingly): Well, maybe that was laying it on a bit thick.

We'll cut that part out. All you have to do is to go up

and address a few remarks to her and then fade gently

into the background when I come along. Why, any poor

simp could do that. Come on, Barney, you killjoy, you!

She'll be coming out in a minute now. For heaven's

sake, pep up and be a sport. Didn't I rescue you out of

the clutches of Prof. Wheeler's daughter, the night we
went up there to call? Have I ever refused you any little

favors? Haven't I always been a good roommate to you?

Well, haven't I? Oh, Lord, I never saw anyone so sick-

eningly afraid of women!
Barney {feebly) : No, it isn't that. But I—I wouldn't know

what to say. •*

Jim: OH, say anything. It doesn't matter, it's only a lark,

anyway. What are you objecting to so strenuously?

Barney: I'm not objecting, only I—I wouldn't know what

to do!

Jim: Oh, pshaw! {He gives a swift look in at the window, and
comes back in great excitement) She's getting her change

at the ticket window. She'll be out in a moment. {Grab-

bing Barney's hat, he gives it a few deft touches, and replaces

it, very much over one eye.) There, now you look the part.

Now, listen. We don't know each other, understand?

You've never seen me before. You're some young masher

just hanging around, waiting for a chance to get busy.

Here, get your suitcase off by itself. Now, then, drape

yourself up against that post—look tough—and remem-
ber, don't overdo it, but get her so sore she can't just

ignore you.

Fired, in spite of himself, by Jim's enthusiasm, Barney

crosses his legs and assumes a blase attitude against the post.

Jim flies back and seats himself on his suitcase. There is a

slight pause, and then a door at the back opens, and a girl enters,
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carrying a small dressing case, a box of candy and a magazine.

She Is dressed, just as Is every other girl In the country, in a short

fur coat and little black "cloche" hat. In spite of this conven-

tional costume, there Is something distinctly Individual about

her, If you know what I mean. She Is pretty and alert-lookcngr

with attractive dark eyes, and the sudden little grin that lights*

up her face, as she catches sight of the waiting Barney s artful

attitude, Is at once humorous and contagious. She puts down

her dressing case, and seats herself on the suitcase marked C. XJ.

T., with an Impatient glance at her watch.

Barney, at a surreptitious gesture from Jim, turns and

saunters warily In her direction, red In the face, but resolute.

He pauses beside herfor one awful second, appalled by the sudden

knowledge that she Is watching him out of the corner of her eye.

Then, with an evident effort at facellousness, he speaks shakily.

Barney: Nice day, girlie. C-U-T, Cute, eh? I'll tell the

world that's right.

She pays not the slightest attention to him, but continues to

stare thoughtfully up the track. Staggered, he looks at Jim, who

makesfrantic signs of encouragement. He saunters closer.

Barney: Well, look at the nice big box of candy we have
Going to give me a piece? Aw, come on, be nice

—

His voice trails off Into nothingness as the girl suddenly lifts

her head, gives him a cool, level look, and then, without the slightest

change of expression, resumes her contemplation of the tracks.

Jim appears to be a bit nonplussed by this himself, but motions

Barney to try silling down beside her on her suitcase. Barney
shakes his head vehemently at this, but a second look at the girl's

back turned indifferently toward him, evidently piques him, for

he makes a resolute step forward. Unfortunately, he has reck-

oned without the little dressing case, which Is standing directly

in his way. He stumbles, tries desperately to right himself,

and crashes headlong, almost knocking the girl off her suitcase

in his frantic gesticulations. He sits up at once, Looking a little

dazed, but quickly recovers himself sufficiently to get up and
pick up the box of candy that he has knocked over. He is woefully

embarrassed, and, therefore, quite inarticulate.

Barney: I beg your pardon—I—I hope I didn't hurt you
when I—,—I can't tell you how sorry I am—I—I wouldn't
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have—I mean I—oh! Lord, I deserve to be shot!

She {quickly)'. Why, no you don't. You couldn't help falling

over my suitcase if it was right in the way, could you?
I didn't know— {struggling for composure)—I didn't

know you were going to go climbing all over it, or I'd

have put it on the other side. {Here the mirth which she

has been trying to suppress becomes too much jor her, and
she throws back her head and begins to laugh. Barney grins,

too, albeit a little ruefully?)

Barney: I'm afraid you must have thought I was, well,

acting as though I thought you

—

She: Oh, dear no. Nothing as complicated as all that. {She

suddenly looks straight up at him, and smiles. There is not

a trace oj coquetry in her manner, but her friendliness is so

disarming, that Barney promptly smiles back, and forgets

to stutter for a whole speech?)

Barney: Just the same, I was behaving like a perfect rotter,

and you must have thought so. I don't know quite what I

said, but {disgustedly) I must have sounded like one of

—

well, 'one of those professional mashers that hang around

making a business of picking people up.

She: No, you didn't sound like that, not for a minute, if

you must know the truth. Professional mashers, as you
call them, don't blush six different shades of red when
they call a girl "cutie".

Barney: Six different shades of—good gracious, did I? I felt

sort of—sort of as if I might be.

She: And you didn't look as though you were enjoying your-

self much, either. I wanted to laugh dreadfully, only I was

afraid it might hurt your feelings.

Barney: You mean when I went crashing down all over the

station platform?

She: Oh, no, not then; before that, when you asked me for a

piece of candy. It was all I could do not to open the box

and give you one. But I thought that would be

loo cruel.

I wonder what you would have done.

Barney: Fainted, probably. Gosh, I certainly would have

felt cheap. I do, anyway.
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She: Yes, as a professional masher, you certainly have a

long way to go.

Barney {a Little put out for some unfathomable reason) : You
talk as though you'd had a lot of experience with them.

She {calmly) : Oh, I have. I commute a good deal, and there

are always people hanging around these Locals, trying to

pick up an acquaintance. It is rather annoying, but you
get used to it after a while.

Barney: They ought to be kicked!

She: Well, you're a nice one to talk! {They both laugh, but

Barney blushes again, to his great disgust.)

She: Tell me—do you mind my asking?—what made you
do it?

Barney: Do what?

She: Oh, you know—experiment with me that way?

Barney: Good Lord, I wasn't doing that! Really—I—

I

wasn't experimenting—I

—

She: Well, what were you doing, then? Trying to make me
mad?

Barney: No! No, of course not. I just—well—wanted—

I

mean, sort of was—was

—

She: I know. You thought I looked like the kind of girl

that—

Barney {exploding): NO! Good Lord, No! You mustn't

think that! I don't know what possessed me to do such a

thing. I must have gone clean crazy, and I feel like kicking

myself around the block! But you mustn't—you don't

—

do you really think I thought

—

She: No. Never mind. Let's shake and forget it. {She

holds out her hand, and he takes it with such enthusiasm, he

nearly shakes it off. Gathering courage, he makes so bold as

to sit down beside her on her suitcase. She moves a little

to make room for him. Feeling very much at home, he begins

glibly.)

Barney: I can't tell you what a peach I think you are to

—

She {interrupting) : Who's that boy sitting on his suitcase

over there? Did you ever see anybody so grouchy-looking?
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He's been shooting us the blackest looks I ever saw. Do
you know him?

Barney {raising his voice with great emphasis) : Who, him?

No, we don't know each other. I've never seen him before.

He's some young masher just hanging around for a chance

to get busy, I expect.

The unfortunate Jim seems about to rise and do murder in

his righteous wrath, but he is savedfrom this crime by the oppor-

tune entrance oj the belated train. The girljumps up.

Barney {eagerly)-. May I—May I

—

She: Yes indeed. I wish you would. This bag is frightfully

heavy. If you'll bring it along, I'll run ahead and save us

a seat.

She disappears. Barney, with a suitcase in each hand,

pauses on the train steps, andfavors Jim with a most warm and

genial grin. Jim, however, rudely fails to respond to this mark

of friendship. He grabs up his bag, and rushes savagely for

the smoker. ^

Note: The play, on the whole, is rather unsatisfactory, be-

cause it leaves us in suspense as to what may happen when

Jim gets his roommate alone at college. But judging

from the last glimpse we catch of Barney, through the

car window, carefully putting the bag marked C. U. T. on

the rack, and settling down by the owner thereof, he

doesn't seem to be worrying any.
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MARRIAGE HYMN BY CATULLUS

Translated by Agnes Newhall, '27

O haunter of Mount Helicon,

son of great Urania,

By whom a maid unto her lord

Is wed, Hymenaean Hymen,
Hymen Hymenaeus.

Adorn thy brow with fragrant flowers

Of marjoram, with joy take now
Thy splendid veil, and hither come

—

Come, bearing on thy foot like snow
Thy fair and golden sandal.

Arise upon this joyous day,

And swelling loud the marriage lays

With thine own ringing voice, now beat

The earth with dancing feet, and raise

Within thy hand the pine torch.

For under gracious auspices,

To Manlius comes good Vinia,

As fair as she whom Paris saw,

The Queen of loved Idalia,

Who sought the Phrygian herdsman.

Comes Vinia now radiant

As flowers of Asian myrtle bright,

Which Hamadryad nymphs divine

Nourish to be their playthings light

And bathe in glistening dewdrops.

Arise and hasten thine approach.

Leave quickly thine Aonian caves

Within the cliffs of Thespia,

Which, from above, the water laves

Of cooling Aganippe.
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And unto her young husband's home
Come summon now the eager bride,

And bind her heart with chains of love,

Just as the ivy, roaming wide,

Now clings upon the branches.

What god is sought more eagerly

By anxious lovers, saving thee?

What god is more invoked by men
Than thee, O Hymenaean Hymen,

O Hymen Hymenaeus?

Draw back the bolts upon the doors.

The bride is here. Dost thou not see

The torches shake their splendid hair . . .

The modest bride has tarried long . . .

And in her diffidence she weeps

To see the hour approaching.

Cease from thy weeping, since indeed,

Aurunculeia, is no fear

That one more beautiful than thee

Shall ever see day, bright and clear,

Arising from the ocean.

Thou art as lovely as the flower

Of a sweet hyacinth which sways

In a rich master's garden plot.

But thou delay'st. The day will pass.

Come forth, young bride, we pray thee.

Come forth, O youthful bride, if now
It pleases thee, and listening, hear

Our words. Mark how the fire brands gleam,

Their golden tresses tossing free.

Come forth, young bride, we pray thee.
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The torches raise aloft, youths.

I see the shining marriage veil.

Arise, and sing in rhythm loud,

"Hail, Hymenaean Hymen, hail,

Io Hymen Hymenaeus."

Behold how powerful and how blest

Is thy young husband's spacious hall,

Receive the homage of his house,

Hail, Hymenaean Hymen, hail,

Io Hymen Hymenaeus.

Now lift across her golden feet,

That the good omens may not fail,

And enter through the polished door,

Hail, Hymenaean Hymen, hail,

Io Hymen Hymenaeus.

Release the maiden's rounded arm,

youth, arrayed in purple pall.

The women spread the bridegroom's couch,

Hail, Hymenaean Hymen, hail,

Io Hymen Hymenaeus.

Young bridegroom, thou may'st enter now:

For thy fair wife is on her bed.

Her face is bright with beauty's bloom,

Like a soft blossom, blushing red,

Or like the rose-flushed poppy.

And be my surety the gods

Of heaven, Manlius, if thou hast

Less grace than she, for Venus thee

Has favored. But the day has passed.

Delay no more, but hasten.

maidens, close the inner doors;

Our sport is over, but, good wife

And husband, may'st thou e'er enjoy

The gifts which crown a noble life,

Fresh youth and health abounding.
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Three Hundred Dollars

Madeleine Blumenstock, '25

(( A NNA." That bullnecked peasant, that big,

f~~\ empty-eyed, bearded infant, the one who called

himself Thaddeus Strom, leaned against the deck

rail and spoke to the ocean. "Anna." He hissed his words

through a throat tightened with joy. "Anna, I'm coming

back. I'm rich. I have three hundred dollars."

He stretched his six feet of bigness and roared a soft

laugh deep down in his bosom. Three hundred dollars, he

thought to himself, for three hundred dollars he could buy a

cow, maybe two cows—and he smiled. People, thinking he

smiled at them, smiled back; but Thaddeus did not see them.

"Magdalena must be old by now," he said to himself.

"I shall turn her to pasture and get me a young horse." And
Thaddeus paced the deck.

A little boy, a pretty, lighthaired fellow of eight or nine

years raa down the deck ahead of him yelling, "Choo-choo",

and puffing in imitation of a locomotive. Thaddeus stared at

the child. His Johann must be like that, he thought—sturdy,

yellow-haired. Maybe this child's name was Johann too.

Thaddeus called to him, "Boy! Boy!"
The boy paid no attention to him but the boy's father

approached him.

"Fine lad, my son," he said.

"My Johann must be that big." Thaddeus was confi-

dential. "I haven't seen my Johann since he was born."

"My son is big." The father smirked. Then, "You have

been long from home?"
"It's ten years since I've seen my Anna and my four girls

and Johann. Now I go back."

The father chuckled sympathetically. "Ten years is a

long time.

"

"Ten years is a long time," repeated Thaddeus, "but now
I go back and see, see what I bring with me." His voice was

an excited whisper. He drew a bag from his shirt and held

it before the man's eyes.
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"Money," he said. "Three hundred dollars. We shall

never want again."

The father drew back a step, suspicious, looked at the

bulk of the man before him, then at his empty eyes and came

close to him again.

"What will you do with it?"

"I shall buy a cow, maybe two cows. To my barley field

I shall add a kilo or so. My Sophia and little Anna will have

the finest dowries in the country-side." He paused. "Liza

and Julia, my eldest, must be married by now. Such great

girls would not be lacking in suitors. And ten years is a long

time."

"Yes, ten years is a long time." The father nodded and

walked away.

Thaddeus threw back his head and looked up at the sky.

He was very happy. Ten years was a long time but he was

going—Thaddeus started. He turned hastily to where the

man had been. Could his Anna have forgotten her husband

in ten years? he wanted to ask; but the man had disappeared.

Thaddeus shrugged his shoulders, stared at the ocean, and

spoke to himself. He would lodge a night at her farm like a

traveler and if she did not recognize him, in the morning he

would tell her that he was Thaddeus, her husband, that he

had come back. He would pour the three hundred dollars

at her feet. She would weep for happiness Ah, the surprise

of it Thaddeus laughed out loud, a slow, heavy laugh and

hugged his big body
* * *

A week later Thaddeus trudged the road from Spraith to

Glunn, fifty long kilometers. He stopped midway to help in

harvesting a wheat field and so pay for a night's board. When
he left in the morning he asked how far it was to the farm of

Thaddeus Strom.

Thaddeus Strom? Thaddeus Strom. Ah, Thaddeus

Strom. There was no Thaddeus Strom. He had disappeared

ten years ago, or thereabouts. His widow lived twenty-five

kilos on.

Thaddeus wanted to scream out that they were all wrong,

that Thaddeus wasn't dead, that here he was, with three
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hundred dollars; but he said, "Twenty-five kilos?" and left.

At nightfall he came to his own farm, wretched little

place with its dirty, unshingled house, with its field that reeked

of barley rotting to the ground—the same farm he had left

ten years before.

There, there was the shack where they used to keep Mag-
dalena. He leaped to it in six long strides and squinted through

the open door. Yes, and there she was, his Magdalena.

He slipped up to the stall. "Magdalena," he whispered,

"Magdalena."

The horse remained passive. Thaddeus turned. His own
horse did not know him. Ah, but ten years was a long time.

How surprised they would all be when they found out! His

joy rose again. He clasped his hands across his lips to keep

his joy from bursting out. It crept into his eyes.

He walked to the house door, knocked and entered. A
woman came up to him. In the half-light, he could see that

it was his Anna.

"What do you want?" she asked.

"Food and a place to sleep," said Thaddeus.

"Food," Anna laughed harshly. "He asks for food."

"Food," a cracked voice shrieked from the other end of

the room. "Johann, do you hear him? Sophia, the man
wants food."

Ah, Thaddeus thought, that was Anna's mother. He
distinguished the old woman. He distinguished the two

children, all staring at him.

"We are poor," Anna spoke quickly. "We have this
—

"

she went to a table, picked up a broken black bread and held

it before him. "We have this between us and starvation;

and you ask us to give you food?"

"But I will pay. See, I have three hundred dollars."

Thaddeus drew the bag from his shirt and jingled it. He
closed his lips tightly to keep from saying, "See, see, I am
your Thaddeus."

Anna's jaw dropped. "Come in," she said.

Thaddeus, the women and the two children ate of that

one black bread. Where were the others, Thaddeus wondered.
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"Your barley rots in the field." He addressed Anna.

"I cannot reap alone."

"You have no one to help?"

"My Liza's married, my Julia dead. I have no one to

help."

Thaddeus dropped his head. Should he speak now and

make his Anna happy? No, he would wait. It would be all

the more of a surprise on the morrow.

He turned to Johann, poor, pale Johann with his hungry

eyes. "Come here, boy," he said and showed him a silver

piece. He wanted to hear his son, his own little son, speak.

Johann gaped at the money, then at Thaddeus. His thin

body trembled. "Grandma, it's the devil come to buy my
soul," he wailed and started to cry.

"Take it, you ox," the old woman hissed and pushed him
to Thaddeus. "Johann has queer notions sometimes," she

said in apology.

That night Thaddeus slept on hay piled on the floor of

the room in which the family had eaten.

"It will be all the more of a surprise tomorrow," he was
saying to himself as he lay down. He fell asleep, happy.

The women and children were in an adjoining room. That
room had been Magdalena's stable until Thaddeus had built

the shack. Anna and her mother were awake tossing on their

hay beds.

"He said that he had three hundred dollars." The mother

raised herself on an elbow.

"For three hundred dollars we could buy a cow, maybe
two cows. We could buy a young horse and more land, " said

Anna.

"Horse, cows, land," the old woman sneered. "For
three hundred dollars we could buy something to eat."

The two women looked at each other in the dark.

"Something to eat," said Anna. She rose from the hay

heap and picked up the axe that she used for chopping wood.

"Something to eat," she said and went to where Thaddeus

lay.
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The New Voice of the Orient

Elizabeth Gibson, '27

THERE is perhaps no need of the human race so com-

pelling as the need to create, and no proof of the vast

chasm of racial difference so impressive as the distinct

channels of the first creation of each race. In the process of

the ages, something of a mingling, something of an artificial

fusion of conceptions comes about, but those first groping

hands of art shaped the world as it came to them through their

own naked eyes, unassisted by any glass of tradition or foreign

device. From the time when that first fabulous Chinaman,

a grey shadow in the rolling mists of the world's morning,

brooding within the hills' immensity, stretched out his hand

to scratch upon a smooth, bleached bone; from the hour

when some naked white youth raced with the foam of blue

and gold Hellas, and stretched upon the dear warmth of the

sands to ease his swollen young heart with inarticulate trac-

ings on the shore; from that first moment, this speech of

man's heart which we call art, has run two courses as far

removed as—Lao-tze and Apollo, two courses as unlike as

you and I.

The art of the Orient was ancient when Greece first rang

with the song of "violet-weaving, pure, softly-smiling

Sappho, " and had run itself weak four centuries before Giotto

occurred to God, but for any influence which it exercised over

our men of Athens or of Florence it might never have existed.

Western art is man, man, man. Landscape exists chiefly as

"one of the accessories to human life" as a "background for

human events." The art with which we are most familiar is

the art of portraiture, in which we turn all our faculties

inward to concentrate upon the subject. Our work is massive,

elaborate, detailed, a pictorial art of studious imitation.

But Oriental art is a thing of frailty and fugitiveness.

Reality must pass through the mind and heart of the artist,

who reduces it to its essence, and, in a few slight strokes

miraculously gives the feeling of the place or person. If a

Chinese artist were painting a willow tree, he would never in
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the world sit down and arduously copy the tree, leaf by leaf;

he would rather meditate on it for a day, perhaps, until he had
mastered the feeling of the tree, and then, with the utmost

restraint of line, he would give us a branch or two which

perfectly expressed the fine rainlike rhythm of a willow in the

wind. These Orientals have a great sense of spiritual significance.

"Oh that with this blossoming plum-branch I could offer

The song with which this morning it was quivering!"

cries an ancient Chinese poet-artist.

Eastern art is significant, it is also a slight affair, and

infinitely suggestive. Our great paintings sometimes occupy

half a great wall, while a Chinese masterpiece, often, will

cover a piece of sheer silk the size of a pocket handkerchief.

Our classics of literature are for the most part monumental
works in bulky calf-skin, while the treasures of Eastern letters

are usually poems of from two to ten lines. But to the Chinese

artist the "highest aim of art was to suggest infinity" in

littlenesses.

An exquisitely subtle perfume of association clings about

the great work of the Orientals, and behind the poignant

simplicity of words, behind the enormous restraint of line, we
divine the presence of vast reservoirs of spiritual and emo-

tional capacity. Through all the ages, landscape has been

the fundamental theme of Eastern art, for in landscape it

realized the broadest field for philosophical suggestion.

Human figures are almost always introduced, but only in their

relation to nature. We see man as a part of the great law

which governs the elements. We are carried up and beyond

the limitations of our mortality. Every Chinese man of cul-

ture was poet, painter and philosopher in one, and when he

wrote a poem he put into it the essence of his painting and of

his philosophy. Someone has said that half of every Chinese

masterpiece is left to the spectator, that in Western art you

see things happening to other people, in Eastern art you

feel things happening to yourself.

And now after all the ages through which the modes of

expression of these two great peoples of the earth have re-

mained indigenous, the principles of Oriental art which were
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sown three thousand years ago, are, I believe, beginning to

take root in our own modern poetry. Although some vaga-

bond artists have gone straying down the checkered path

of whimsical landscape, I think it is for the most part true

that our painting is Dutch in character. We are a prosperous

people with somewhat of an affection for ourselves, and if we
are to invest our money in the rather dubious proposition

of painting, it must be painting of ourselves, of our faces and

our surroundings. But if our materialism has found a voice

in painting, surely all the wistful beauty, all the shy charm of

our generation, has gone to the making of our tiny poems,

so crowded with unspoken thought and formless presences,

so pregnant with yearning tenderness for the little music of

nature. These do not partake of the nature of those majestic,

similed epics which are the boast of our Western civilization;

they share rather the delicacy of the silk-written songs of the

Orient. "Modern poetry," says Mr. Hooker, "deals, as it

were, with the feel of actual life, and so employs language not

so much to make us understand, or even imagine, as to make
us realize." This has always been the great guiding purpose

of the art of China.

At this deft magic of significant song, Edna St. Vincent

Millay has shown herself an adept. She can in four lines per-

fectly convey a whole mood, and suggest a thousand others.

Only look at this piece of her not much longer poem, "When
the Year Grows Old."

"Oh beautiful at nightfall

"The soft spitting snowl

"And beautiful the bare boughs

"Rubbing to and fro!

"But the roaring of the fire,

"And the warmth of fur

"And the boiling of the kettle

"Were beautiful to her."

This same hand, in a little older, more quiet moment, might

have written this lyric of the eighth century in China.
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"The moon is shining on the borderland

"Just as it will be shining on Lung t'ow,

"The sea is very quiet on the sand;

"I wonder what the folk are doing now.

"The wild geese settle with the same old cry,

"The moonlight sleeps upon the threshold stone,

"The millet in the field is shoulder high,

"And my young wife goes up the path alone."

In both of them there is the same unfaltering grasp of the

significant, the same delicacy and exquisite simplicity, only

in the latter there is a certain aloofness which our poetess

of the more hot-blooded West does not as yet suspect. But
who would ever have dreamed that such likenesses would

have come to pass between the art which rendered allegiance

to Komachi and the art which inspired Dante.

We, who have for so many centuries theorized intricately,

obscurely, exhaustively, on the destiny of man, can now
produce from our own poetry as pithy a piece of philosophy as

ever a Chinaman of antiquity wrote to a friend. Only look at

Mr. Bradford musing like a mandarin of the transiency of life.

"Sing a little, play a little,

"Laugh a little; for

"Life is so extremely brittle

"Who would think of more?

"Every long-laid project shatters

"Framed by things of clay.

"He who knows that nothing matters,

"Smiles, and slips away."

If we turn back the centuries to China again, we can find

hundreds of just such nuggets, like this:

"You've two score, three score years before you yet,

"And at the end of them your day is done.

"A thousand plans you have before you yet;

"Is it worthwhile to weary over one?
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"Now when the gods have made an idle day,

"Take it, and let the idle hours go by;

"And when the gods three cups before you lay,

"Lift them and drain them dry."

In the poetry of this day and generation there is cropping out

also that deep joy in the experience of nature, which pervades

all Oriental culture, and which made its first official appear-

ance in our language with Wordsworth. I think we cannot

do better than turn back to one of Edna St. Vincent Millay's

lilting, irresistible songs to seek this particular joy, for surely

it is there in abundance. She has called this one, "An After-

noon on a Hill."

"I will be the gladdest thing

"Under the sun.

"I will touch a hundred flowers

"And not pick one.

,
" I will look at cliffs and clouds

"With quiet eyes,

"Watch the wind bow down the grass,

"And the grass rise."

Whether we accept this pagan singer as representative

of the best work of today, or whether we seek elsewhere, we
will find these reticent lyrics containing only the significant,

redolent with suggestion, and exalted by a certain reverence

for that elusive law of beauty which governs all things. We
cannot weary of this music which is forever unfolding pos-

sibilities and we needs must feel the breadth of wing in these

poets of today. Oh they are not unlovable, these children

whose throats ache so with song, who have caged the young
passion of Apollo in the allusive subtleties of Lao-tze I
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Lucy

Jean Leonard, '27

IT
IS necessary to say something of Lucy, for, by her own

confession, she was not as others are. Her peculiar

creed of life marked her as one apart. She professed to

live for herself alone, without ties of affection, to work without

a goal, to exist without happiness. The seriousness of her

inscrutable brow and cruelly straight mouth lent credence to

her statement, and one was almost convinced until one escaped

from the spell of her presence, and thought about it. Work
without pleasure, life without living, existence without pur-

pose—Lucy's greatest mistake was in thinking that she could

make anyone believe it.

I awoke suddenly in the middle of an April night, suddenly

and without reason. I sat up and saw the moonlight pouring

through the window and felt the wind blowing my hair. The
room was so strange in the quietness of the night that I did

not for a moment see the figure sitting by the bed, an un-

accustomed position for Lucy. She was looking at the square

of light upon the floor, but soon she turned her face towards

me, a face so kind and yet so clearly Lucy's. The lines of her

head had a new, almost angelic beauty, vivid color brightened

her cheeks, and her eyes were like doors long shut and now
thrown open. She stretched out her hand, Lucy's own im-

patient hand, and touched the counterpane caressingly.

She rose and looked down upon me. Everything seemed

natural, and in the peace and goodness of her countenance, I

lay down and slept again.

When Lucy came to put my room to rights, I asked her

whether she had forgotten something and returned in the

night. She turned her cold, expressionless face upon me, and

without the flicker of an eyelash said, "You have been dream-

ing again, child."
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The King of Kings, the Lord of Hosts,

He knows not me;

And not for me did Jesus Christ

Sorrow and die.

No All-Forgi\ ing Father counts me His, who waver here,

Unstayed, alone,

Infinitesimal.

Manlike, my lips form prayers

When tides of awe sweep over me
As one who, lost in mid-Atlantic,

Swims, although he knows there is no shore

—

While gallant little pride still pipes

I do not pray.

These are_ but words. And Thou art not. I do not

pray.

Thou who art not;

This one great longing fills me, as a cup,

Brimming, and shivering at the brim.

may I never cease to jeel a welling fear

At sight of stars,

At the soft clearness of the line

Where furry, shadow-coloredfield

Meets silver sky

After a black-browed sunset,

Or the speed

And sourceless, endless shape and loveliness

Of clouds,

That, in the time a child may laugh

At his quaint shadow on the tawny grass,

Sweep a soft veil of gloom across,

So that a greater shadow falls

Like terror.
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Thou who art not:

This may I never cease to feel.

Thou who art not

—

Jealous, or Merciful, or Just

—

Thou knowst not me.

These are but words-^and Thou art not-

pray . . .

But this one longing fills my flimsy cup,

Brimming, and shivering at the brim.

-I do not

Katharine Conner, '24
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The Pitiful Wife. Storm Jameson. Alfred A. Knopf

New York, 1924.

The Pitiful Wife is a poet's novel. There is about it a

faerie atmosphere which, despite the author's somewhat
obvious pains to identify it as such in the first chapters,

spins itself through the whole book. A story of the remote

English moors, it centers about a half decayed manor-house,

full of menace and shadow, brooded over by the obese Trude,

as a hole is brooded over by a toad. Trude, who is imme-

diately reminiscent of FaUtaff, appears, for a brief half-page,
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the most tragic figure in a tragic book. For the rest he is a

fantastic horror, leering at, terrorizing his children, never

too grotesque to be powerful, sometimes too demonistic to

be probable.

Principally, it is the account of lovers too happy in their

love, of a heroine too much loved to escape a very bitter pain.

Yet the most delicate portion deals with children, the lovers

at twelve and fourteen, their son at six. The author, one

feels, has loved some child very dearly, and though she has

added many thoughts and words which she would have liked

to hear the child say, her children remain delightful, and very

young.

Though it is a novel which is more than most, sad, one

closes it with the question whether the tragedy lies in the

plot, or whether it is the sorrow which so often accompanies

something very exquisitely, very delicately beautiful.

Antic Hay. Aldous Huxley. London: Chattus &. Windus,

1923.

Those who know Mr. Huxley through Crome Yellow or

through his delightful short stories have come to think of

him as an unusually clever "enfant terrible," a little wicked,

a little bitter. Those gay satires were not to be taken too

seriously. It seems, at first glance, as if Anlic Hay, though

less whimsical and more indecent, were quite in the tradi-

tional manner. But Mr. Huxley is no longer a dilettante and

for the first time, his cynicism carries conviction.

Theodore Gumbril and his friends move in a set of London
society that is brilliant, shallow, amusing and abysmally

bored. With the restlessness of true decadents, they are

guilty of a hundred immoralities, yet find no pleasure in

them because they have no exciting sense of guilt. The
philosophic and outrageous Coleman expresses their case

exactly.

"Do you believe in God?"
"Not m-much, " said Rosie, smiling.

"I pity you. You must find existence dreadfully dull.
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As soon as you do, everything becomes a thousand times

life-size."

And dull they do find it—but they have too little capacity

for emotion and too strong a sense of the ridiculous to be

greatly concerned about their own weariness and despair.

There is much that is delectable in Antic Hay. For ex-

ample, it is impossible not to enjoy Theodore's beard
—

"fan-

shaped, blond,mounted ongauze, andguaranteed undetectable."

While wearing it, he ceases to be the Mild and Melancholy

one and becomes the Complete Man—Rabelaisian—jauntily

alert for amorous adventures. The book is witty and gen-

uinely entertaining. Moreover, there are passages which

forget themselves and are merely beautiful. But it leaves

one, at the end, with a feeling of faint disgust. Both Mr.

Huxley and his characters might be so much better employed.

The Cloud"That Lifted and The Power of the Dead.

Maurice Maeterlinck. New York: Century Co., 1923.

From the first to the last act of The Cloud That Lifted, the

reader is stimulated by the promise and fulfillment of tense

situations and events which move rapidly. The interplay of

character and circumstance satisfies the current demand for

psychological realism in spite of the "happy ending", which

is not without its tragic concomitance.

The interest of the plot lies more in the character revela-

tion of the two chief protagonists than in the action itself.

The father of Sonia has been killed by her lover, Axel, as a

result of the machinations of Tatiana, who also loves Axel.

The contrast between the two women is skilfully suggested,

and brought to a most effective crisis in the scene in which

Sonia learns the truth. Here one watches, first her unwilling-

ness to face it, her ingenuous incredulity, and then her cour-

ageous struggle to see the situation clearly and proportion-

ately—in short, her classicism, which goads the fiery Tatiana

to the taunt that she loves like a "chop-logic ghost." In the

sudden transformation of Tatiana's love from selfishness and

pride to renunciation and self-sacrifice one feels the character-

istic extremes of her passionate nature. She is as vivid as

Sonia is tangible.
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The Power of the Dead is more like what one has been led

to expect from the author of The Blue Bird and Interior. A
mere reading of the play excites the imagination to real

feelings of pity and terror; but when in addition there are

scenes in an ancient Gothic hall and a vaulted corridor with

an iron grating which bears on a secret-harboring river rush-

ing below, one longs for a stage representation. One would

like to get the full effect. of horror and nvystery in that scene

where the tomb-like castle ejects its owner into the moonlight

through irresistible forces of the supernatural. The cumula-

tive intensity of the play enthralls the imagination until the

last act, when Jean d'Ypermonde is shown waking from what
has evidently been only a dream. At first this seems like a

devastating anti-climax, as though the dramatist had worked

his characters into an immense situation and then shirked the

solution of it. It is possible, however, that we should not feel

this if we could see it acted. In any case it is a play with

startling truth of idea and infinite suggestiveness.
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Spring With Lavinia

Eleanor Follansbee, '26

rHEN the first note of freshness came into the west

wind, I thought of spring and desired Lavinia.

Daily as I wandered in my garden the longing grew

more and more. I did not know where she was or how I

might reach her. Suddenly as the clouds part before the sun,

the leaves of the arbor parted and Lavinia stood before me.

Without speaking we looked at each other, and danced to-

gether, as one nymph pursuing another. At last I caught her

and she sank breathless in my embrace.

"Come," she said, "come with me."

"Where?"
"South to meet the spring."

"Now?"
"Now at once."

We closed the garden gate behind us and took the muddy
road which led down the hill. A fresh breeze was blowing

through our short hair and our bright green and blue dresses

fluttered about our legs. We ran and walked and looked and

breathed deeply. The earthy smell of the roadside was good

to the nostrils.

When the cows on the nearby fields were being called

home, we stopped to rest in a meadow, and watched the

faintly budding trees against the sky.

"Where?" I asked.

Un.

So we continued through the twilight until as the first

star twinkled out we saw the lights of a village appearing one

by one. The inn was old and unrepaired but we were not

critical of the dinner nor of the white beds under the gables.

At daylight we rose and bathed and hurried out. The sun

was streaming mistily upon the fields and the birds fluttered

about among the furrows. There was no inviting by-path

that we neglected, no garden left unexplored, no wandering

pet passed by in silence; and if by the end of the day we had

not progressed far as the crow flies, surely we had gone a long
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way as the eye sees. We followed a creek, wading on its

sandy floor among the rocks until we came to a pool. There

we bathed, splashing joyously and lay in the warm sunshine,

saying only a few words and nothing of any gravity. Thus
two birds might have made their way through the country.

Lavinia was eager to spend the night in the fields, but I,

being less poetical, feared the dews. We compromised by
climbing upon a haystack, all dusty and choking. If we did

not move all was well, and we gazed at the baby moon and

the bright stars overhead in perfect peace. The hay scratched

my back but Lavinia seemed oblivious to discomfort and began

to talk excitedly about her plans.

"I am going to have no purpose," she began, "like Peter

Whiffle, and live from day to day. It is only cowards who have

set likes and beliefs. We shall never decide how to live, so let

us live as we are made. If we are lovely we shall do lovely

things. I want to taste and smell and hear everything that

is lovely."

She, talked on in the same vein and finally went to sleep,

looking in her dreams like a sweet child. In the morning she

was as fresh as ever. I knew that I was growing old.

Our southern direction led us through Virginia under the

mountains covered with laurel and other bright blossoms.

The woods were full of birds who came to us and were not

afraid. Lavinia seemed to be part of every beautiful thing

we passed; she was a tree of snowy spray, a young dryad, a

mountain stream, or the pool into which it ran. The sun

seemed brighter when she looked at it, but that was because

I loved her.

We spoke to everyone we met, and sometimes a whole

crowd of children would follow us. Lavinia told them stories

and showed them wood-nooks where fairies played. She was

a fairy herself and they crowned her with full-blown arbutus.

There was no monotony in our pleasures, for each day was

new with fresh delights. We knew spring and felt life surging

into all beings. The branches of trees glisten in the early

year when the sap begins to flow. There was sometimes a

road to follow, sometimes a hill to climb from whose height

we could see the countryside grown young again. A baby
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lamb we rescued from an old brook channel; it was never

more darling than in Lavinia's arms. We ate wild straw-

berries sweet in the warm sun, and lay beneath pink cherry

blossoms full of bees. Again we raced the horses along the

pastures.

As the first swing of walking grew less, Lavinia consented

from time to time to accept invitations to ride on the back of

the old lumbering wagons of the road. We talked to the driver

and his children invariably present, and sometimes dined with

them. They could not divine the reason for our presence or

our appearance; but accepted us with a simple hospitality.

Thus by easy stages and digressions we neared the coast,

for we wanted to smell the sea and watch the ships start out

on the spring cruises.

Although we had been very frugal in our demands we
finally exhausted what money I had brought. It was a bright

afternoon and I hated to intrude such matters, but my guide

and companion must know.

"Lavinia," I said, "today we have no money."
"Money? What do you want with money? Don't think

of it."

"Do you think we have had food for the love of our com-
pany, darling?"

"I hadn't thought, but let's not bother now," and she

skipped and ran ahead like a young colt.

"You must think," I insisted. "Here we are, far from

home. What are you going to do?"
"Whv didn't you think?"

"I did."

"What?"
"I thought we might find work at this next town; it's

not so small."

"Fine!" said Lavinia, and ran to kiss me. She was very

serious about it, but first she wanted to find pleasant lodgings

and some flowers. The last quarter was spent for daffodils.

We found a lovely old house with a high walled garden where

wisteria covered the fences and climbed into the windows.

The landlady was very kind and offered to let us spend the

night without pay in advance; I doubt whether she ever



expected to be paid by two such beggars. No one, however,

could resist Lavinia; it was like receiving a poem into the

house to welcome her.

We found work together in caring for five children. Two
of them were clever, and Lavinia played up to them, giving

them even the toys designed for the others. We took them

to walk in the fields and by the embankment over the sea.

Lavinia taught them plays and let them improvise for them-

selves. We sang the songs that I made for each occasion and

danced new dances. They loved us and together we completed

our holiday.

After a month we took our leave and went by steamer

back to Boston. It was, perhaps, not much of a boat, but

we had fine weather, and the gulls flew about, dazzling white

against the -deep blue of the sea.

*£

BEFORE A CHINESE LANDSCAPE

Katharine Conner, '24

Oh, to see the world through almond eyes,

In its philosophy!

To catch the rhythm of its sacred dance,

The secret movement of each part.

Whispered mirth of rubbing branches,

Spirit of far mountains passing words,

Dream oF distance

—

Fading

—

This the painting.
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But the painter—ah, not on this bit of silk,

Nor in the three-line poem,

Will he betray himself!

In our Western pictures I can see

Claude shed quiet tears among his ruins,

Sombre Ruysdael groaning with the struggle

Of his twisted monsters in the swamp.

These are men.

But of this dim enchanter, who can see

More than this:

In calm transcendent,

One sitting—

?

Was the heart-break in that dropping hill line

Traced on his soul?

For in his picture

All the solid and familiar and explicit

Has become evasive, evanescent,

Of a subtle power,

Singing where it spoke,

And compelling, though it seemed at first

But a wisp.

Thus the world, seen slanting-eyed,

And brushed on silk

By yellow fingers.
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OTTOBRATA * A BRYN MAWR
Maria Castellani

Lenta la notte sulia valle scende

Notte silente del silente piano

E mille mille in ciel fiaccole accende,

Cantano i rivi e il canto va lontano. . . .

Un picciol masso e nostro seggio strano

E con gli sterpi che l'autunno stende

Abbiam la luce e un parco desco sano.

Bianca la luna sovra noi risplende.

In cosi dolce primitiva vita

Havvi profonda acuta nostalgia

Di quel che ritmo di natura e solo:

Lungi da noi la civiltade avita,

Lungi l'ardor che nei segreti spia,

Lungi sta vita sia, lungi sia '1 duolo.

* Tradizione specialmente romana di passare in nei Castelli

romani le luminose domeniche di ottobre.
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The Youth Movement
Delia Smith, '26

THE American student who studies the renaissance of

youth which has been manifest throughout the world

in the last few years, is at first bewildered; for the writ-

ings of these strange young idealists, their experiments with

living, are utterly foreign to his way of thinking. Indeed,

only an earnest desire to understand the revolt of youth will

reveal to the American young people the spirit which has bred

this revolt, and the fact that the same spirit, unrecognized or

subdued, exists in their own souls.

The German Youth Movement began in the closing years

of the last century. At Steglitz, a suburb of Berlin, were

schools in the strict Prussian tradition, schools which swal-

lowed up the boys and turned them out as parts of a vast

machine. One of the teachers, Gurlitt by name, hated the

system and quarrelled with his colleagues, until the authori-

ties compelled him to stop teaching. The dissension among the

faculty bore fruit among the students, for, thought they, if

our professors are not sure of their standards, why should we
be? So they discovered the romantic idealism which until

1912 was characteristic of the German Youth Movement.
Under the leadership of Karl Fischer, these students worked

for a national organization of youth as their main object,

but the familiar and most picturesque aspect of the movement
was Wandervogel, the long hikes which students on their

holidays took into the mountains and forests. Birds of pas-

sage, they called themselves, and blithe birds they were, as

they walked along the country roads singing folk-songs to

the music of a guitar. Throughout the nation spread this

idealism, this intense eagerness for a knowledge of the true

values of life, and a zeal for reform born of their own good

fortune. Such a movement could, of course, originate only

where there was a comfortable, educated, middle-class, whose

children were free from the necessity of manual labor for their

daily bread. Those young people who need not work for

their living, can indulge in the spiritual idealism of a youth
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movement, and though in some cases the young manual

laborers are joined together, a material prosperity is the

essential economic basis of such a movement.

In other nations of Europe the young men and women
have challenged the time-honored conventions of politics,

economics, religion, and social morality. The youth of Czecho-

slovakia, since 1920, have started a student colony atLetna,

have conducted lectures in the prisons of Prague, and have

given out thousands of pamphlets, explaining the ideals and

aims of the movement. In Russia, the Communist Youth
Organization has devoted its energies to the education of the

proletariat. Another Russian youth organization is the Social

Democratic Movement, which struggles against serious odds

in the shape of a hostile government. The aim of the Com-
munistic Youth International is distinctly revolutionary and

based on class strife, so that it is far from the ideal of brother-

hood of most of the others, but it is merely another aspect of

the Youth Movements. France is singularly conservative

as far as her young folk are concerned, which is surprising

considering the conditions which demand reform and the

materialism which cries for remedy. The only thing that even

resembles a youth movement in France is La Jeune Repub-
lique, a hot-house growth kept alive by the diligence of Marc
Sangnier, its founder. Sangnier, an ardent Catholic and the

pacifist member of the Chamber of Deputies, organized a

group which seeks to put Christian principles into all forms

of life. Whether in spite or because of its rigidly Catholic

standards, La Jeune Republique has organized co-operative

restaurants for the workers, published a weekly journal, and

endeavored to rebuild some of the devastated towns. Its

greatest achievement was the Third Democratic Interna-

tional Congress for Peace which took place in August, 1923,

in Fribourg, Germany. There, French and Germans amicably

discussed the delicate question of peace. In spite of the nar-

rowing Catholicism of the conference, there were instances of

a unity broader than race or creed, as when young Germans
brought all they had to build up the devastated regions of

France. The real danger in France is, not what the present

generation may do, but what the coming generation will be.
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Unless some more universal upheaval of youth takes place

than is occurring in this small Catholic element, the future

holds black days for France.

Inspiring as the European Youth Movements are, one does

not know the full extent of this so-called revolt of youth until

one sees the stirring of the waters in Asia and America. In

Japan the young people are protesting against the existing

relations between man and woman, and against the dry

formalism of orthodox Christianity. A more extraordinary

awakening is taking place in China, where the recent opening

to civilization has stimulated countless students to intellec-

tual and spiritual effort. Student thinking is revolutionized.

Picture, for example, the Chinese student who existed a few

years ago, organizing such groups as, "Society to Discuss

Family Reconstruction/' "Marxian Society," and "Society

for Promoting New Education." The Gandhi rising in India

has enlisted hundreds of students, who in many instances

have left the government schools to create national institu-

tions of education. The Indian youth, more than any other

young people except the German, have thrown themselves

into a search for spiritual reality, studying in the shade of the

forests as did their glorious Buddha.

It is harder to isolate the youth movements of America,

for here they are still in the swaddling clothes of the older

generation. Nevertheless, in Latin America, where the

universities are under political influence and there is almost

no campus life, the students have organized local Student

Federations which employ strikes and parades to secure

reforms both within and without the university. Often they

use these means for political purposes, as for example, when
the students in Lima protested against the imprisonment of

Supreme Court judges for opposing the president's decisions.

Sadly enough, one of the manifestations of the youth move-

ment in South and Central America is a Pan-Latinism which

fosters hatred of the United States, an ominous attitude which

American students will do well to consider. Canada is having

its youth awakening, but little information concerning any

but its religious aspect is available. As to the United States,

let us leave that for a moment.
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This inadequate description of the extent of the Youth
Movement of the world ought to have revealed that the one-

ness of all consists in their emphasis on spiritual values. All

are concerned with a "search for the renewal of life/' whether

in art, or education, or social reform, or within the individual

soul. The Youth Movement is not above reproach in either

judgment or ideas and older people frequently condemn what

they regard as the emotional and intellectual excesses of these

young people while commending the fundamental sincerity

of their purpose. Such criticism is often justified. Yet the

things criticized are usually fruits of the passionate spirit

which creates a Youth Movement, faults which will be

remedied when that spirit is destroyed. The German Youth
Movement is the most complete of all. It lived, flourished,

and died—died in the terrible years when starvation threatened

the nation. Its ideals of brotherhood and nobility are influ-

encing life in Germany—the folk high schools are a most

interesting result. So that, in losing its life as the awakening

of one generation, the Youth Movement has found its life in

the tremendous impetus it has given to other generations.

But, unfortunately, those other generations will die in a few

years, and unless economic conditions speedily become such

that students may pursue their intellectual aims without

starving to death, the light will die—at least temporarily

—

with the present generation. Many of the leaders are curiously

placid about it; they have gone to nature to find the things

which "satisfy the soul" and have ceased to have any desire

to right the wrongs they see.

Such an attitude is foreign to most American students,

as it was to the German Youth Movement of twelve years ago.

For our economic condition today is just what that of Ger-

many was before the war; material prosperity so crushing

that it has roused the youth of America to combat its soul-

killing power. That material prosperity, nevertheless, is

what makes Youth Movements possible, in the United States

as well as in Germany. Are there signs of any revolt of youth

in America, and what forms will it take, are indeed the most

interesting side of the matter to us. The answer to the first

question is emphatically affirmative, for the last few years
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have seen, in the colleges of the United States, the beginnings

of a wider field of interest than athletics and social activities.

The National Student Forum, with its ever-increasing mem-
bership of the Liberal Clubs of American universities and

colleges, has placed in the hands of groping students the tools

with which to stimulate an eagerness for the richest life.

Under its office, it conducts a Speakers' Bureau, which collects

information and dates of speakers on various subjects and

keeps its constituent clubs informed of them. The New Stu-

dent, now in its third year, is a biweekly expression of thought,

by students, faculty and outsiders, concerning the relation of

the student to his institution, his extra-curricular activities,

his academic interests and his world. Finally there is the

latest offspring of the Forum, a co-operative summer colony

where students in groups of thirty or so will meet for two
weeks at a time to discuss their relation to others and them-

selves from the standpoint of the philosophy of one man,

Goethe, Santayana, Nietzsche, Bertrand Russell, Anatole

France, and possibly Ibsen. Men from all branches of fife,

from the capitalist to the left-wing socialist, will be there at

one time or another to advance their panaceas for the world's

ills, and two or three men versed in the philosophy of thought,

such as William Kilpatrick, will probably be there for periods

of one or two weeks, to keep the discussions from wandering

into petty quibblings or fruitless abstractions.

To continue systematic study throughout the summer,

when supposedly one has flung mental efforts to the winds,

is proof of a new spirit in American institutions of higher

learning. Gradually we are coming to see that we are neither

in college to be a popular all-round person, nor a devotee of

the great god, Marks. We begin to protest against the con-

tinual round of social engagements which crowd out those

intimate conversations between two or three people so richly

productive of thought. We revolt against the American

tyranny of organized athletics, which put our endeavors for

a healthy body on the basis of doing better than some one

else, rather than on the basis of making ourselves fit for

responsibility. We wonder even, if the formality of the lec-

ture system might not well give way to a closer relation be-
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tween students and professors, a system wherein the former

rather than the latter would do the asking. Above all, we are

coming to understand that we can attain life in its deepest

meaning only by throwing aside material standards and

bending our energies to the highest end we see.

What direction this growing American Youth Movement
will take is another question. Undoubtedly it will send

numbers of enthusiasts into medicine, social work, politics

and education. Perhaps, gradually, their ideals will permeate

all society. Probably they will not, for the young people

themselves are like to lose them as they grow older. We can

at any rate say something concerning the younger generation.

Possibly our cosmopolitan character may help weld together

the youth and hence the nations of the world; and on the

other hand, the American Youth Movement may express

itself in the development of a true American culture. And
conceivably it might discover ways of applying the standards

of Jesus to groups as well as individual life.
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As it Was in the Beginning

Edith Walton, '25

THE boat churned into its last port, leaving behind the

open sea—glittering and radiantly blue—with little

aimless sails scudding across it. The wharf stirred to

mild excitement. Had it been midsummer instead of mid-

September, the bustle would have been intolerable. A dozen

people piled into the portly buses bound for the hotel. A
dozen more clambered info the dusty hacks that for years had

met the boat daily, a little after noon. One figure, a slender

girl with red hair, seemed drawn apart, in leisurely isolation,

from the rest of the crowd. She waited until most of the buses

and carriages had rattled off over the cobbled streets. Then
she approached a man with a seamed pleasant face who was

lounging before one of the hacks.

"Will you have my bags taken to Mrs. Piatt's house,"

she asked. "You know where she lives, don't you?"

The man, evidently a native of the better class, removed

his pipe from the corner of his mouth and grinned.

"Guess I do!" he said. "All us winter people know Mis'

Piatt. My wife tells me she's mighty good at church social.

Lively." He hesitated a moment, then added, "Don't mind

my asking, but haven't I seen you here in Ponset before?

Seems as if your face were familiar."

The girl nodded. "I used to come here every summer for

years—ever since I was about ten. My name is Rogers."

"Sure. Frances Rogers. I remember now. You're the

girl with red hair who used to play with my kids when they

were little. Don't believe I saw you much after you grew up.

Well, Mis' Piatt will be glad to have you. Can I drive you

there now?"

"No thanks." Frances Rogers shook her head. "I'd

rather walk—and there's no hurry about the bags."

Leaving the clatter of the wharf, she branched off into the

by-lanes, bordered with late flowers, which she knew so well.

The small houses were just the same—prim and white and

quaint—some square, some low with gabled roofs. She
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repressed a childish desire to count the brass knockers and

the ship's lanterns which swung, now and then, above the

doors. She had not really expected it to be changed—three

years was not so very long—but nevertheless there had been

a horrid fear. As she passed the house with vines and a blue

door, her step quickened impatiently. Five houses more

—

how often she had counted it—and then home.

She ran up the tidy brick path and rapped tremulously

with the goblin knocker that used to frighten her— oh, just a

little—when she was small. If the door should be opened by

a maid— 1 But no. It was a tall woman with silvery hair.

"Aunt Annl Oh, Aunt Annl"
They clung to each other a moment. Then Mrs. Piatt

held her at arm's length, shook her head delicately, and

pronounced,-" Thin
!

"

"Yes, but there's nothing you can't do for me in two weeks.

Let's go upstairs and talk—quick."

In the cool little room with its rag rugs, they regarded

each other delightedly. Frances let her head drop back against

the wicker chair and rocked lazily, with the air of one who has

at last attained quiet.

"Now begin," she ordered. "It's amazing how, in the

middle of a noisy office, one can suddenly long to know all the

funny little events at home. I've wondered so often whether

Poplar Lane ever had new cobble stones, and how Amelia

Briggs has managed to support that family, and whether the

church ever got its organ. Why did you never tell me?"
Mrs. Piatt considered her niece oddly, with clear impene-

trable eyes. There was a curious resemblance between them
as they sat there. The older woman had the same slender

nervous hands, grown whiter and more worn. Her silver

hair swept gracefully back from the temples, just as Frances'

did. The same humor lurked at the corners of her fine mouth.

When she spoke, it was in a voice judiciously emptied of

expression.

"My dear, when you left that last summe , all the funny

little events had grown very distasteful. I thought I'd give

you a complete rest from them. You said that Ponset was
charming enough—which it is, I'm so glad you realized it

—
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but that it meant stagnation. Everybody grows old in the

same comfortable lazy rut that their fathers knew. The young
men who have so little ambition as to stay here—but you know
you own arguments. And nothing has happened. You were

quite right. We are fixed in our little routine of life. For

amusement, we go to church socials and to the movies twice a

week. They tell me the films are very superior. But we're

just a sleepy little New England village where nobody makes

much progress, and which summer visitors think is 'so quaint.'

So that's that, Frances, and I admire you for cutting loose

and making a place for yourself in the city. I like to refer

to my niece who's private secretary to the Mr. Warwick."

She stopped and stole a somewhat uncertain glance at

Frances. But the girl only smiled a little and bent her gaze

on the hands folded in her lap. A slight gleam crept into Mrs.

Piatt's eyes, and she continued sedately:

"You may have heard of our only recent excitements.

That fluffy little Laura Janeway eloped with a young English-

man at the hotel, and then Jerry Foster
—

"

"Oh yes, Aunt Ann, Fve been meaning to ask about him."

Mrs. Piatt picked a thread deliberately from her soft

grey dress. "A nice boy, very. He's so swe t to his mother,

and he drives me to church every Sunday in his Ford sedan,

Well, Jerry has surprised us all. He wrote some very clever

stories last winter which made a stir in the magazines. They're

all local color stuff. I think some of the old fishermen in the

village were somewhat startled to see themselves in print.

But at any rate, Jerry has made a distinct success. He's at

work on a novel now. Strange you haven't heard about it

—

but then he uses a pen name. I suppose you don't have much
time for magazines?"

"No, I don't. I get very tired at night. I—But isn't

that splendid about Jerry? I—I can't get over ill"

"That was just the way I felt. But Frances, you must
rest a little. Tea will be in about an hour, so if you want to

change
—

" Mrs. Piatt rose and turned towards the door.

The soft grey folds clung to her straight figure, making her

ook absurdly like some print of "A gentlewoman of the

old school." She stretched out her hand toward the polished
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knob, then turned back to kiss Frances light y on the forehead.

"It's nice to have you, child."
* * *

The afternoon sunlight streamed into the long low room.

It cast shadows on the white panelling. It glittered on the

copper andirons, and on the copper kettle that always hung

before the fire. It brought curious dancing gleams into

Frances' red hair as she stood on the threshold. It dazzled

her eyes as they searched for the clock on the mantel, the

little stool near the fire, the white and yellow tea-set. For a

moment it prevented her from seeing the tall man in the grey

suit who rose quietly from the big chair by the fire. He had

a lean, clever face and he stood very still, waiting.

" Jerry 1" Frances came towards him simply and naturally,

with no hint of surprise. He grasped her two outstretched

hands and they stood silent a moment, measuring each other.

Then she released herself with a little half-laugh.

"How solemn we are I Come and sit down. I can't tell

you how good it is to see you again!"

She sank into the arm chair opposite his. The firelight

made her dress glow to a deeper green, but his eyes were still

fastened on her narrow white face, which looked rather thin

and tired beneath the red hair.

"Frances," he said dryly, "you take old friends with

commendable calm. I was afraid I might be something of a

shock.

"

She shook her head. "Don't I know Aunt Ann? Oh,

Jerry, I've just been telling her how proud I am of you. If

you knew how I long to hear about your stories. I never

dreamed
—

"

"Hold on!" His voice was humorous but a little curt.

"You don't get off so easily. You're the guest and the stran-

ger, and you have to give an account of yourself first."

Frances flushed. "If you like. I'll pour tea, and you can

ask all the questions imaginable. Aunt Ann probably won't ap-

pear—that's her notion of tact—so nobody will interrupt you."

"Splendid!" He drew up the tea table, and while her

hands moved accurately among the white and yellow cups,

he launched on a series of crisp and business-like questions.
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What kind of a place did she live in? What was her work like?

How had she managed to get the job? What kind of people

did she meet?—and so on inexhaustibly.

Frances responded docilely at first. After awhile she

attempted to turn the conversation to his own affairs, but he

waved her aside with a careless yet competent gesture. Frances

accepted the rebuff with a growing look of protest in her eyes

and a growing hint of determination about her mouth. Finally,

she set down her tea cup abruptly and precisely, and leaned

forward in her chair.

"It's no use," she said, "and it's not fair. You're treating

me as if I were a pleasant sort of acquaintance who'd had

interesting experiences since you saw her last. We used to be

awfully good friends, Jerry. Can't you see that I'm almost as

excited about your writing as if it were my own. Don't keep

me at such a polite distance. We may have parted bitterly,

but that was long ago. Can't we go back to the old days?"

She paused and added in a lower voice, "Please—Jerry!"

He rose and walked over to the window where he stood

tapping nervously on the pane. When he turned around, his

face was strained.

"Frances," he said, harshly, "I've been at your disposal

ever since I was a mere kid and used to climb down on the

rocks to get you starfish. I may have grumbled at your

whims, but I always was eager to do what 3
rou wanted. This

time I'm damned if it isn't too much. You were very young
and arrogant the summer you left. I'm not blaming you for

it—but I can't forget the things you said. You knew, really,

that I had to stay here and take care of my mother, but you
taunted me for my lack of energy and ambition. You said

that you could never respect a man who was content to vege-

tate lazily all his fife, without ever attempting to use his

powers. And you said all this knowing that I was in love with

you." He halted for a moment, and they both whitened.

"Now that I have had some little measure of success, you dare

to come back and say complaisantly, 'You've done very well,

much better than I expected. There must be more in you than

I thought. Let's be friends again.' It's unendurable, you
know, if one has any pride."
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He halted again, but she only looked at him and said

nothing. Finally, he shrugged hopelessly and started to

turn away. "I'd better go," he said. "I'm sorry, Frances.

I didn't mean to make a scene, but I lost my temper. And
I didn't mean to be so bitter, but you must see that we can't

go back to the old terms. Forgive me."

Frances continued to sit in the armchair, very still, and

staring straight ahead of her. He had reached the door before

she stopped him.

"Don't go yet. I have something to say to you. It was

on your account that I came back. I never wrote to you,

Jerry, because that was in our agreement, but don't imagine

that I haven't been thinking of you all these years. I've had

a very exciting life in the city, and a very useful one, and I

met lots of men who were ambitious—very." She smiled

faintly. "But I didn't find anyone I liked very much—cer-

tainly not anyone who could fill your place. At first I told

myself that I'd grown not to care about people being busy and

successful, but I knew that it wasn't true. I missed you and

I wanted to see you again, and I'd ceased to care whether you
vegetated all your days. So I came. And then Aunt Ann
told me about your stories. Don't imagine that it made me
particularly happy, though I was very proud. You see, I'd

realized that it was you I liked, just as I'd always known you,

and this seemed to make a difference. I didn't know how great

the difference would be. That's all. You can go now."

In a few strides he reached her chair. "All right," he said

hotly, "I'll go. But I'll come back and prove to you somehow
that I'm not such a beast as I seem. I'll make you forgive me
and care for me again. I'll—1"

"Oh, Jerry," she said, "what does it matter?"
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ON RAPHAEL'S PORTRAIT OF POPE JULIUS II

Pamela Coyne, '24

The strength of Rome, the secret power of Popes,

Have crumbled in his hands like so much dust.

His eyes have seen souls fester, and his lips,

Too drawn with age to laugh, have learned at last,

To call the ordered universe a jest.

Jests all of them, the velvet and the fur,

The ring that weds, the, vow that swears away
All that the flesh demands and has at last.

Who can confess the heart that piles up pomp
To ward off truth; confessor of the world,

Unshriven still, and finding none to shrive.

He promises redemption but dares keep

No hope himself, knowing that there remains

No absolution which can blot away
Decay of mitre and decay of Rome.

t£

COURAGE OF DARKNESS

Pamela Coyne, '24

The day is far away and night new come;

Spring, too, lingers beyond the mountains

And breathes but seldom of her far approach.

Take heart of night, then, for the dawn is soon.

In darkness there is rest, and when the sun

Returns there's light; with spring

Green life teems once again.

And if one pair of eyes be blind,

One bud still barren, think you, even so,

Light is less light, or June less perfect June?
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€ ^^r^HE wind's set to blowing stronger/' she said*

hobbling after me down the hall. "You'd better

have this cloak and hood." Of course Esmeralda

had sent her.

"It's pretty cold," she added without conviction when
she had regained her breath and stood leaning partly against

the door jamb and partly against her crutch. "It's cold, and

the wind's blowing hard." I liked the wind, I told her.

"Do you?" she said, with a touch of interest. "I like

it too. And there's no wind like a Boden wind. I used to

stand up against it. I used to cross the fields and walk on

the ridge when it blew like this. I remember once on the

ridge holding for near an hour to a pine branch to keep from

being landed in the river below. I didn't wear any cloak."

And, nc=t wishing to sanction disregard of Esmeralda's pre-

cautions, she added, "But I was pretty hardy. . . . They
won't let me out in the wind now. Foolish. Esmeralda

don't like the wind, won't let me open the windows. Says it's

enough to have the panes rattling and the shutters banging

all night. She don't want the carpets blown off the floor and

the window curtains rained on." She paused to listen to the

limb of a tree creaking against the porch roof, "like the rub-

bing of the pine branches on the ridge" and to watch the

swaying bough appear and disappear before the window.

"You'd better take it," she said, holding out the cloak

to me with a look of apology and sympathy. She insisted on

opening the door herself, "to get a breath of air." The tyrant

blast staggered her. The same wind that she had struggled

with and overcome on the ridge, struck her with a whistle of

triumph, and remorselessly brought tears to her pale eyes.

"You'd better put it on," she said, still feeling her duty

to Esmeralda. I compromised. With the cloak about my
shoulders but my hair left to the mercy of the wind, I set

forth, taking an irregular course across the yard. My hair

stung my face and the cape tugged at my throat. No one
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who has not fought with the wild gusts and rejoiced in the

battle can know the power of that wind. The old woman at

the window had known it, and it had conquered her. I did

not look back, but I felt those pale, envious eyes following

me, down the road, across the fields, even to my own door.

Jean Leonard, '27.

"Dum Orbis Volvitur"

Elizabeth Gibson, '27

AYE, sirs, to live passively. There they sit, those two;

fixed units in a vast and shifting pattern. You and

I, my friend, are good citizens. We eat our boiled

eggs, we catch our trains, we sit back of our newspapers, we
attend our meetings, and if we can hit upon an opportune

moment between our boiled eggs and our meetings, we become

defunct husbands, all in a proper and modest fashion, and

leave our worldly wealth to our sorrowing widows—saving

only the two per cent, to the Dorcas societies which is the

customary tithe to insure a parlor seat whatever the aerial

sport in that second existence.

But those two sit. Immutable. The station resounds

with its ceaseless roar of midget commotion, but this man in

his shabby Americanized coat does not care for your drama,

gentlemen, so fold up the puppets. Let him sit. He has

goods there, in newspapered bulks, and she, the companion

piece, is mountainous with greasy small parcels. Once in a

while she murmurs a toneless, soft phrase in the tongue of

Dante, but he only wrinkles his nostrils and goes on with his

nap. The plush coat sags somewhat limply on her great

frame, the swinging lobes of her ears are weighted with heavy

ornaments of black and gold, a heritage, mayhap, from a

Tuscan grandmother—and her eyes are gaps of blackness

which would be sport for Botticelli.

You do not think the proximity healthful? Perhaps not.

Generations of dust have been filtering here.

But we will leave them sitting.
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A First Primer

OR

"Come, tell me how you live. . . . And what It is you do."

Deirdre O'Shea, '26

ECHO herself repeats the cry of the philosopher, "Man
is a rational creature." Human ears ring with the

sound and men are weary. But just around the cor-

ner a traveller from this world may find a gleaming gate of

yellow metal and blue stones. The air beyond is like a thou-

sand prisms flashing in the sun. Not all of man lives there

—

the heavy lumpy part is left behind before the latch will

lift. The country stretching out to meet the horizon needs

no description by me or you; each one knows best the true

plan of this land whose winding river "keeps up a babbling

procession of the best stories in the world." Under the lovely

gate go many, many mortals, great and small, wise and foolish,

a mingled phantasmagoria from life; all eager for starry

stretches they have glimpsed; all hurrying on to heed the

little voices that cry out:

"Come up here, dusty feet

Here is fairy bread to eat."

-R. L. S.

Until the gate swings shut behind you, you are not sure what

form this lighter you will take—then each wayfarer goes his

own untrodden path. Some have happy times beyond, others

meet only distorted injury and harm—that depends on per-

sonal behavior.

In the orbum terrarum where we live the man who knows

the most of mines is the miner—of ships, the sailor. This

human rule extends beyond the gate. The man of all others

who probably knew best the lore of makebelieve was a frank

explorer of those lands where:
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"All by myself I have to go,

With none to tell me what to do,

All alone beside the streams

And up the mountain side of dreams."
—R. L. S.

But the question comes—how did Lewis Carroll, for of course

it is he, dare to go down the valleys of the land ; why wasn't

he driven out by the tribes of stranglings banded together

against this somber tall intruder?

That's all quite easily explaned. Nearly every one agrees

that Alice acted wisely when she walked along, "nibbling first

at one and then at the other." It is frightening to be called

serpent if you rise too high, but equally distressing to find your

chin entangled in your shoe-strings. And that is the first

law of wonderland. You must neither allow yourself to be

grotesque nor keep strict allegiance to the mundane. Yes,

Alice was sensible—but remember—she took a determined

bite of the left-hand side before she could get into the garden

at all. You can not procrastinate in this new world. When

"There (is) a strangeness in the room,

And something white and wavy
(Is) standing near (you) in the gloom,"

you must be certain straight away that it is not

"... the carpet broom
Let by that careless slavey."

Agents of the "eerie" are all about—six sitting on the very

gate—they step out from bramble bush and thorn to meet

the foreigner and offer sweet suggestions. Lewis Carroll

met them all—sprites, fairies, animals or men, in the way all

"big things" should: on an equal diplomatic footing. Of
course he was more susceptible to their magic influence than

most men. But no, perhaps I am wrong about that; at any

rate, he never acted like Bruno's caterpillar who didn't want

anyone to see his moth-wing on the right side so walked all
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on his left set of legs. Whether in Wonderland, Through the

Looking Glass, Antland, or Fairyland itself, Lewis Carroll

never quibbled, but accepted without a moment's hesitation

all that came and went. Bruno's explanation of correct

garden measurement, "three mouses and a half long and two

mouses wide," np doubt sounded strange; but after practical

demonstration, Carroll straightway accepted it as feasible.

With this same liberal spirit he early learned that "there

is no walking over fairies." Either they lead or else you go

wrong—way—round through the gateway—back where you
belong! It is safe to discipline a little: "put the fairy in the

corner, and give it nothing but bread and water for a day or

two," and you will "find it quite an improved character."

But in the long run they must have their wishes—you are the

passive plaything of their quirks and fancies. Alice had to

play croquet.

It is this compliance to their whims and propensity to

conviction as to the wisdom of their ways that White Rabbits,

Cheshire' Cats, Unicorns and their kin like best to find in us.

Once discerned in a worldling advances always follow. The
Door-Mouse had tea, the Dodo ran the Caucus race, and the

Lobsters danced the quadrille—all with Alice. But one must

not be over-bold—these strange inhabitants of a stranger

land are easily offended. The mouse as he swam in Alice's

tears became huffy at unpropitious mention of Dinah. Good-

ness (if goodness was in Wonderland that day) knew what

would vex the testy Queen of Hearts next moment. "Off

with their heads" was her retort courteous! Lo, when the

Hatter said to Alice, "Your hair wants cutting," she snubbed

him so tactfully that he went on to ask, "Why is a raven like

a writing desk?" instead of flying (as she expected) into a

towering rage.

Always ready to do what they wanted, Lewis Carroll saw

too that there was an intellectual race to be run. It is never

good to lag behind. He kept in the closest touch with all his

friends. Lest he hurt their feelings he always tried to under-

stand just what they meant. This took real patience. But

wasn't all such nonsense either. Bruno determined a pretty

meaning for an ugly word—river-edge is surely an apt synonym
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for revenge. How could a man so well acquainted in a country

where they "keep square-roots by themselves, as their corners

are apt to damage others," miss the perfect logic of the minds

of Makebelieve. The hens there lay "on an average" instead

of in a nest—an immense improvement—for as Carroll probably

saw a nest can so easily be carried off in toto—egg and all,

while everyone agrees that an average is immutable. The
laws of fitness that prevailed delighted Carroll. The hare-

bells played sweet music; words, those hard-working little

mites, came round to Humpty-Dumpty for their pay each

Saturday night—plainly just! on the face of it they do more

than half the work.

All this etiquette and wisdom Lewis Carroll learned to

know and understand on an unrecorded first visit to the land

where "crickets never chirp." It must have been there that

he had:

"I pwergis pudding to consume

And drank the subtle Assegoim."

for later through his Alice and Sylvie and Bruno books he

plainly is no novice. In these travels recorded for his friends

he unconsciously "twiddled his eyes" and like the crocodile

he walked "on tippelty-toe so it wouldn't wake itself 'cause

it thought it were asleep." To belong—and to convince the

assembled strangelings that you do belong is never to have

to face in ignominy the dull side of the gate. Sylvie got both

lockets—red and blue—and Alice was made queen!
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TO A LADY WHO READS ALOUD

Elizabeth T. Nelson, '27

When I, on writing some indifferent verse,

And, seeing its indifference, leave it there

No better, it appears that I am doomed
To speak my thought with undistinguished air.

But you behold the paltry stuff, and read

Its lines with so melodious a tone

—

Such tender accents—that the words assume

Delightful aspects not at all their own,

And walk about one's mind arrestingly,

As finer words of other poets go

—

Were I a more conceited fool, I might

Half-fancy I myself had made it so.
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Told by an Idiot. Rose Macaulay. Boni and Liveright, 1923.

In her new novel, Rose Macaulay has undertaken to ex-

pand, with a good deal ot humor and charm, the idea that

life is "a tale told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, signify-

ing nothing." Beside this philosophic purpose, she appears

to have two minor axes to grind. In the first place, she

attempts to give a panoramic yet vivid account of life in Eng-

land from 1879 to the present day. Her range is wide, her

picture full of spirit and color, though sometimes hampered

by over-exactitude. One wearies, for example, of mere lists

of all the significant books published in a given year, from

Conrad to Beerbohm. With equal ardor, she insists that

youth is eternally the same, if widely varied in type. There
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is no such thing as a New Woman or the New Young. The
Eighteen Nineties criticized their younger generation in the

very words that we use today.

Told by an Idiot follows the fortunes of the Garden family,

faithfully, from late Victorian days. They are a family of the

upper middle class, large, intelligent, and quaintly assorted.

Perhaps the most amusing is Papa, who suffers from an excess

of credulity, and for whom faith is a perpetual adventure.

His children's names commemorate various periods of stress

—

Victoria for his victory over unbelief, Rome for a period of

Catholicism, Irving for his brief while as an Irvingite, and so

on for all the six. From religion to religion Mamma follows

him, ironic, silent and very kind. The development of the

children from youth to late middle age is traced with deft

humor. Some plunge into society, some into placid country

life, some into socialism, artistic dilettantism, politics, and

all the movements and fads of the day.

But the history of the family and the history of those

years are really seen through the cool cynical eyes of Rome.
Of the whole family, she alone consciously rejects life. Having

denied the one passion that comes to her, she moves through

the shifting scene, very witty, very weary, and supremely

convinced of the absurdity and aimlessness of it all. The
cynicism, however, of Rome and of the book seems neither

bitter nor cheap. The quality of it is in Rome's final pro-

nouncement, when she is facing age and disease.

"A silly story if you will, but a somewhat remarkable one.

Told by an idiot, and not a very nice idiot at that, but an

idiot with gleams of genius and of fineness. The valiant

dust that builds on dust—how valiant, after all, it is. No
achievement can matter, and all things done are vanity . . .;

but the queer, enduring spirit of enterprise which animates

the dust we are is not contemptible nor absurd."
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There Is Confusion, by Jessie Redmon Fauset. Boni and

Liveright. New York, 1924.

A first novel by a young negress, university graduate,

Phi Beta Kappa, and social service worker, is still unique

in this country. When the novel deals with the negro society

of a Northern city, organized like but living independently

of its white counterpart, leaving out entirely the traditional

darkey dialect and using anything but the traditionally

humorous manner, it approaches the sensational. There is

Confusion makes the approach in possibilities only, however.

In actuality it is an unusually lucid, dramatic and keen novel,

telling of the insatiable quest for greatness of Joanna Marshall,

the clever and vivid daughter of a wealthy negro caterer.

Where a more race-conscious author might have given an
interpretation of his race in a more alien manner, or a less

fair-minded writer treated the difficulties of color discrimina-

tion with bitterness and bias, Miss Fauset has gone below the

divisions of race, and given us a novel whose greatest charac-

teristic, despite its apparent banality, is a very real human
interest. It makes convincing and thought-generating reading.
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Ann
Lucy Smith, '26

AS SHE lay curled up like an overgrown kitten on the

second from the top step of the side porch, she

looked dreamily at the flocks of clouds floating

way up in the blue sky. A little whiff of one rolled from a

puff of softness into a long narrow slit of white, while she

watched. How she would like to borrow Sue's butterfly

net and capture the puff; and then as she wished hard and

whispered gently to it, it would stretch itself out into a white,

lacy dress, all fluffy and gayly ruffled. Every day since the

first touch of spring, she had come out here after school.

Three to five were the nicest hours at the Home. The children

were not allowed to play around at the side of the house

because of the road. She could hear the squeals and buzzings

of the smaller ones, skipping rope and playing hop scotch.

Inside Bessie was playing jingley tunes by ear and singing

snatches.

Ann liked this time of day because she spent it in weaving

beautiful things out of her imagination. She could forget

how Mary Myers, the girl who came to the Public School

every morning in an automobile, had said with a sniff of

her already sniffy nose, "I don't think those Orphan children

ought to be allowed to come to this school." But today

was especially important; for Ann had a decision to make.

She had said to herself every time the night before, when
Janey's hoarse cough had waked her, "I must, I must."

At school today she had thought of nothing else. She must
do it. She wanted to have for her very own a white dress.

Every day, the desire, the longing grew bigger and bigger.

Of course, it was a wicked thing to do. God would never

forgive her. But then God was so far away, so indefinite,

and the checked aprons of faded blue were so ugly. She
hated them. That very morning she had jerked the sleeve

of one until it split. She smiled now at the thought of it.

Clang-a-clang-clang. That rude bell meant five o clock

and prayers. She would not go in until the last moment.
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Bang! went the front door and bang! went the side door.

Along the narrow shadowy hall small, blue-checked figures

scurried. She knew just how they looked scrambling for

seats on the bench at one side of the sitting room. Its roomy
depth was sought for protection from the hard, pursuing

look in Mrs. Seward's eyes. The sitting room was rather niee

for a Home. In fact Ann was quite proud of it. Sometimes

seated alone at the old piano with the long, sun-lit room
behind her, she felt quite secure, not like an orphan at all.

"Go, call the others," Mrs. Seward clicked out the words.

Ann uncurled slowly and got up. Good-bye clouds and

beautiful thoughts Inside the sight of the soiled, squirming

children, sitting around stiffly on straight-back chairs and

benches, unconsciously made her shiver and shrink back

a little. Mrs. Seward's right hand flapped the air grandly

and rising they began to sing in their thin voices, "Stand

up, stand up for Jesus." Ann loved to sing; and fixing her

eyes on the road outside, she enjoyed the surge and rigor

of the hymn. The quavering "Amen" came all too soon

With much scuffing of feet they knelt, while Mrs Seward

prayed loudly that their sins might be forgiven them. Many
curious eyes peeped through narrow slits at each other.

They joined in when she came to "Our father who art in

heaven" and their flat, toneless voices droned out the words

in sing-song.

"There has been a lot of badness and carelessness today,"

announced Mrs. Seward. "Two beds in the younger children's

dormitory were left unmade. Dora, don't let that happen

again. The pane in a window upstairs is broken." All eyes

turned gravely to the scared face of a frail child over in the

corner.

"Agnes, do you know anything about it?'

"It—it broke itself," stammered Agnes.

"Impossible! What badness have you been up to now?"
A shudder of fear shook the narrow chest of the chi'd and

left her pale mouth twisted

"Truly, Mrs. Seward, the thing you open it by bumped
and broke it, truly it did," gasped a tiny voice.

"I will see you later. Now about that ink spot on the
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floor, Ann Moon, maybe you can explain that/' Yes, she

had spilled it and she wasn't sorry. She hoped it would

never come up.

"I dropped the bottle," she said aloud. During the

recital of misbehaviors the ones who escaped this day,

giggled nervously, in heart-breaking spurts, at the discomfiture

of the guilty ones. All the glory of the hymn was blotted out

for Ann. She felt defiant, unhappy, and oh so weary. She

had hated spilling that ink. She hated marring, ungainly

splotches anyway; but she could not make herself say she

was sorry.

Mrs. Seward took her stand by the door and inspected

each pair of hands as their wistful or naughty owner passed

by. The sufficiently clean ones were sent at once into the

dining room. Three long oak tables, darkened with stains,

and set with red and white crocheted mats, thick, bleary

tumblers, and knives and forks with wooden handles, that

always smelt of greasy water, stood parallel to each other.

While Ann ate, she made up her mind to tell Mrs. Seward.

Yes, she knew it was wicked but oh, to own a pretty white

dress!

After the younger children were in bed, Ann went cau-

tiously up to Mrs. Seward, as she sat reading.

"Mrs. Seward, I want to join the church, to be confirmed

Sunday after next with Julia/' she said, "do you think I

can?" Mrs. Seward was surprised. "Well, I'll see about

it, Ann. You must show yourself a better girl than you
have today."

Now that she had told Mrs. Seward she did not feel

wicked. Why, it was a good thing to do even if she did it

just for a white dress. Half-frightened, half-joyful she sat

down to study Latin verbs. "Duco, ducis, ducit,—I wonder
if brother Ben would send me some white silk stockings,"

she thought. "Maybe, I had better write to him. Ducimus,
ducistis, ducunt—He hasn't got much money but he'd be

ashamed for me not to have fine things when I'm confirmed."

She began to scribble a note on a cheap piece of tannish

pad paper.

"Dere Ben—I am going to join the church Sunday after
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next. I know I will look real prutty in the white dress I'll

get. Can't you send me a pare of white silk stockings for

Ester. I know you want me to look rite, don't you.

With luve,

Ann."

The next day when Ann came in from school, Mrs. Seward
met her in the hall. "One of the board ladies, Mrs. Scott,

wants to talk to you about confirmation."

Ann's breath caught in her throat. Were they going

to lay bare her secret—to find out that she hadn't thought

for a minute about joining the church, that all she wanted
was to have a white dress?

"How do you do, Ann?" said a firm but nice voice as she

entered. Ann curtseyed with an awkward jerk of her long

legs.

"Come, sit by me and we'll have a little talk. I was so

pleased to hear that you had made up your mind to be con-

firmed. You are younger than Julia. Just thirteen, I believe.

Ann, you must realize that confirmation is a very serious

act."

Ann felt a choky feeling around her heart but she nodded
solemnly.

"You must think about it and try to live a better, more
beautiful life," Mrs. Scott continued.

Oh—how she longed to five a beautiful life! That was
why she wanted a white dress; but they would never under-

stand.

"And"—-Mrs. Scott had a hard time getting the words

out, "and this year we have thought it over and decided that

it will be better if you children wear gingham dresses, nice

new ones, of course; and not have white ones as before

because—well—you see, Ann, the dress doesn't matter—it's

the act."

No white dressl The cheats! They had found her out.

Mrs. Scott must have read her letter to Ben. Ann, proud,

defiant, bit her quivering lip and valiantly kept back the

tears. They wouldn't get the best of her. She'd be con-

firmed no matter how wicked it was. She couldn't say she

had changed her mind because then they would say "We
thought so—all Ann Moon wanted was a white dress."
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Now, even if she couldn't fool God, she could fool Mrs.

Scott and the board ladies. She would walk right up the

aisle beside priggish Julia Norris and be confirmed there

before the whole jeering congregation in her mean little

gingham dress.

For two weeks Ann did her work quietly and well. Even
Mrs. Seward was impressed by the cleanliness of the bathroom.

Inside herself Ann fought a hard, tiresome battle. She

hated the awful humiliation of being confirmed and not in a

white dress. Some of the girls at school had been talking

yesterday of lacy, white frocks for confirmation. Even the

newspaper, which she had picked up in the street, had dis-

played a picture of a group of white-clad little girls, sur-

rounded by beautiful lilies in pots, under which read, "They
must wear white for confirmation."—Oh it was cruel 1 Then
Julia prayed so long at night and asked her if she didn't

feel "all purified" at the thought of joining the church?

Julia was good even if the other children did make fun of

her pale face.

The morning of the day they were to be confirmed was
brilliantly, mockingly beautiful. Julia's yellow eyes grew

wide with wonder as she whispered to Ann "God just made
this day for us, isn't it wonderful, Ann?"

Ann felt numb. She patted the beds into shape me-
chanically. At quarter of eleven they were ready. She

went through the first part of the service that morning as if

in a dream. She heard nothing that went on around her.

Then Julia tugged at her. "It's time to go up," she whispered

excitedly. Up the long aisle they walked; Ann, sullen,

kept her eyes on the gray border of the carpet. There were a

number of boys and girls near her but she did not look at

them. She knew they were pitying her in the tight, gingham
dress. Kneeling close beside Julia, she shut her eyes tight

together. An awful, cold stillness crept up over her shoulders.

Then softly, tenderly, a hand was laid upon her head. She

opened her eyes and looked up into the peaceful serenity of

the old Bishop's face. "Defend, O Lord, this thy child with

thy heavenly Grace." His voice caressed her and smoothed
away her pride. All the fear, the shame, the humiliation,

and unhappiness fell from her.
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Silence

Frederika Chase, '26

AGAINST an infinite silence we have built our little

noise, an audacious defiance to an eternal challenge.

Our factories tremble to the roar of the machinery,

our streets re-echo with the sound of imperative horns, of

strident voices and of weary feet. We fill our homes with

talk of poodle-dogs, the government's dishonesty, each other's

health and mannerisms; social etiquette requires that we
laugh and chatter without pause, that we hurry to and fro

on personal errands, that we ride on tinkling merry-go-

rounds and mingle our little voices with the cries of beggars

and the laughter of the clown. But there are moments when
the laugh is stayed, when we feel alone with the awfulness,

the immense significance of silence. I have known it in the

emptiness of the cathedral when the voices of the choir

have lost themselves in distance and the sudden hush falls

like a benediction—for a moment only. It is one with the

depths of the sea, and the grey tallness of beech-trees in

the snow; it moves with the mist, that guardian of the

secrets of all ages. Should you enter a deserted house, dust-

fingered with time, its familiarities half strange after long

absence, you will find silence there. It is in the flickering

of an autumn leaf, in the imperturbability of slow-falling

snow, in the sifting sand of the hour-glass. It lies within each

one of us behind high walls, a cloistered refuge, a harbor

from the wind, where we may walk alone. I have felt it in

the presence of great people; in the high places beneath the

eyes of many distant stars; in the sunlit courtyard of an old

and grass-grown abbey; and in the faltering touch of gray-

haired people. It arose from the Egyptian tomb, suddenly

opened by sacrilegious hands. For it is a part of old, for-

gotten things; a part of the broken helmet and tattered

coat after the firing has died away; it lies in the eyes of Jeanne

d'Arc and in the death mask of Dante; in the quiet skie&

of St. Helena. It comes with the knowledge of death. We
feel it suddenly, an invincible and awful presence, n un-
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expected places. Before the fact of it, all sense of proportion,

all sense of humor, is lost. Our cries are become like the

tuneless chant of distant insects, faintly vibrating the air.

Born of a moment in a vastness without time, for the flicker

of a match we make our little noise and then quite naturally

return into the silence that knows no laws of time or place.

Silence

Elizabeth Gibson, '27

"Father, I am right weary of four tongues:

A tongue that is too crafty and too wise,

A tongue that is too godly and too grave,

A tongue that is more bitter than the tide

And a kind tongue, too full of drowsy love,

Of drowsy love and my captivity."

THE world in which we live is a world gone giddy with

words. There is no scholar in his garret, no Croesus

at his dinner table, and no pauper on the king's high-

way who will not harrow you, wheedle you or inflate you
with a piling up of syllables. Every dog has his say. They
will find rumbling opinions on any subject, and to and fro

they will bandy their words, pulling long faces over this

point and carefully weighing that one, till by the Lord you
have forgot the very sound of silence. On every street

corner you can find a friend who will discuss for you what-

you-call-him's new theory of stars, who will bewail with you
the corruptions of mankind, who will cloy your way with

honeyed phrases, who will lash to pulp for you the old and

the new order of things, but set a flame to your lamp in the

sunlight, my Athenian, go search among the highways and

by-ways, you will find no friend to share with you your sunny

corner in the market-place, your rush mat, your water bottle

and your silence.
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Mrs. Henry and I

Pamela Kincaid, '27

THE three of us, feeling very comfortable after our

satisfying dinner, were seated before a pretty wood
fire. I was home for Spring Vacation, and my aunt

was entertaining Lou and me. Our conversation soon turned

to gossip. Although they do not realize it, the women of this

small enterprising Ohio town find their greatest pleasure in

discussing the actions of their fellow-beings. Lou was de-

scribing the dance we had attended the night before and I

was dozing peacefully when I heard her say, "And you
should have seen Katherine Henry's mother!"

"Humph, was she there?" said aunt Bee.

"Yes, partly," said Lou, "and she wore a black velvet

dress with a high neck and long sleeves, and when you shook

her hand to say, 'Good-night/ it felt like a glove stuffed

with straw."

I had always wondered about this woman of whom I

had heard only the most vague rumors, in spite of the fact

that she had lived in our town all my life. I felt sorry for her,

and when I had taken her lifeless hand to say, "Good-night,"

I had tried to show sympathy and good will in my expression.

I fancied I had aroused a slight spark of feeling in her dull

eyes. Now was my chance to learn more of this mysterious

woman. "Tell me, Lou, what is the matter with her. I

never saw her before last night."

"Oh, I don't know what's the matter with her," Lou
said. "They say she never does anything but read novels

and eat chocolates. She never pays any attention to her

husband or her daughter. No wonder she
—

"

"Yes," my aunt broke in, "Mrs. Cross used to tell me how
Katherine, when she came over to play with Margaret,

used to say, 'I wish I had a mother to love me.' I always

knew that woman didn't treat that child right. Poor

Katherine, with a mother like that."

We agreed that it was a perfect shame and then Aunt
Bee and Lou began to talk about some one else, but I couldn't
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get the Henry family out of my mind. All evening I mused
over the situation. Their house was long familiar to me
because for years I passed it four times a day going to and

from school. Each time I drew near, my childish, carefree

spirits were dampened. There was something about it—

I

never knew just what—something that I felt was wrong.

It was built of stolid bricks painted a glaring white. There

was one window with the shade always drawn, and a door

which was never used on the front. Towards the "side'

door, which was sometimes open in fine weather, I gave

many a furtive but fruitless glance. I was rewarded only by
baffling gloom.

It was partly through this baffled feeling I had whenever

I thought of anything connected with the Henry family, but

it was more because of my sympathy with Mrs. Henry that

I decided to go to see her. The next day I told mother my
plan.

"Mother, I'm going to call on Mrs. Henry this afternoon."

"Why, child alive/' she said, "what are you thinking

of? It would be very nice of you to go to see Katherine;

but, you know Mrs. Henry never sees anyone. Until last

night she hasn't been out of the house for years."

"Katherine won't be there, Mother. She told me she

was going to play tennis at four this afternoon. I'm de-

termined to see Mrs. Henry. I feel so much sympathy for

her. You know I always did think I had some bond with

people they call 'queer,' or with anyone talked about unkindly.

I can understand them."

"Very well, if you like, go ahead and try; but I doubt if

you get in."

Fortunately, when I reached the Henry's house, the

side door was open, and Mrs. Henry standing at the foot of

the stairs opposite the door. Calmly opening the screen

door and walking in as if invited, I said, "Good afternoon,

Mrs. Henry."

She made no response.

To cover the awkward pause, I began some useful school-

girl "gushing." "I want to tell you how perfectly delightful

the party was last night. It was so sweet of you to give it
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for Katherine. And we all had such a good time." During

all this I was walking into a small living room, furnished in a

fashion of bad taste common in the town. On a table I saw a

box of candy and some new, brilliantly bound novels of gossip's

fame. Recognizing one I said, "Oh, are you reading Jacob'

s

Room? How do you like it? I didn't care much for it."

At last she spoke—slowly, in a rough, low tone, "I

like the way the black marks are put on the pages and there

are so many nice little round ones."

I left the house a few minutes after she made this be-

wildering statement, driving the car straight out into the

country. Before I saw anyone, I had to think. Should I

tell anyone about—? Did her husband and daughter know?
Could I do anything for her? After two hours of furious

driving and desperate thinking, I had come to no conclusion.

Suddenly I thought of a dream I'd had years ago when
I was very sick. I dreamed that I was insane. During most
of the time, the actions of others were lucid to me. Always

I was normal Inside myself. I realized that I could not make
others understand that I was normal inside because I could

not use their means of communication. I couldn't 'connect'

with them. As long as they were kind to me, I was happy.

But I knew that if they tried to force me to do something

I didn't want to, I would be infuriated.

Did Mrs. Henry feel like that? Yes, I believed she did.

And then I knew that I would see her again and again. I

was not merely interested; I felt impelled to make my
relationship with her closer.

The very next afternoon—no need to pay attention to

formalities here—I went once more to call. This time

Katherine Henry came to the door. She was somewhat
surprised to see me—far greater, though, was her surprise

when I said I wanted to see her mother.

"Why, don't you know mother is awfully queer?" she

asked. "She always has been. Dad and I let her alone. It's

the best way. We never go near her room. We just get her

all the books she wants and she doesn't bother us. You
can't mean that you want to talk to her."

"Yes I do. I like her. We got acquainted yesterday

afternoon."
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Giving me an odd look, Katherine hurried away. In a

moment or two she returned and said, "Mother refuses to

come in here, but she said to bring you to her. No one

has been inside her room as long as I can remember. I don't

understand why she's going to let you in."

She did let me in, or rather pulled me in, and closed the

door with a bang in her daughter's face. For several minutes

I stood gazing at that room. It was long and low and narrow.

The two windows were boarded up. One electric light was

burning in a wall fixture , without a shade and everywhere

were heaps and piles of books. There were no bookcases.

The books were simply strewn all over the room so that one

had scarcely any place to walk.

When I had at last collected my wits, I turned to Mrs.

Henry. She was standing, looking at me with a kind of smile

in which there was something of the look a cat gives the

robin it has caught and finds it not so fat as it had seemed.

I would have been frightened had I not begun to hum in-

wardly "Onward Christian Soldiers," a courage-bracer, a

survival of my pre-pagan days. Falling on my knees, I

began to examine the books nearest me. Horses and Men,
Russia In the Shadows, L'art el la Vie Social, In America,

Ancient Jewish Proverbs, and Grimm's Haus Marchen were a

few; an inextricable mixture of subjects. The one thing

they had in common was their bright bindings. Presently

I found out that this was the very reason why they had

been chosen. Any book brought to Mrs. Henry that was
too dull she arbitrarily rejected.

"You do not wear today what you wore yesterday,"

said Mrs. Henry, calling me out of my absorption in the

books.

Was it, then, only because of my bright green dress

yesterday that Mrs. Henry perceived me today?

"You matched this book," she went on, picking up
one. "I told you yesterday something about the marks

in Jacob's Room. Today I will tell you more. You under-

stand more than other people. What I like to do is to look

at the lines this way (she held the book open with one side

instead of an end towards us). See how they go—I turn pages



and pages and they're always the same. Black lines marching

and never touching. These new books are best. In all

those old ones there aren't many spaces and no dots at all.

I have studied thousands of them, so I know their lines can

never meet. Neither do they meet in the few hundred new
ones; but I think the dots and spaces may help—and the

pretty covers are so nice to look at after black lines. Some
day there will be so many dots and spaces that the lines

will touch."

"But don't you know," I said, "that thev say that

straight parallel lines never meet."

"They are wrong," she answered. "I am right. Some
day I will show you where they meet."

"Oh, what is this?" I had picked up Horses and Men
and on the pages between the stories I saw rows and rows of

black pencil marks, interspersed with many dots; but in-

stead of running crosswise on the page, they went up and

down.

Mrs. Henry explained to me that she made them herself,

trying to do what others had not succeeded in accomplishing

—making parallel lines meet. "Why don't they make
their marks up and down?" she asked. "They must know
by now that they'll never meet going across."

During my next visit, Mrs. Henry showed me what the

boxes of chocolate were for. Clearing a space down the center

of the room, she laid books along end to end; then she placed

chocolates on each side of the books the whole length of the

row. When the books were taken up, there were two long

lines of chocolate candies.

"You see," she said, "they are easy to move around.

I think they might come together sometime."

I thought it wisest to humor her somewhat. By slow,

patient teaching, I might be able to show her that it was
impossible to attain her desire.

Then one night I was telling Mac about the apparent

futility of my efforts to instruct my friend. Mac is my
beautiful, big Collie. No more intelligent dog has ever

lived. We understand each other perfectly and he has

helped me solve many a problem. It was due to him, I
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know, that the great idea suddenly came to my mind. Of
course, parallel lines meet. They must. For centuries men
have been wrong about them. Why shouldn't they meet

anyway? "Mac, perhaps I will be hailed as a genius if I

discover where they meet!"

For several days I worked with Mrs. Henry enthusiasti-

cally. We studied a whole crate of books which had just

come. She had more faith in finding the solution in books,

while I thought the candies were the best means. One
evening we ran short of chocolates. As it was late we slipped

quietly out of the house to go in search of more. We were

wandering about in the bright moonlight, when suddenly I

tripped over something and fell. Angrily I picked myself up
and looked about to see who had mistreated me. There was
no person in sight; but on the ground I saw two long, hard,

cold lines. They stretched out endlessly in either direction

—

straight parallel lines and in the distance—they met!

That night I told Mac about our great discovery. "Mac,
we found it! Those hard cold lines come together! And
just as we were going away, a great bright light appeared

moving down the space between them. It was brighter than

any of our books, just as the lines were more perfect than any

of those inside the books. Tomorrow night, with the brighter

light to help us, we're going to walk along those lines until

we come to the place where they touch."
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FIRST THUNDERSTORM

Frederica Watriss, '27

Black tandem ponies one before the other,

Crimson satin ribbons braided in their manes:

Taut and delicate they pass before the judges;

The breath in their nostrils is light as butterflies.

Black trunks and boughs in their skin of yellow burgeoning

Pricked on a greenish-yellow sunset of rain

—

Adown the silky grass of the lawn is first growth,

The fruit tree's fragrance surrenders to the shower

And the petals quiver like clinging butterflies.

Horses roll in an old fertile pasture

Crushing beneath them gigantic violets.

The first thunderstorm foreshadows summer's surfeiting.

Exquisiteness is transient as yellow butterflies:

Shatters as thin glass the fine-drawn bow.

Let me seek the city and the talk of men.
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The Marriage of Pierrot

Elizabeth Nelson, '27

IT
SEEMS to me this Pierrot has wandered long and

rather aimlessly through literature. To be sure, we
find him, at sometimes, charming; at others, a thought

too sweetly-sticky, or too wan under the powder. A pretty

figure, withal, and useful, since you have only to say ' 'Pierrot/'

or maybe "Pierrette," if you prefer, to get your listener into

the proper mood. Take my title, for example—you know
the sort of thing you were expecting when you had read it.

But I shall disappoint you. For I come before you to

take you into my confidence—indeed, to make a proposition.

Now let us have a look at Pierrot. For my part, I think he

deserves a rest, if not complete retirement. Probably, if we
put him away with decency, our great-great-grandchildren

might acclaim him as a new discovery, and promenade him
with delight through successive generations. Would it not

seem a bit unkind to cheat them of this pleasure?

How, then, shall we be rid of him? To kill him would

never do. The Death of Pierrot would be so touching a

spectacle that we should never have done mourning over it.

But suppose we did away with him in less conspicuous

fashion—suppose we let him pass quietly into old age and

oblivion—suppose, I suggest, we let him get married.

You see at once what I mean. Pierrot married is hardly

Pierrot at all. No more strumming of his instrument in

moonlit gardens, getting his feet wet from the dew; no more

sighing under casements; or tender poetizing, in despair

when Pierrette flaunts him, in rapture when she is kind. . . .

Why should not Pierrot be like ordinary mortals, and have to

get a pound of butter on his way home?
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Lorna*
Edith Tweddell, '26

{The manuscript of this was found written in a mouldy

black notebook in the family vault of a certain Henry Fardel,

an English gentleman of the eighteenth century. Near it lay

bits of green glass and the remains of two tapers. Other than

these facts, there is no proof of its veracity. The description of

the old house, recently half burnt down, tallies as well as can be

ascertained with that in the manuscript.—Editor's Note.)

I
CANNOT remember the time before Lorna entered

my life. From earliest childhood we had played together

among the flowers which blossomed and fell many times,

linking us ever closer with each passing year. Her sympathy,

the charm of her dusky tresses and pale features and of her

deft slender fingers made her remarkable even as a child.

And then swam a new planet through our ken—one destined

to join us closer together, yet to separate us irrevocably;

appearing with the soft breath of Zephyr, only to scorch the

flowers of our happy home with the hot flames of Sirius.

The latter part of my youth had been spent learning the

art of portraiture for which, I must confess, I had some

talent. It was through these studies that I became acquainted

with Jerome, a young art student of about my age. We were

immediately attracted to each other, and at the end of no

great length of time we became intimate friends. Shortly

after this I purchased a mansion somewhat near the scenes

of our departed childhood, and thither led the lady Lorna

as my bride.

What folly, what malicious fate persuaded me to lead

through the ill-omened portals my young wife, to take up

my abode in the ancestral home of the Fardels? How often

have I cursed the unhallowed hour that witnessed the bridal

carriage roll up the shaded avenue to discharge its passengers

under the porte-cochere.

Here, wandering about the ancient estate, we passed

many happy days. Arm in arm we walked the neglected

*This story is an attempt at the manner o£ Edgar Allen Poe.
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paths while the caretaker, a doddering old Englishman,

related to us the melancholy history of the former tenants.

Captain Henry Fardel, it appears, had built the south wing

for his bride sometime in the seventeenth century. Since

then it had passed into the hands of successive heirs who
added on, enlarged, and greatly changed the appearance of

the original mansion.

The building was shaped like a colossal H with a small

unsymmetrical addition on the north side of the wing which

contained the master's bedrooms. This addition, built half

underground, contained the family vault, whose strange

position was due to the insane fancies of the old family.

The most outstanding feature of the old house, however,

was the ivy which clung to its immense surface like a writhing

green snake. Five round towers, covered by its leaves, were

placed at the four points of the H, and an odd one—built

without any apparent reason—on the additional north wing.

The mass of ivied gray stone surmounted a bleak hill

commanding a superb view over Latham Valley and the hills

beyond and, at the same time, subject to the relentless gales

which prevailed over that part of the country. A long

tortuous avenue wound through groves of majestic ash

trees, and emerged as an overgrown lawn which had been

cut immediately around the house for a space of some hundred

yards. Thus into the ancestral home of the ill-fated and now
entirely extinct heirs of Captain Fardel, I bought Lorna;

intending in that seclusion to continue my studies in painting

for which the natural beauty of my surroundings should serve

as inspiration, and to enjoy the company of my gentle wife.

Within a few weeks, Jerome appeared for a short visit

to our new home. He seemed nervous and tired—he had
been working too hard, he thought. Satisfied with his evident

resignation at our marriage—for he too had become enamoured
of the fair Lorna—and his continued friendship with myself,

I invited him to stay with us and share our home. Why,
I reasoned, should I not profit by the constant companion-

ship of my best friend and fellow artist?

Thus several months passed in pleasant studies with

Jerome and recreation with my adored wife. Like a white-
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robed spirit she haunted the great house, gliding through

the high-ceilinged halls, arranging the richly-colored flowers in

tall vases with her slender fingers, and filling the old rooms

with the music of her low vibrating voice. It is true that her

features of finely chiseled ivory, framed in the soft luxury

of her black hair, designated her for an unusual type of

beauty, but it was in her voice I gloried. Low, clear, and

ever melodious, it was possessed of a certain musical vibration

in its notes which I had never before perceived in any human
being. It gave to the listener that curious thrilling sensation

felt in the tone of an organ—having a strange power of

penetration to the very core of the emotions.

With each succeeding week, we three shut ourselves

more entirely from intrusion of the outside world. Except

for the servant we saw no human beings but each other.

Together we painted, rode, and walked, together we revived

the decaying glory of the old estate and enjoyed the unkempt
grandeur of Nature which encroached on us from all sides.

But alas! the Elysian beauty of our life was too perfect for

this unhappy world, and a cruel Destiny, having made us

the most fortunate of mortals, soon changed our fates to the

most miserable, the most wretched ever endured by man.

The first year of our life in the house of Captain Fardel

had passed, again the cold blasts of autumn reddened the

leaves to a blaze of color. And with the gradual death of

Nature before the gales of winter was born a tiny, a horrid

fear, slowly chilling my joys and filling my mind with vague

untenable apprehensions.

Externally our life continued in the same contented

round. The devotion between my wife and myself and our

joy in the companionship of our mutual friend was to the

casual eye, unchanging. But for myself there was a vague

unrest. Did I only imagine it, or was Lorna's love for me
abating? Did she not look too fondly on Jerome's bowed

head as he sat mixing his colors? Sometimes my quick sus-

picion caught them as their eyes met, for just a second per-

haps. Then I called her and she turned with a tiny smile

on her sensitive red lips. "I must be mad!" I thought

—

but I watched them.
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The personal charm of the boy, which hitherto I had taken

for granted, suddenly burst upon me. What crazy notion

had forced me to take to my hearth one who would divide

my wife's affections for me even in the smallest way? And
certainly this blue-eyed laughing boy—for he was but a

year older than my girl-bride—was a rival. He had a de-

lightful touch on everything he spoke of, a flickering sense of

humor that brought a glow with his presence like a candle

in a dark room.

The days went by, and I watched Lorna siting on the

edge of his chair or singing to him while he banged lustily

on the carved old piano. There was always a smile in their

eyes when they looked at each other—a secret, something

between them not for me to know
With each passing hour my suspicions increased and

fanned the flames of a growing hatred for the laughing-

lipped boy. Adoration for my beautiful wife grew into a

blinding passion. I could not stand it any longer!

To my death bed I shall always remember the boy's face

as he left the house. Lorna stood behind me clenching her

delicate fingers, her blue eyes burning like molten seas

—

meeting his, I knew, in their last hateful farewell. Jerome

murmured a low adieu, turned a last pleading look upon
me—and the still figure behind me—leapt into the waiting

buggy, and was gone.

From that day Lorna never spoke again. She hated

me as passionately as I worshipped her. But there was
born an expression in her eyes I had not seen before—some
secret, doubtless. She never left my sight night and day,

and I had two watchmen put on the grounds. It was physi-

cally impossible for them to meet—I had done all in my
power to prevent that; and yet I felt there was something,

something I did not know. For hours she would sit as if

spellbound, her heavily lashed eyes gazing into space, a

gentle smile on the otherwise scornful curves of her mouth

—

then she would arouse herself and look at me with pity, with

renewed hatred. And so the winter was almost passed;
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and we lived, a curious couple, practically strangers despite

my frenzied efforts to regain her love.

But her indifference drove me mad! What was the use of

banishing Jerome when she thought of him more constantly

in his absence than when he had been with us? Physically

she was in my power; mentally they were inseparable,

wandering together through their dreams, mingling their

laughter in the sunshine, while I sat impotently raging.

It was intolerable! Still I heard his voice ringing through

the house, his light step behind me, and at dinner I saw
the lamplight shine on his blonde hair—or no, it was the

flicker of the portiere behind the third chair. Lorna saw that

I felt his presence and smiled—was it not her own doing?

Grimly I made further preparations.

That night I dragged her, scarcely resisting me, into the

dark unused northern wing, where ivy grew over the narrow

grated windows. It was the burial vault of the house of

Fardel. • The high ceiling lined with fluttering bats seemed

a quivering curtain of black velvet. Beneath it two narrow

windows at a height of thirty feet let in slender arrows of

light that appeared and disappeared with the motion of the

leaves in the wind without. The air, which was damp and

foul, seemed to breathe through the cracks of the great

stone coffins like sighs from the mouths of the dead. And
the taper which I had shed a chill phosphorescent glow in a

circle arround us.

Fixing the candle by its own grease onto the end of a

great stone sarcophagus in the center of the chamber, I lifted

the fainting Lorna and stretched her out on top of it. Then,

drawing a small vial from my pocket, I forced open her

teeth and poured its contents down her throat. She would

never move again, but she would not die. And her thoughts,

dulled by the drug, would certainly be mine now; never

would she meet him in secret again! At last, at last she was

mine, mine, and Jerome was exiled! Mad with joy I capered

about the stone floor, thick with dust, and laughed at my
final revenge. O God—she was mine!

Hour by hour I sat in the echoing vault and talked to her,

stroked her gleaming hair, worshipped her beauty, rocked
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with silent laughter at my conquest. And she lay stretched

on silken pillows adorned with the freshest flowers from the

conservatory. She almost smiled in her trance, and her

blue eyes were half-shielded with their heavily fringed lids.

Four immense yellow tapers flickered at her head and feet;

the bats squeaked faintly far above us, and the wind screamed

outside. About the walls, gleaming in the pale light, were

rows of dusty coffins neatly piled in stone sarcophagi. All

around us slumbered the dead.

Every night I crept into the vault and conversed with my
loved one, then at daybreak I stole back to my deserted

bedroom. By day I slept and painted, and no one was any
the wiser. But sleep was horrible to me, haunted as it was

by insufferable nightmares. Regularly when I lost conscious-

ness I would dream that I saw the Lady Lorna stepping

daintily down from her gruesome couch like a goddess from

her altar, and gliding out through bolted doors to the sunny

fields beyond. There was the hateful Jerome, boyish as

ever, waiting for his sweetheart. Together they wandered

across the meadows, along country roads, while I followed

impOtently behind, able only to perceive and not to prevent

their every motion.

At sunset I awoke dead tired and impatient for the

darkness. Then again I stole to the musty vault and talked

and laughed with my beautiful wife—I know she listened

—

until the first lurid beams of the rising sun hastened me
back to my bedroom.

All this I managed with such cunning that the servants

merely thought me unwell since I slept most of the day,

and having perceived the unfortunate difference which had
arisen between my wife and myself, they concluded that I

had sent her away.

But do what I would, my sleep was ruined by the never-

failing dreams. Potions and drugs were useless—it had
to be endured. Once for nearly a week I kept awake, suc-

cumbing to that fateful drowsiness that threatened to over-

power me the moment I shut my eyes. And during that week

Lorna's still face grew pale and drawn, her lips puckered

as if she would sob, and in her half-closed ejes shone tears.

I did not, I could not, understand.
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Then at last, worn out by the effort, I fell a prey to my
exhaustion and slept for twenty-four hours, and for twenty-

four hours I was the helpless witness of the lovers' meeting

—

this time more ardent, more joyous than ever before. The
next night a half smile trembled on Lorna's lips, the fresh

color was back in her cheeks.

O, wretch that I ami Unhappy clown created only to

caper for the cruel laughter of others! What was there now
for me to do? Poor tool for their designs, it was I who
furnished a medium for their meetings, in my dreams did

they find each other and rejoice in one another's company.

Vehemently I cursed them both, sitting alone in the gloomy

sepulchre with the tapers flickering across the scornful smile

on my Lady's lips.

Then with murderous fingers I slowly choked her and

watched her writhe in the agony of her death.

And now by her twisted body in its white shroud I un-

cork a small vial. In a moment I shall put its contents to my
lips. At the coming of dawn the tall candles will sputter

out, and one by one they will leave us to the gloom and the

silence of Death. Untroubled night will shroud the house

of Henry Fardel. Peace, thank God, at last!
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Sophistication

Frederika Chase, '26

THE world of the child is full of strange happenings, a

constant adventure. There is no need to seek beyond

the garden walls, above the table where he bumps his

head, or below the still pool's depths. To the creator of

worlds, crown jewels would be an unnecessary impertinence.

His world is made of silver sand and pebbles that are rubies

under water; the toad and the gold-fish are the high priests,

the one-eyed pollywog is king. The frozen fountain has

become the pleasure-dome of Kublai Khan and if you listen

closely to the tinkle of the water on the ice, you will hear

the voices of the little folk that live there. The king's leaden

bodjguard has banqueted on red berries crushed in snow

and served in acorn cups, and tied with a life line of string,

has gallantly climbed the snow-bank to challenge the wicked

witch behind the apple tree.

But with the years the magic leaves us, we are poor

pretenders. The future had seemed simple then, and I

gaze in awe at the child I used to be, the child that said, "I

can't draw well or run fast, so I shall be a saint; there have been

none for so many years it will make my family glad." The
pine tree touched the star then, there was a wonder in the

rolling of the sun, tossed by a carefree god in play, sinking

without a splash into the sea. The mist of early morning

was a silver ocean where strange and distant towers rose,

peopled with many islands. There is a wonder still, a glory

in the lift of water, a miracle in the blossoming of dogwood.

Still is life a mysterj7 lit by passing fireflies. Only it is getting

harder to pretend. The bare branches of trees like human
hands, clutch only air; the golden flowers are slipping through

their fingers; the flame of them is dying. And, creators

that we are, our world is haunted by a silence, the quiet

finality of falling leaves, leaves that are burying things.
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John Chrystie Took the Wall

Deirdre O'Shea, '26

WITH each sultry hour the burden seemed heavier.

Today John Chrystie felt he must break under the

invisible and accumulating weight. It was three

days now since the funeral. Not once during that time had

the thought of it left him. The sun had been hot! Strange

people—relatives, he supposed—had crowded about. Then
the flowers—he could still smell them I Not the yellow

jonquils and waving phlox that Mabel had loved—they

wouldn't have been fitting—but roses, white roses big as

summer cabbages, wound into atrocious wreaths of shiny

palm. This stereotyped expression of grief seemed a dumb
show to him. When he thought, he recognized it all as

sincere, but it was none the less repulsive to him. Just as

her family's love had been real, now their sorrow was real.

Mabel had struggled hard not to be hampered by their love

—and now that she was dead, how lovingly and properly

they had buried her! As he stood in the hall and looked

into the parlor, John Chrystie's mind ached with memories,

and an impotent urge to go away swept over him. He must!

But how plainly impossible that was!

There by the center table, busy with her tatting sat Mrs-

McBride, Mabel's mother. Aunt Mame was close beside

her, and seemed always on the point of speaking—but then

hummed a little tune instead. Amy, Mabel's sister, moved
restlessly about the room. She was a meagre sort of person,

made conspicuous by the same quantity of blonde hair that

had completed Mabel's beauty. Today she smiled and
sighed a little as, fingering a book or smoothing a tidy, she

waited. They all, Aunt Mame, Amy and John were waiting

for something. . . . The minutes seemed too long. . . .

With that mechanical grace of long practice, Mrs. McBride
slowly rolled up her string of tatting and dropped the ball

into her lap. In a complacent murmur she called, "Come,

John, hadn't we as well name the baby now as later on?
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Never did hold with leaving that wait. Nameless mites

is bad luck."

John parted the iridescent screen of Indian beads that

served as portiere, and came slowly from the hall into the

parlor. He waited until the long strings had rustled into

place behind him, hung swaying for an interminable moment
and were still—then said, "We had planned, if it were a

girl, to name her Sheila."

"Lands alive!" exclaimed Mrs. McBride and Aunt Mame
at once. "Not name the baby after its mother?"

"Why, John," Mrs. McBride went on, "as a family we
always have done just that. Mabel was called for me

—

me for my mother—mother for Granny Clarke—and so, as

far back as church record shows."

It was clear to John that his mother-in-law felt this

should settle the matter. Of course the baby was to be

Mabel. But he didn't think so, and opened the subject

on a new basis.

"But Mrs. McBride, don't you see Mabel Chrsytie

doesn't sound as well as Sheila Chrystiel Sheila—there is

music:—why, it's lovely!"

"Yes, John," Amy put in from the piano-stool, where she

had settled. "Sheila's a fancy name enough, but it's the

propriety we must think on. What would Greenborough

say/

He sensed that the baby's name was to be an issue, and so,

abandoning esthetics, he settled down to argue. One by
one, he advanced what seemed to him good common-sense

arguments; one by one he saw them fall like houses made
from cards, before the alternate broadsides of Mrs. McBride
and Amy. Aunt Mame contributed only a murmured "That's

right"—inexplicable moral support.

As he followed their logical straightforward returns to

convention and tradition, he saw them to be re-enforced with

honest loyal conviction. They were sure—deadly sure

—

that what they wanted was right. But so was he. He lost

sight of the three women who faced him, as he toiled with

the question, trying to orient the right as he saw it with

this incompatible and—it seemed—irreconcilable right of
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theirs. His dilemma and a dull droning of voices in the small

room made up his consciousness, Now and again, Mrs.

McBride's voice became clearer than the rest, and he heard

her repeat again and again something about Mabel's memory.
He seized upon the phrase

"Yes, that was itl Mabel's memory!" With this new
prop he pulled himself from meditation, and, speaking to

Mrs. McBride, said, "Yes, Mabel's memory!—that's right!

Let me think of her, can't you? She always hated the name!"
Almost arrogantly he rose to his feet, looking about ready

to greet with a cool triumphant smile the inevitable gasp

of remonstrance. Ah! He had it now! The rest would be

easy.

But there was no gasp. An unexpected quiet filled

the room; it seemed to replace the air, and made it hard

to breathe. John Chrystie found in Mrs. McBride's eyes,

fastened on his, something he hadn't seen there before. He
could not place it, but it told him that he had perhaps been

cruel. Then, little noises began to creep into the thick

silence—a dog's bark, a cart creaking along the road—finally

a rain of expostulation from Amy!
John crossed the room in the face of it. He was con-

scious, shamefully so, that the situation had gone beyond

him. He felt oddly outside the whole affair. As he passed

Mrs. McBride's chair, he stooped to retrieve the faithful

ball of tatting that had fallen from her lap. Then he left

the room.

He went out—down the steps, past the lilac bushes, and

into the street. The shadows of the trees were dark on the

cobblestones, and at last the locusts had stopped their strident

fiddling. As he strode through the warm, living stil'ness of

alte afternoon, the horrid sense of conflict left John Chrystie's

mind. Instead of harassed rage, there was a revelation of

how close he had brought them to disaster—and such a

little thing a name seemed! Mrs. McBride and Amy would

have their triumph, yes!—but he had love's calm assurance

that the baby would not be like her name, but like her mother.
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Death

Elizabeth Nelson, '27

Death is a gentleman who has a gift

Of irony, and chooses to appear

Least opportunely knocking at the door.

Perhaps we lift, sparkling with amber gleam,

A cup of joyous foreign wine, or sit

Blear-eyed and dull, because we dined too late.

Yet, inconsiderate, he beckons forth,

And, one by one, we follow him away;

For at a strangers' banquet Death is host,

And I have never tasted of his fare,

Or heard report of it. But this I know

—

That he is master of some secret jest,

Too infinite and subtle to be shared,

Though, one by one, at last we find it out. . .

I would not seem less subtle than the jest,

Or too ungallant to accept its mirth.

You grave, ironic Death, although I smile,

How shall you know I do not see the point?
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Wandering Stars. Clemence Dane.

TO WRITE of truth in the vesture of unreality, to tell

us fairy-tales of our familiars has has been the goal of

Clemence Dane in Wandering Stars. Three aspects

of a delicately souled woman are given first as Hetty in the

Lover, as Damaris Payne seen by a cripple who had been

her theatrical manager, then as Damaris Payne seen by her

playwright, a mannishly insensitive, comradely person who
failed to see her love for him. All is told with a dream-like,

almost nightmarish quality; we resist believing, yet believe

in spite of ourselves. Her unerring perception, true to the

point of cruelty, the vigor of her language, the sense of never

a wasted word as when one talks with assurance—convince
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us beyond all argument. In the second story we are forced to

face unpleasant persons, unpleasant facts—a tortured dwarf

who tortures in return a victim whom he has caught within his

web, tearing him limb from limb, an author too obtuse to

understand an uncomplex woman who cruelly wounds her;

the woman who loses her soul in disappointed bitterness. We
are made to feel the cruelty inherent in their characters, not

wilful, the tragedy inevitable; we accept her verdict.

The language is vigorous and literary, a combination not

too usual in our lazy world. There is color in her imagery, a

startling happiness of metaphor that strikes one as a dart

of sunlight from changing skies. A sense of vitality and

significance pervade her work, the charm of imaginative

insistence upon poetry.

Caste and Outcast. Don Gopal Mckurzi.

IN DESCRIBING a world so utterly different from our

own as India, Mr. Mckurzi has had the unique ad-

vantage of being familiar not only with that country

but with ours. We have had stories of India from the out-

side and unintelligible tales from within, but never before

have we been led so directly and vividly into the essence of

its spirit. And once upon the threshold of this new ex-

perience we are enthralled by its magic, we wander through

the byways of India scarce realizing that we are reading a

book. The life of ritual, significant and poetrical, is made
an enviable adventure. We are made to look for a moment
upon the world with a new point of view. The dignity, the

strong serenity of the people is manifest.

The language has a faint foreign tang just perceptible

enough to charm. It is simple and vigorous. I have heard

Mckurzi speak. He had then the same compelling sincerity

and convincing vigor that we find in his book. He is ready

to present to us the reality and force of contemplation so that

we may add its depth to the breadth of our life of action and

achieve a strength which will carry us ever forward.
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